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Project Abstract
The overall objective of this project was to investigate the feasibility of designing a sodiumcooled fast reactor that will be able to establish and maintain a breed-and-burn (B&B) mode of
operation when fueled with depleted uranium while discharging the fuel at a peak radiation
damage that is significantly closer to 200 dpa than to ~550 dpa present designs call for. The
proposed approach was to design the core to enable an effective three-dimensional (3-D) fuel
shuffling to reduce the axial variation of the discharge burnup and, thereby, reduce the peak
burnup and corresponding minimum required peak radiation damage. Only 2-D shuffling can be
realized when using conventional fuel assemblies made of fuel rods and these fuel rods peakto-average (axially) discharge burnup is in the vicinity of 1.7. [1] [2]
The first part of the project was devoted to study the feasibility of a breed-and-burn (B&B)
core made of a bed of metallic fuel pebbles that are clad with HT-9 and are continuously
recirculating. Pebble fuel performance analysis concluded that the large stress that would be
produced in the pebble cladding from the containment of the fission gases greatly reduces the
smear density of the fuel in the pebble. To load enough heavy metal into the core that will
enable to reach sustainable B&B mode of operation at acceptable burnup would require such a
high smear density that will cause large stress in the cladding and, most likely cladding failure.
The phenomenon most limiting the smear density of the fuel is the thermal creep strain of the
cladding. Venting of the pebbles will allow high smear density of the pebble fuel but a reliable
mechanism needs to be developed to allow venting of the gaseous fission products without
significantly reducing the fraction of pebble volume available for the fuel while preventing
ingress of the Na coolant and preserving the spherical shape of the outer pebble surface.
Moreover, the thermal-hydraulic analysis concluded that the coolant pressure drop
across the pebble bed greatly limits the attainable core power for a neutronically acceptable
core height making the pebble-based designs much less economical than an analogous pinbased design. Furthermore, the maximum fuel volume fraction possible to achieve in the
pebble-bed core is significantly smaller than of a pin-type core and this significantly impairs the
neutronics performance.
As a result, the project focused on assessing the feasibility of performing 3-D fuel
shuffling in a core made by segmented fuel assemblies consisting of axially stacked sub
assemblies (also called fuel segments). Each segment is constituted of short vented fuel rods.
During fuel shuffling each shuffled fuel assembly is generally made of a different combination of
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subassemblies that are axially stacked in different order before the reconstituted assembly is
shuffled to another radial location in the core. A combinatorial optimization search methodology
of the optimal 3-D shuffling pattern based on the Simulated Annealing (SA) algorithm was
developed and implemented; it aims to identify that 3-D Shuffling Pattern (SP) that will minimize
the peak radiation damage while, to the extent possible, reducing the burnup reactivity swing,
radial power peaking factor and maximum change of assembly power over a cycle. A number of
alternative 3-D shuffling scheme variants were also investigated in an attempt to minimize the
complexity of the 3-D shuffling strategy and the associated refueling time without significantly
penalizing the improvements in the B&B core performance.
It was found that compared with the optimal conventional 2-D fuel shuffling, the optimal
3-D shuffling pattern offers a 1/3 reduction of the minimum peak radiation damage level required
for establishing a B&B mode of operation - down to ~350 dpa; a 45% increase in the average
fuel discharge burnup - up to ~15% FIMA, and hence the uranium utilization, without violating
all major neutronics and thermal-hydraulics constraints. The depleted uranium utilization of this
B&B reactor is ~30 times the natural uranium utilization of contemporary LWR when measured
per unit of generated electricity. For the same peak dpa level, the average discharge burnup of
the optimal 3-D shuffled core is 2.23 times that of the 2-D shuffled core. These significant
improvements may enable an earlier commercialization of B&B reactors than otherwise. A
successful deployment of the B&B core along with optimal 3-D fuel shuffling could provide at
least 30-fold increase in uranium utilization over current once-through Light Water Reactors
(LWRs), and hence significantly improve the sustainability of the once-through nuclear fuel cycle.
In fact, large 3-D shuffled B&B reactors could supply the total current US electricity needs for
hundreds of years in a once-through cycle (no reprocessing) using only the depleted uranium
stockpiles accumulated for fuelling the light water reactor fleet and for the start-up loading (first
generation) of new B&B reactors. The 30-fold increase in uranium utilization over current LWRs
effectively expands the potential for nuclear energy without reprocessing to a technology that is
able to supply all of the world’s electricity needs for centuries to come, and thus warrants
detailed and intense further study.
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Project Summary
1. Background and Introduction
Present day commercial Light Water Reactors (LWRs) can extract only ~0.6% of the potential
energy that is available in the natural uranium mined for making LWR fuel. Approximately 90%
of the unused uranium goes to the depleted uranium (DU) stream of the enrichment process
and ~95% of the enriched uranium is left in the used nuclear fuel (UNF). Fast Breeder Reactors
(FBRs) can, in principle, fission almost all the DU "waste”, although high uranium utilization
cannot be achieved in a single irradiation campaign because the radiation damage accumulated
by the fuel and cladding challenges the mechanical integrity of the fuel rod. Consequently, the
approach that enables attaining high uranium utilization involves multiple fuel recycling. Fuel
recycling includes removal of the fuel cladding, removal of the fission products, addition of some
DU make up fuel, fabrication of new fuel assemblies and reloading them into the reactor core for
another irradiation cycle. Such recycling is commonly required every 10% to 15% fissions per
initial heavy metal atom (FIMA), depending on the core neutron spectrum and fuel type.
Although technically feasible,

the fuel recycling was not acceptable to many U.S.

administrations and by other countries due to economic viability and proliferation concerns.
FBRs could, in principle, also operate without fuel recycling. That is, using a oncethrough fuel cycle as do the majority of LWRs. Although the standard FBR discharge burnup of
10% to 15% FIMA is two to three times higher than that of LWRs, the uranium utilization of a
once-through FBR is not significantly different from that of a once-through LWR because the
level of uranium enrichment required to achieve criticality in the FBR is often three times that
required to fuel the LWR.
To achieve significant uranium utilization without resorting to fuel recycling, special class
of fast reactors known as Breed-and-Burn (B&B) reactors has been proposed and studied since
the 1950s. The unique feature of a B&B reactor is that it can breed plutonium in depleted or
natural uranium feed fuel and then fission a significant fraction of the bred plutonium without
having to reprocess the fuel. Once the initial criticality is established with the assistant of either
enriched uranium (EU) or plutonium with or without minor actinides, the B&B reactor is capable
of continuing its operation fed only with fertile fuel such as DU or natural uranium.
There are two basic types of B&B reactors: Travelling Wave Reactors (TWRs) and
Stationary (or Standing) Wave Reactors (SWRs). In TWRs, like the CANDLE reactor concept [3]
and the one proposed by Teller et al. [4], the breeding and burning wave travels axially through
3

the long core from one end to the other. In SWRs, like the one presently being pursued by
TerraPower [5] [6], the location of the fission reaction in the core is maintained nearly stationary
by adequate radial, i.e., 2-dimensional (2-D) shuffling of fuel assemblies. The TWR concept is
considered difficult to implement due to its poor neutron economy and excessive level of
radiation damage the fuel has to accumulate [7]. Therefore, this study focuses on the SWR type
of B&B reactor and its fuel shuffling strategy.
In order to sustain the B&B mode of operation by feeding the core with fertile fuel such
as DU, the burnup the fuel needs to accumulate has to exceed a certain threshold, which
strongly depends on the core neutron balance. In a sodium-cooled metallic-fueled B&B core
featuring high fuel volume fraction and low-leakage, the minimum required peak burnup is
above 20% FIMA and the corresponding peak radiation damage of the fuel cladding is in the
vicinity of 500 displacements per atom (dpa). [8] The maximum radiation damage cladding
materials were exposed to so far in fast reactors is 200 dpa, experienced by the ferriticmartensitic steel HT-9 in the Fast Flux Test Facility (FFTF) [9]. This means that the SWRs
cladding material must withstand a radiation damage more than double the level that has been
proven feasible. A combination of development of advanced structural and fuel materials and
irradiation experiments are likely to increase the permissible clad radiation damage beyond 200
dpa but proving the practicality and licence-ability of cladding material up to ~500 dpa may take
significant time and resources.
Three approaches for operation in the B&B mode without exceeding the 200 dpa
constraint had recently been investigated: (1) reconditioning the fuel whenever the cladding
reaches 200 dpa. The function of the reconditioning is to remove the cladding, remove the
gaseous and some volatile fission products, and load the fuel into a new cladding [10]. (2)
Double-clad the fuel [11] after removal of the gaseous fission products. (3) Using excess
neutrons from transmutation of trans-uranium elements from LWR UNF to drive a subcritical
B&B blanket up to 200 dpa [12].
The overall objective of this project is to investigate a different approach for reducing the
minimum required peak radiation damage level - use of 3-dimensional (3-D) in-core fuel
management strategy to reduce the axial variation of the discharge burnup and, thereby, reduce
the peak burnup and corresponding peak radiation damage. In the 2-D shuffled system, as the
plutonium builds up near the axial center faster than at the bottom and top of the fuel assembly,
the axial power and burnup distribution in B&B cores is significantly more centrally peaked than
in conventional (uniform axial composition) sodium-cooled fast reactor (SFR) cores. In a typical
4

low-leakage B&B core the peak-to-axially average discharge burnup can far exceed 1.7. If the
axial profile of burnup or fast fluence can be flattened down to close to 1.0, the peak dpa level
may be reduced significantly.
The NEUP project initially proposed to explore the feasibility of designing a breed-andburn (B&B) core made of a bed of metallic fuel pebbles that are clad with HT-9 and are
continuously circulating. Pebble fuel performance analysis concluded that the stress that would
build-up in the pebble cladding from the containment of the fission gases could only be
accommodated by greatly reducing the smear density of the fuel in the pebble. To load enough
heavy metal into the core that will enable to reach sustainable B&B mode of operation at
acceptable burnup would require such a high smear density that will cause large stress in the
cladding and, most likely cladding failure. The phenomenon most limiting the smear density of
the fuel is the thermal creep strain of the cladding. Venting of the pebbles will allow high smear
density of fuel in the pebbles but a design needs to be developed to allow venting of gaseous
fission products but prevent ingress of Na coolant. It is not certain that such a design could be
developed and be licensable. Moreover, thermal-hydraulic analysis concluded that the coolant
pressure drop greatly limits the attainable core power for a neutronically acceptable core height
making the pebble-based designs much less economical than an analogous pin-based design.
Furthermore, the maximum fuel volume fraction possible to achieve in the pebble-bed core is
significantly smaller than of a pin-type core and this significantly impairs the neutronics
performance.
As a result, the project focused on assessing the feasibility of performing three
dimensional fuel shuffling in a core made by segmented fuel assemblies made of axially stacked
sub-assemblies. Each subassembly is made of short vented fuel pins. In the current design,
each full-length assembly is constituted of 2 to 4 assembly segments and during the refueling
stage, the fuel assembly is disconnected to allow shuffling of the segments in both radial and
axial location. The mechanical design of the segmented fuel assemblies was later improved to
be more robust and have enhanced stability of the assembly segments during reactor operation
and improved mobility during refueling.
The search for the optimal 3-D Shuffling Pattern (SP) was initially based on a user
specified trial-and-error approach and was limited to few trials applied to a single core. The 3-D
SP optimization presents a large decision space - for the reference core given in Ref. [8] that
features 12-batches and 4 axially stacked subassemblies there are on the order of 1061 SP
combinations. Hence, an exhaustive search is not feasible using the trial-and-error approach
5

since using it is extremely computationally expensive. Moreover, the optimal core design should
meet several constraints including the burnup reactivity swing, radial power peaking factor and
relative assembly power change over the cycle. This makes a manual selection of SP
impractical. In addition, the optimal SP is highly sensitive to the core dimensions and number of
radial and axial shuffling zones. An automated optimization capability that is able to account for
all the constraints was developed in this study based on a stochastic Simulated Annealing (SA)
algorithm and applied to the search for the optimum SP in both 2-D and 3-D shuffled systems.
The next major question addressed in this project was the dependence of the
improvements in the B&B core performance made possible by 3-D fuel shuffling on the core
design complexity, such as number of axially stacked sub-assemblies and constraining the
subassemblies to a given assembly. A number of core design simplification approaches have
been proposed and evaluated to maximize the improvements of B&B core performance while
minimizing the penalties on the refueling effort imposed by 3-D fuel shuffling. The project also
quantified the dependence of 3-D shuffled core performance on the core power level and core
dimensions.
The list of issues addressed during the two years of the project is given in Section 2
while our findings pertaining to each of these issues are briefly summarized in Section 3.
Detailed description of the studies performed in order to reach these findings can be found in
the referenced publications a subset of which is included to this report as Appendices. Section 4
summarizes

the

more

important

conclusions

recommendations for future work.
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2. List of Issues Addressed
Following is a list of the issues addressed in this project:
1. Pebble-bed core concepts and findings
2. Alternative pin-type segmented core design capable for 3-D fuel shuffling; including:
2.1 Developing a robust segmented assembly design for enabling the 3-D fuel shuffling
2.2 Developing vented fuel rod design for segmented fuel assemblies.
2.3 Developing generic design of 2-D and 3-D shuffling B&B cores.
3. Establish deterministic 3-D shuffling capacity and verify it against a Monte Carlo method.
4. Develop a computational capability for an automatic search of the optimal 2-D and 3-D
shuffling pattern (SP). The search for the optimal fuel management is based on a Simulated
Annealing (SA) algorithm.
5. Compare the optimal 3-D shuffled core characteristics against those of a conventional B&B
core design that features 2-D fuel shuffling.
6. Extend the neutron balance analysis of 0-D unit cell model to actual 3-D core model. Apply
this analysis to optimized 2-D and 3-D shuffled core to understand the improvement offered
by the 3-D shuffling.
7. Investigate the effect of different simplifications of 3-D fuel shuffling strategies on the optimal
core performance.
8. Determine the effect of core power density on 3-D shuffled core performance.
9. Compare the effects of 3-D fuel shuffling on safety related parameters of optimized 3-D
shuffled B&B core relative to 2-D shuffled core.
10. Develop Hexagonal-Z models for B&B cores and quantify the difference between the
predictions of the Hexagonal-Z and the previously used R-Z core models.
11. Apply 3-D fuel management to relatively small modular sodium-cooled B&B fast reactors
and quantify the improvement of core performance made possible by 3-D shuffling. The
reactor core chosen for this study is a small B&B core with thermal power of 1000 MW
having a diameter comparable to the diameter of the Super-PRISM (S-PRISM) core.
12. 3-D fuel shuffling concept viability assessment and technology roadmap.
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3. Summary of Work Done and Findings
3.1 Pebble-bed core concepts and findings
The first design approach was to use a bed of spherical pebbles with continuous feeding and
pebble circulation [13]. A pebble bed approach was chosen because pebbles can be wellshuffled in, essentially, three dimensions, without need for complicated shuffling mechanisms. In
addition, the cladding in spherical pebbles would withstand the pressure from the fission gases
better than a rod would.
The specific approach first tried is to use the pebble-bed B&B core schematically illustrated
in Figure 1 [13]. The colored zones are loaded with fuel pebbles of different burnup levels while
the white zone that radially surrounds the fuel pebble zones contain steel pebbles that function
as a reflector and also protect the reactor vessel from radiation damage. If needed, absorber
pebbles could be added at the outer side of the reflector to better shield the reactor vessel.
There are no structural partitions in the pebble-bed; the radial and axial grid shown in the figure
denotes different depletion zone used for preliminary simulation of this B&B core neutronics
performance. Experimental studies performed with graphite pebbles at UCB found that it is
feasible to radially segregate the pebbles in the core without any structural partition.

Figure 1 Schematic vertical cut through a very preliminary PB-B&B core design arrived at prior
to the initiation of this NEUP project
The pebble-bed examined is divided into 5 radial zones (with no partition) to be numbered
sequentially from 1 for the outermost to 5 the innermost. The new depleted U containing
pebbles are loaded, from the top, into the outermost radial zone 1 and are slowly circulated
8

downwards. Pebbles discharged from the outermost radial zone are inserted at the top of zone
2. When the pebbles come out from the bottom of zone 2, they are circulated to the top of zone
5 (radial core center), then to zone 4 and finally to zone 3. This particular shuffling scheme was
found to provide a desirable peak-to-average power density. The circulation of the pebbles
through the core is envisioned continuous; the pebbles residence time is the time it takes to
reach the minimum discharge burnup level that is required for sustaining a B&B mode of
operation at a full power keff value of 1.0.
This design approach resulted in reducing the average discharge radiation damage required
for sustaining the B&B mode of operation to a remarkable low value of about 310 dpa; the peak
radiation damage was not calculated, but due to the multi-circulation of the fuel pebbles, it is
expected to be almost the same as the average. However, there were a number of practical
issues with this design; most significantly, it was difficult to introduce control elements to the
pebble core without introducing control rod guide tubes that present a mechanical challenge;
radiation damage life limit and impaired neutronics performance.

Additionally, the coolant

pressure drop required for achieving economically acceptable power density was exceptionally
large and, due to lack of engineered channels, it was difficult to predict or control the coolant
flow pattern throughout the core. This could result in a low average-to-peak coolant temperature
rise across the core along with a penalty on the attainable thermodynamic efficiency and hot
spot safety concern.
In order to alleviate the feasibility issues identified for this design concept, another design
approach involving pebble fuel was attempted [14]. The pebbles were placed in an ordered
lattice within stacked segmented fuel assemblies. This design enabled control blade placement
between fuel assemblies, as well as coolant flow orificing for each assembly.

The ordered

lattice provided a significant reduction of the pressure drop compared to a randomly packed bed
of pebbles but at the cost of requiring a complicated shuffling scheme in order to move the
pebbles in a 3-D pattern across the core. In this design approach, although the pebble packing
fraction was close to that of the random bed, the volume fraction of pebbles in the core was
significantly lower due to the volume consumed by the assembly walls and inter-assembly gaps.
It was found that although the 3-D shuffling might have significantly reduced the peak-toaverage discharge burnup and peak radiation damage, the lack of a fission gas plenum led to
enormous strain on the pebble cladding due to thermal creep. This could be accommodated by
reducing the fuel smear density but the reduced fuel loading would make the breed-and-burn
mode of operation impractical. The strain would also be made acceptable if the pebbles were
9

vented; however, no practical solution for venting pebbles without allowing sodium ingress into
the pebble could be identified. Additionally, although the pressure drop was lower than in the
pebble bed core arrangement, it was still significantly higher than in a rod-type core, which led
to comparatively lower power densities.

More technical details are provided in Appendix H.

These findings led to a change in the fuel concept from pebbles to short cylindrical rods.

3.2 Alternative pin-type segmented core design capable for 3-D fuel shuffling
3.2.1

Developing a robust segmented assembly design for enabling the 3-D fuel

shuffling
This section describes a newly perceived design of the segmented fuel assembly to facilitate the
3-D shuffling. In the original design concept [15], assembly segments were axially connected
with upper and lower connecting grapplers to form a full-length assembly, while the segment at
the bottom of the core is connected to a shielding and flow orificing block that is designed to
remain in a fixed location in the reactor for the lifetime of the core.
A recent mechanical concept review performed by ANL mechanical design experts
identified a number of mechanical engineering challenges associated with the original design,
including difficulties to provide core stability under all operating conditions and to move fuel
segments reliably in the sodium coolant. [16] Both of these challenges must be met in a manner
that introduces as little as possible fuel-free volume in the core. Therefore, the original design
has been modified and the upgraded solution arrived at is described below.
An important guiding principle is that fuel segments should be free stacking without axial
joining connections to avoid penalties on fuel-free volume and the introduction of a reliability
weakness. As a result, a nesting tapered conic interface is proposed for the segment-segment
interface, as illustrated in Figure 2. The top cap (blue) has a protruding hexagonal cone, and the
bottom cap (green) has a re-entrant hexagonal cone. The generous tapered hexagonal cone
provides a self-centering zone that is larger than the resolution limits of the refueling machine; it
also provides robustness against axial fuel segment movements. Adequate passages are also
provided on the conic surface for coolant flow.
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Figure 2 Top and bottom cap of the newly proposed fuel segment design for 3-D fuel shuffling.
Upper and lower external edges of the fuel segments have bevels to provide additional
self-centering and resistance to snagging on adjacent fuel assemblies. This contributes
significantly to eliminating difficulties with placing segments in the core, especially the last few
segments placed in the array, as neighbouring ones that tend to lean toward the open space
can be pushed back into proper position as the new fuel segment is inserted.
Centering buttons on the side of the top and bottom cap provide a consistent lateral
positioning of the assembly segment in the core and maintain consistent gaps between
segments, as shown in Figure 3. Two buttons are designed at the bottom of the segment in
order to maintain rotational registry with the core grid, while a single button at the top is
adequate to maintain the position of the top of the segment. This arrangement minimizes the
dragging of one segment against its neighbours when being inserted or removed. These
centering buttons can also provide a measure of tolerance for bowing or twisting of fuel
assemblies over their service life.

11

Figure 3 Stacked fuel assembly segments with a demonstration of centering buttons at the top
and bottom of the segment and the gaps between segments.
Figure 4 (left) depicts the design of the fuel handling gripper with 3 jaws, which is
positioned at the end of the refueling mast. A robust reinforcing ring (also shown in Figure 2) is
placed in the top of the fuel segment to distribute gripper forces and provide adequate wear
surfaces for the life of the segment. A central rod actuator can actuate 3 jaws equally. During
the refueling process, the refueling mast is positioned over the assembly segment and extended
downwards to reach the segment. The segment is then attached with the handling gripper and
lifted up. The gripper is smaller than the footprint of a segment, thus allowing it to reach a fuel
segment on the lowest course without removing neighboring segments. Figure 4 (right) shows
the attachment of the gripper to one of the sub-assemblies sitting on top of the stacked
segments during the refueling process.

12

Figure 4 Section view of the fuel gripper mechanism (left); and stacked fuel segments,
representing a portion of a core (right).
3.2.2

Developing vented fuel rod design for segmented fuel assemblies.

The assembly segments are constituted of conventional rod-type fuel, which are designed to
allow for continuous release of gaseous fission products through a thin porous filter followed by
small openings in the upper end cap, as illustrated in Figure 4. This is because the use of any
type of un-vented fuel would make the segmentation of the fuel assemblies impractical as the
gas plenum at the top of the fuel sub-assembly will take a large fraction of the core volume and
will therefore have a significant negative impact on the neutron economy. The only identified
option to design high actinide-density axially segmented solid fuel rods is to vent the gaseous
fission products directly to the coolant. Because of the relatively large space required for
accommodating any type of hydrostatic venting devices, continuous release of fission gas
through small openings in the upper end cap is assumed in this study.
The depleted uranium metal fuel, which was selected as the feed fuel for the purpose of
maximizing the actinide density, is known to swell axially in the range of 8-10% at burnup of ~20%
FIMA caused by the internal pressure of fission gas bubbles, and requires a liquid bond due to
low melting temperature. [17] In a segmented fuel rod design, the free volume reserved for fuel
swelling and the displacement of the bonding liquid will also have detrimental effects on the
neutron economy. As a result, an annular fuel rod design was adopted to avoid both of these
issues. The annular fuel is mechanically bonded to a 30-^m vanadium liner [18], which acts as a
13

diffusion barrier to avoid fuel/cladding chemical interaction (FCCI). When the fuel swells inwards
with burnup, the bonding restrains the fuel from swelling axially. These features are described in
details in Appendix A.

Bubble former piece
Free volume
(3-4% of fuel length)

Vent plug

Fuel
(60-75% smear density)
Cladding

Lower end cap

Figure 5 Axially segmented initially annular fuel rod design for 3-D fuel shuffling.
The upgraded design is adequate to maintain the core stability under various operating
conditions and the reliability of 3-D fuel shuffling in the sodium coolant, without significant
enlargement of the non-fuel volume in the assembly or significant harming of the neutron
economy.
3.2.3

Developing generic design of 2-D and 3-D shuffling B&B cores.

A generic 2-D shuffled optimal B&B core concept OBB-I (Optimized B&B, type I) upon which the
3-D shuffled cores were developed in this study is a large SFR fed with DU with 0.25% 235U.
The unirradiated nominal fuel density is 18.66 g/cm3 at 800 K, and a smear density of 75% is
assumed to accommodate the fuel swelling with burnup. The cladding material, which is the
ferritic-martensitic alloy HT-9, and the coolant have densities of 7.87 and 0.830 g/cm3,
respectively, both at 800 K. The effective core height is 300 cm and equivalent diameter of the
simulated core is ~493 cm, giving a total active core volume of 57.19 m3, and a volumetric
power density of 52.45 MW/m3 for a total core thermal power of 3000 MW. This reference
design adopts the vented fuel rod concept [19]. The diving bell type ventilating device allows the
release of the fission gas, but prevents the reverse-flow of the coolant into the fuel pin. [19]
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Venting the released fission gases from the fuel pin into the primary reactor coolant will maintain
cladding stresses at low levels to high burnup. The fraction of core volume that is required for
the control system was not accounted for in the preliminary core design because the required
number of control assemblies cannot be estimated before detailed calculation for safety
parameters is performed. The general characteristics and assumed volume fraction of the active
core ingredients are presented in Table 1.
Table 1 Main parameters of reference B&B core
Thermal power (MW)

3000

Core equivalent radius (cm)

246.34

Active fuel length (cm)

300

Gas plenum height (cm)

100
DU (0.25% 235U) with 75%

Feed fuel

smear density

Coolant

Sodium

Inlet/outlet coolant temperature (°C)

355.0/506.8

Structural material (cladding, duct,

HT-9

wire-wrap, reflector pin)
Fuel assembly

Fuel

40.70

volume

Gap

13.57

Cladding+Wire

13.04

Duct

6.28

Coolant

26.41

Fuel (theoretical)

18.99

Cladding

7.87

Coolant

0.83

fraction (%)

Density (g/cc)

In the 3-D shuffled version of OBB-I, the full-length fuel assembly is made of four 77 cm long
sub-assemblies (an alternative term for assembly segment) making a 301 cm active core height.
This core has three 7 cm thick fuel-free layers at the top of each of the three lower sub
assemblies due to the design of the sub-assembly fuel rods illustrated in Figure 5. The effective
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fuel volume fraction of the resulting core is lower than of the 2-D shuffled core. The total power
of the 3-D shuffled core with segmented fuel assemblies is the same as of the 2-D reference
core.

3.3 Establish deterministic 3-D fuel shuffling capability.
The core characteristics compared in this study pertain to the critical equilibrium cycle. The
search for the equilibrium cycle was performed using the DIF3D/REBUS-3 codes [20] [21] which
are part of the Argonne Reactor Computation (ARC) system obtained from the Argonne
National Laboratory (ANL) collaborator. The finite difference diffusion method was employed in
the flux and eigenvalue solver DIF3D as it is the only available option for R-Z geometry. A
variable mesh structure that can be defined in both radial and axial directions provide a higher
resolution of the results, including flux and power etc. The fuel shuffling was modelled explicitly
on a fuel batch basis in REBUS-3 calculations. For a given core geometry and constituents
volume fraction, the design variables are the shuffling pattern and cycle length.
Burnup region-dependent 33-group cross section sets were generated from the
ENDF/B-VII.0 data library using the ETOE-2/MC2-3/TWODANT sequence of codes of the ARC
package. [22] [23] Specifically, the MC2-3 code first calculates 0-dimensional (0-D) neutron
spectra and condenses point-wise cross sections prepared by ETOE-2 into an ultrafine group
structure (~2000 groups). For non-multiplying regions such as reflectors and shield, leaking
spectra from the fueled region is used for the condensation. Then, a 2-D ultrafine group
transport calculation is conducted by TWODANT to take into account realistic leakage and the
calculated spectra are fed back to MC2-3 for the final cross section condensation. As shown in
Appendix C, it was found in previous studies that in order to accurately account for spectral
variation in the B&B core, the best approach is to use burnup and location dependent group
constants for the core simulation. However, it is impossible to generate cross sections without
knowing the zone-wise equilibrium composition beforehand. It is also difficult to assign cross
sections to burnup zones while performing fuel shuffling in REBUS-3. Therefore, the preliminary
core calculation was carried out using a cross section set generated for the fuel composition
pertaining to intermediate burnup (~10% FIMA). This approximation is acceptable for the initial
exploration of the effects to be expected from the newly proposed B&B core design and fuel
management.
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An external module has been developed to post-process REBUS-3 simulation results
and produce key performance characteristics for the equilibrium core such as the zone-wise fuel
burnup, infinite multiplication factor, power, and leakage. In particular, the radiation damage
accumulated by HT-9 cladding is evaluated by folding cell averaged multi-group flux from
REBUS-3 results with the isotopic neutron dpa cross sections. (see Appendix B)
The capability of the simplified DIF3D/REBUS-3 model for determining equilibrium
composition of B&B cores has been verified [8] by comparing against a continuous energy
Monte Carlo (MC) code Serpent. [24] Both deterministic and MC calculations used the ENDF/BVII.0 cross section library and assumed uniformity of temperature distribution for fuel/clad (800
K) and coolant (600 K) in the active core to have consistency between the two models. They
differ, however, in the depletion calculations - whereas Serpent uses a detailed burnup chain,
the REBUS-3 calculations use a pre-stored plutonium-uranium burnup chain to simplify the input
preparation in two ways. First, it does not include all the heavy metal nuclides prepared in the
cross section library. Second, the effect of fission products is accounted for using lumped fission
product (LFP) cross sections for 4 different fissionable isotopes that were created from cross
sections of 137 individual fission products using fission yields for 235U, 238U, 239Pu, and 241Pu. It
was found in Appendix E that the relative difference of the core characteristics such as cycle
length, discharge burnup, reactivity swing, and power peaking factor, is within 4%, indicating
that the deterministic approach is adequate for quantifying the relative difference in the
performance of B&B cores designed using 3-D versus 2-D fuel shuffling. The computational
time for an equilibrium cycle search using REBUS-3 is ~12 min on the UNIX cluster at UCB,
which is a significant reduction when compared with ~23 h required for Serpent.
REBUS-3 has the capability of modeling the core in R-Z and Hexagonal-Z geometry. It is
desirable to further reduce the code modeling effort even using deterministic codes, especially
when performing shuffling pattern optimization as will be discussed in later sections. Therefore,
the assembly-based hexagonal B&B core is represented in R-Z geometry, which consists of a
number of equal-volume concentric fuel batches. The discrepancy of using the simplified R-Z
model, which primarily stems from depleting all the assemblies of a given batch with the same
power level, is considered acceptable for a preliminary feasibility study aimed at estimating the
relative difference on the B&B core characteristics resulting from 3-D versus 2-D fuel shuffling;
these differences will be illustrated in later sections. The R-Z model enables a 70-80% reduction
in the neutronics computational time and thus expedites the optimization process.
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The above mentioned standalone neutronics study of the equilibrium performance of the
B&B core assumes that the core can operate at the designed power level without violating any
thermal-hydraulics constraints. However, the peak assembly power depends on the radial
power distribution which depends on the fuel shuffling scheme. Therefore, thermal-hydraulics
calculations are incorporated into the core optimization process through coupling with
neutronics calculations using the ADOPT code [25]. ADOPT aims to automatically search for
the optimal fuel assembly design that maximizes the fuel volume fraction while adhering to set
constraints for all component temperatures, pressure drop, coolant velocity and structural
integrity limits, subjected to a specified peak assembly power level. The coupling scheme used
to converge on thermal-hydraulic and neutronics solutions for the critical equilibrium cycle of
B&B cores is given in Figure 6. A separate module - PyRebus, was developed to prepare the
input files, control data exchange, and check the convergence of the iterative process. For a
given core specification (defined by geometry, material, SP, etc.), the process starts with
REBUS by searching for the equilibrium critical cycle and calculating its performance
parameters. Then, the power distribution is sent to the ADOPT model, which has the identical
core specification as in REBUS, to generate the volume fraction of all constituents that will
enable the peak power assembly to meet all the design constraints. If different from the previous
iteration, this information is fed back to REBUS to repeat the search for equilibrium core using
the revised assembly design until a converged critical core design has been found. The fuel
volume fraction and the maximum cycle radial power peaking factor require 4-5 iterations to
converge to an error less than 2%.
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Core k-eff

PyRebus

REBUS-3

Input file preparation
Equilibrium cycle search
Output post-process

Neutronics (depletion)

Power distribution
Constituents volume fraction

ADOPT

Design constraints

Thermal-hydraulics
Structural mechanics
Core optimization

Figure 6 Coupled neutronics-TH calculation scheme for equilibrium B&B core search.
The thermal-hydraulics constraints accounted for in this study are:
(1) maximum core pressure drop: 0.9 MPa, [15]
(2) maximum sodium velocity across the core: 12 m/s, [26]
(3) maximum fuel-cladding interface temperature: 650 °C, [27] and
(4) maximum peak fuel temperature: 1000 °C. [28]

3.4 Develop the computational capability for an automatic search of the optimal 2-D and
3-D shuffling pattern.
The search for optimum 3-D shuffling pattern in the early stage of the project was based on a
user specified trial-and-error approach and was limited to few trials applied to a single core. The
3-D SP optimization presents a large decision space - for the reference core given in Appendix
E that features 12-batches and 4 axially stacked subassemblies per assembly there are on the
order of 1061 SP combinations. Hence, an exhaustive trial-and-error search is not feasible since
it is extremely computationally expensive. Moreover, the optimal core design should meet
several constraints in addition to criticality including the burnup reactivity swing, radial power
peaking factor and relative assembly power change over the cycle. This makes a manual
search for the optimal SP impractical. In addition, the optimal SP is highly sensitive to the core
dimensions and number of radial and axial shuffling zones. Thus, an automated optimization
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capability that is able to account for all the constraints is desirable. The Simulated Annealing
(SA) algorithm was adopted as the optimization method for this study.
SA is a stochastic optimization technique motivated by an analogy to annealing in
metallurgy, which involves repeatedly heating and cooling of a material to increase the crystal
size and remove defects so as to alter its physical properties. It was first introduced as a tool of
finding equilibrium configuration of a system of particles at a given temperature, and then
applied it to combinatorial optimization problems, in which a family of candidate solutions to
minimize the objective function is generated following a Markov chain sampling. [29] [30] Its
major advantage over other methods is an ability to avoid being trapped at local minima,
because the random search not only accepts changes that improve the solution performance
but also some changes that worsen it.
In the general implementation of the SA method, a control parameter T is introduced for
system (metal) temperature, and the energy difference between the two states of the material is
replaced by the difference between the value of the current objective function and the proposed
objective function. The variable of the optimization problems considered in this work is the SP;
and the objective function is used to guide the search for the SP. The algorithm begins with an
initial guess at the optimal solution and then seeks successively improved solutions through a
continuing examination of randomly generated solutions in the neighborhood of the everchanging optimum. Candidates that decrease the objective function are, of course, accepted,
while candidates that increase the objective function are accepted as new solutions with a
probability. The more the solution (SP) degrades the objective function, the less likely it will be
chosen as the optimum solution for the next iteration. A strategy flowchart of the optimization
process is displayed in Figure 7, in which the term "evaluate SP” refers to the estimation of the
augmented objective function outcome for a specific SP using REBUS.
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Figure 7 Flow diagram of shuffling pattern optimization process using simulated annealing.
The primary objective of the SP optimization is to reduce the peak minimum required
radiation damage as much as possible. However, it is desirable to account for other design
constraints including:
(1) Reactivity swing during the cycle: Ap < Aplim
(2) Change of batch power over the cycle: APB < APBim
(3) Radial power peaking factor: FR < FBim
The burnup reactivity swing FBRs are usually designed not exceed 3.5%. A smaller
reactivity swing implies a smaller number of required control assemblies or smaller worth of
each control assembly. The former leads to a higher core average fuel volume fraction and
therefore a better neutron economy, while the latter can reduce consequences of a transient
overpower accident (UTOP). The minimization of the maximum relative change in the batch
power will result in maximum core average coolant exit temperature and, hence, highest
possible energy conversion efficiency. This is because the radial coolant flow distribution must
be designed, via orificing, for the peak-power conditions and cannot be adjusted over the cycle.
Minimization of the radial peaking factor results in minimization of the peak assembly power and
maximization of the fuel volume fraction and, hence, of the neutron economy.
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In the current study, these additional design constraints are handled in the optimization
by augmenting the main objective function (peak dpa) with penalties terms, which reflect the
extent of violation of the constraints. For each constraint related objectives other than the peak
radiation damage, its contribution to the augmented objective function is measured by the
relative differences of current value of the parameter from the pre-defined design constraints. As
a result, the current problem is considered as the multi-objective optimization problem aiming at
finding the best SP to have the lowest possible peak radiation damage (R*), the smallest burnup
reactivity swing (Ap), the least relative change of batch power (APb) and the smallest radial
power peaking factor (FR). The augmented objective function is of the following form:
F=

(1)

where the first term on the right side of Eq. (1) is the main objective function corresponding to
the evaluation of peak radiation damage, and each penalty term in the summation represents
the contribution of one of the constraint related objectives to the augmented objective function.
The violation functions fl, taking the forms given in Table 2, are the relative differences of
current value of the parameter from the pre-defined design constraints, of which the values in
the 3rd column of the same table were adopted in this study. The impact factor A are introduced
to adjust the importance of each objective; for example, in the case where reactivity swing
minimization takes the priority in SP optimization, all that must be done for the objective function
transition is to increase the impact factor associated to flx. y is a multiplication constant used to
adjust R* to the order of magnitude of the penalty terms in Eq. (1); a value of 0.01 is used in this
study.
Table 2 Elements and constraints of augmented objective function
Description

Constraint

Violation function
Ap
fl1 (AP) = plim

Reactivity swing during burnup cycle

Aplim = 7.0

1

APb
fl2<SPb) = 4pt |bm

Max change of batch power

Radial power peaking factor

fl3(FR) = F
fr
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L

1

1

4PBim = — *
B
Nb
FRm = 2.5

* Pth refers to the core thermal power; Nb denotes the number of radial fuel batches
in the core.
The performance of the SA algorithm has been extensively examined by optimizing the
SP for both the 2-D and 3-D shuffled B&B cores. An example of the optimization performance is
given here for the 3-D shuffled OBB-I core, which is defined in previous sections. The behavior
of the augmented objective function, as well as of its components is displayed in Figure 8 as a
function of cooling stage. In the first 500 cooling stages in the optimization history, all
components of the augmented objective function clearly exhibit a decreasing trend, with larger
oscillations at the early stage and smaller towards the end. It implies that the SA algorithm
allows a wide exploration of the design space by accepting solutions degrading the core
performance, and tightens the acceptance criterion as the simulation proceeds. It could also be
seen that penalty terms reached their minima at different rates, and the minimum value of the
augmented objective function is found at cooling stage 464. In this case, most of the SPs
generated after the 400 simulation cycle are preferred from the neutronics point of view, among
which four SPs with low radial power peaking factor were selected for thermal-hydraulics
evaluation. For each of the SPs, it took no more than five iterations for the REBUS-ADOPT
approach to arrive at converged volume fractions and radial power peaking factor, and generate
the best 3-D SP that can meet all thermal-hydraulics constraints.
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Figure 8 Convergence history of SP optimization with SA algorithm.
Detailed development of the SA algorithm for the current problem can be found in
Appendix B, including the formation of the augmented objective, the selection of system
temperature and the random generation of the updated (perturbed) SP in both 2-D and 3-D
shuffled systems.

3.5 Compare the optimal 3-D shuffled core characteristics against those of an optimal
conventional B&B core design that features 2-D fuel shuffling.
The optimum SP obtained by the SA automated search is depicted in Figure 9 and Figure 10 for,
respectively, the 2-D and 3-D shuffled OBB-I core.
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Figure 9 Optimum 2-D shuffling pattern for OBB-I core.

Charge
Discharge

Radial position

Figure 10 Optimum 3-D shuffling pattern for OBB-I core.
Table 3 compares the equilibrium core performance of the optimal 2-D and 3-D SP
described above. The 3-D shuffling enables a 34% reduction of the peak radiation damage from 534.2 dpa for the 2-D shuffling case to 351.0 dpa for the 3-D case. Even though the peak
burnup was reduced proportionally, the corresponding average discharge burnup increased
from 9.91% to 14.49% FIMA, which implies an approximately 45% increase in the depleted
uranium fuel utilization. This is despite of the higher neutron leakage probability from the 3-D
shuffled core. If normalized to the same dpa level, the average discharge burnup of the 3-D
shuffled core is 2.23 times that of the 2-D shuffled core! The 14.49% FIMA corresponds to
approximately (14.49/0.6=) ~25 times higher natural uranium utilization of LWRs per unit of
fission energy generated or nearly (25*0.4/0.33=) 30 times higher per unit of generated
electricity . As a result of the higher average burnup, the equilibrium cycle length was increased
from 1083 for 2-D to 1566 effective full power days (EFPD) for 3-D shuffled systems.
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Correspondingly, the burnup reactivity swing increases from 2.81% of the 2-D to 4.66% of the 3
D shuffled system implying an increase of the fraction of neutrons that are absorbed in the
reactivity control system. However, per unit time or given amount of energy generated, the
burnup reactivity swing is comparable: 1.09% versus 0.95% Ak/k per effective full power year
(EFPY).
Table 3 Comparison of performance characteristics of the optimal 2-D and 3-D shuffled OBB-I
core.
Equilibrium parameter

2-D shuffled

3-D shuffled

Burn cycle time (EFPD)

1083

1566

Burnup reactivity swing (% Ak/k)

2.81

4.66

Average discharge BU (% FIMA)

9.91

14.49

Peak discharge BU (% FIMA)

23.62

15.69

Peak radiation damage (dpa)

534.2

351.0

Peak fast fluence (n/cm2)

1.28E+24

9.88E+23

Axial/radial leakage probability (%)

1.00/2.67

1.56/2.75

Axial/radial power peaking factor

2.35/1.64

2.00/1.70

Peak batch power change (%)

17.07

22.14

Pitch-to-diameter ratio

1.065

1.070

Fuel

40.16

39.77

Gap

13.39

13.26

Cladding+Wire

12.85

12.77

Duct

6.59

6.57

Coolant

27.03

27.63

Core volume
fractions (%)

Although 351 dpa is still beyond the proven radiation damage limit for HT-9 cladding, it is
expected that ongoing and future irradiation experiments and new material development will
enable to reach this dpa value much sooner and with higher certainty than the >500 dpa
required for 2-D shuffling cores. The thermal-hydraulics corrected fuel volume fraction was
40.16% and 39.77%, corresponding to the fuel pin pitch-to-diameter (P/D) ratio of 1.065 and
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1.070, for 2-D and 3-D shuffled system, respectively, due to the somewhat higher radial power
peaking factor of the 3-D shuffled core.
The radial and axial power distributions of the 2-D and 3-D shuffled cores, shown in
Figure 11 and Figure 12, are quite similar. The radial power distribution peaks at the 8th radial
batch since a large portion of the high burnup and, therefore, high k« fuel is located in radial
batches 8 through 10. Over the cycle the radial power distribution tends to shift towards the core
center as the fissile contents builds up steeply with burnup at the low burnup fuel that is loaded
at the inner region of the core. Due to the axial shuffling of the segmented assemblies, the axial
peaking factor was brought down from 2.35 in 2-D to 2.00 in 3-D shuffled core. As a result, the
leakage probability from the 3-D shuffled core is 17% higher.
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Figure 11 Radial and axial power distribution for 2-D shuffled OBB-I core.

BO EC 3D
EOEC 3D

100
150
Radial position (cm)

Relative power

Figure 12 Radial and axial power distribution for 3-D shuffled OBB-I core.
In summary, 3-D shuffling offers an increase of 45% in the average discharge burnup,
and hence the fuel utilization, along with a 34% reduction in the minimum required peak HT-9
dpa - from 534.2 to 351.0 dpa. The 3-D shuffled OBB-I core therefore far outperforms the 2-D
shuffled reference core on both economics (average burnup and cycle time) and radiation
damage.
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3.6 Comparing the neutron balance in 3-D versus 2-D shuffled cores
The 0-D neutron balance analysis developed in previous studies [2] [31] can be used to
estimate the net number of excess neutrons generated by a unit volume of fuel, Nex, as a
function of burnup as follows:
N ex

i
v(BU)dBU
k(BU) x PNl x PNrc

(2)

In the above, k(BU) refers to the k» evolution with burnup in the control volume.
Although in practice fuel is shuffled in the reactor core and is thus depleted with variable power
density during its lifetime, the k» evolution curve in the infinite medium with fixed power density
can be used to understand its behavior as a function of burnup, as illustrated as the black curve
in Figure 13. It can be seen that for the metallic DU fuel as used in the reference B&B core, k»
increases rapidly with burnup before it reaches 1.0 and the change slows down in the vicinity of
its maximum value.
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Net neutron absorber to producer

P{L) = 1.125%, P(CR) = 3.48%

-0.5
Breakeven (min. required) burnup
1.0

-

Burnup (% FIMA)
Figure 13 k« evolution and neutron balance with burnup of metallic DU fuel in a typical B&B
core.
In Eq. (2), Nhm is the Heavy Metal (HM) atom density, BU is the burnup expressed in
FIMA, V(BU) is the average number of neutrons released per fission, Pnl (= 1 - Pl) is the non
leakage probability and Pnrc (= 1 - Prc) is the probability that a fission-born neutron will escape
capture in the control elements used to compensate for the burnup reactivity swing over the
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equilibrium cycle. The minimum burnup required for sustaining a B&B operation is that burnup
for which Nex = 0. In the case where neutron loss is neglected (Pl = 0 and Prc = 0), shown as
the red curve in Figure 13, the minimum required burnup is smaller than that where neutron loss
is included in the analysis (red dotted curve). The lowest point of the neutron balance curve is
the point that features equal neutron loss rate and generation rate, and pertains to the burnup at
which the fuel turns from anet neutron absorber to a net neutron producer.
This simple neutron balance analysis, although developed based on the 0-D reactor
model, was found useful to determine the minimum required and maximum attainable (not
shown in the figure) burnup for sustaining a B&B mode of operation. However, the fuel is
depleted with different power almost everywhere in the real core and the rate of depletion is
highly sensitive to the neutron spectrum imposed by the neighboring fuel assemblies, especially
for the low burnup fuel. In addition, the strong axial variation of burnup that exists in the fuel
assembly in the 2-D shuffled core complicates the problem thus makes it difficult to understand
the difference between 2-D and 3-D shuffling from the neutronics point of view relying only on
the average burnup of the assembly. Therefore, the neutron balance analysis has been
extended from the 0-D to 3-D core model by tracking the burnup accumulation of each of the
burnup zones throughout its residency in the reactor core.
Each fuel assembly is subdivided into 8 axial burnup fuel zones to account for the
burnup variation, with zone A corresponding to the lowest 1/8, while zone H corresponds to the
highest 1/8 of the fuel assembly. In the 3-D shuffled case, this means the discretization of each
sub-assembly into 2 equal-volume axial zones, as shown in Figure 14. The tracking of the fuel
content creates a fuel management path, which represents a unique shuffling sequence of this
burnup zone. A neutron balance analysis is carried out for each of the 8 axial equal burnup fuel
batches as they traverse the core from loading to discharge. The burnup dependent infinite
multiplication factor of each of these fuel batches is calculated as the ratio of neutron production
rate to neutron absorption rate. The neutron production from (n, 2n) and (n, 3n) reactions is
assumed negligible. It is assumed that the neutron loss is constant throughout the cycle and
equals to the average of its BOEC and EOEC values.
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Figure 14 Axial discretization of fuel zones.
Figure 15 and Figure 16 plot the neutron balance curves of 4 out of the 8 axial fuel
burnup batches for the optimal 2-D and 3-D shuffled cores following each batch shuffling path
as defined in Figures 8 and 9. Because of near axial symmetry, the neutron balance of the other
four axial fuel burnup paths is very similar. The turning point of the neutron balance plots from a
negative to a positive slope corresponds to k« of 1.0; at smaller burnups the fuel is a net
neutron consumer - i.e., it absorbs more neutrons than it generates, while at higher burnups the
rate of fission neutrons the fuel generates exceeds the rate of neutrons it absorbs. A negative
sign at the end of the neutron balance plot implies that there is a net cumulative neutron loss,
whereas a positive sign implies that a net excess of neutrons has been generated by a unit fuel
volume.
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Figure 15 Fuel path dependent neutron balance of 2-D shuffling for OBB-I core.

Figure 16 Fuel path dependent neutron balance of 3-D shuffling for OBB-I core.
In the 2-D shuffled reference core, The fuel of path A and B remained a net neutron
absorber throughout its residence in the core; the neutron balance of these burnup batches did
not even reach the turning point implying that their discharge k»< 1.0. The fuel of path C,
although becoming a net neutron producer, did not manage to pay back the number of neutrons
it absorbed. Only the axially central fuel path D (and its counterpart E) exceeded the zero
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balance line and by a large extent as it has to make up for the neutron deficiency of the other
three fuel paths.
In the 3-D shuffled OBB-I core on the other hand, the fuel of each of the paths has paid
back all or most of the neutrons it absorbed; it’s neutron balance at discharge is in the vicinity of
zero, as can be seen in Figure 16. This is because the 3-D fuel shuffling significantly flattens the
burnup distribution of the discharged fuel as can be deduced from the burnup corresponding to
the end point of the neutron balance curve of each of the fuel paths shown in Figure 16. The 3
D fuel shuffling also significantly increases the average discharge burnup and therefore also the
cycle length. The longer cycle increases the positive burnup reactivity swing from 2.81% of the
2-D to 4.66% of the 3-D shuffled and therefore also of the fraction of neutrons that are absorbed
in the reactivity control system. However, per unit time or given amount of energy generated,
the burnup reactivity swing is comparable: 1.09% versus 0.95% Ak/k per effective full power
year (EFPY).
The peak dpa of the fuel discharged from each of the 8 fuel management paths of the 2
D and 3-D shuffled cores is displayed in Figure 17. In the 2-D shuffled core the dpa strongly
peaks at the core axial center (Paths D and E) while with 3-D fuel shuffling the peak discharge
dpa is within ±3% of the average.

Figure 17 HT-9 discharge dpa for OBB-I core.
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3.7 The effect of 3-D fuel shuffling patterns of different complexities on the optimal core
performance.
The implementation of the 3-D fuel shuffling strategy considered in the previous section will
require significantly longer refueling time, more complicated refueling machine and, possibly,
two separate refueling machines to cut down the total refueling time, [15] and larger workspace
above the core to disassemble and reassemble the fuel assemblies relative to 2-D fuel shuffling.
Therefore, a number of design approaches for 3-D shuffling simplifications were examined and
their effect on the core performance improvements relative to 2-D fuel shuffling was quantified.
The first approach was to restrict the shuffling of sub-assemblies to axial shuffling within
the same fuel assembly in OBB-I without changing the design parameters of the core, so that
radial shuffling will be performed for entire fuel assemblies as in a 2-D shuffling strategy. More
specifically, at the refueling outage, a fuel assembly is lifted from the core segment by segment,
then the fuel assembly is reassembled from the same segments but in a different axial order.
This shuffling strategy will greatly reduce the workspace and time required for refueling,
because the relocation of one fuel assembly does not affect the rest of the assemblies in the
core except for the assembly at the targeting location - as is the case in 2-D shuffling.
The second approach was to reduce the number of segmented assemblies used to
constitute one fuel assembly. This design, called OBB-II core, is loaded with fuel assemblies
made of 3 axially stacked segments, each having identical dimensions as of OBB-I. The active
core height is 228 cm (consisting of 3 segmented rods and 2 volumes of fuel-free space in the
axial direction), giving a core volume of 42.70 m3. The core thermal power of OBB-II is adjusted
to achieve the same fuel specific power as of OBB-I, which is 7.22 kW/kg, and the resulting core
power is 2340 MW.
The third approach (named OBB-III) reduces the number of fuel batches from 12 to 8
and uses 3 sub-assemblies to constitute one fuel assembly. As a result, the number of
assembly segments contained in OBB-III core is only half of that in OBB-I core. Based on the
OBB-II core, the assembly pitch in this OBB-III core is increased to 18.78 cm while maintaining
the number of full-length assemblies within each batch and total core cross-sectional area, as
shown in Figure 18. By matching the fuel specific power of OBB-I, the core power of OBB-III is
2335 MW with volumetric power of 54.68 MW/m3. The design parameters and the resulting
performance characteristics of the alternative cores are presented in, respectively Table 4 and
Table 5.
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Figure 18 Schematic view of the 8-batch OBB-III B&B core. The outer two layers are reflector
(dashed) and shield (black).
Table 4 Design parameters of alternative B&B core designs with 3-D fuel shuffling
Design Parameter

OBB-I

OBB-II

OBB-III

No. of sub-assemblies per assembly

4

3

2

Total fuel length in assembly (cm)

280

210

280

Core thermal power (MW)

3000

2340

2935

Active core height (cm)

301

224

287

Equivalent core radius (cm)

246.34

246.34

246.34

Active core volume (m3)

57.38

42.70

54.71

Power density (MW/m3)

56.20

54.80

53.64

As shown in Table 5, the equilibrium cycle length and discharge burnup of the OBB-I
core with axially-constrained shuffling (3rd column) are 1728 EFPD and 16.02% FIMA,
respectively-both slightly larger than those of the unconstrained case (2nd column). By placing
segments with high burnup fuel at the axial periphery of the core before the discharge, this
shuffling strategy is able to flatten the axial power peaking factor to 1.37, but inevitably causes a
higher axial leakage probability of 3.84%. The radial power peaking factor of 1.78 is slightly
higher than the 1.70 of the unrestricted 3-D shuffled core; it is necessary to reduce the fuel
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volume fraction from 39.77% to 39.27% in order to meet the thermal-hydraulic constraints. The
increase of core leakage and the reduction of fuel volume fraction are the major contributors to
the 25 dpa increase in the minimum required peak radiation damage to the HT-9 cladding, when
compared with the unconstrained core design.
The OBB-II core performance is summarized in the 4th column of Table 5. The reduction
of the number of axially stacked sub-assemblies from 4 to 3 along with a 25% reduction in the
total active fuel length does not significantly penalize the core performance. The minimum
required peak radiation damage is 359.8 dpa - only 2.5% higher than of the optimal 3-D
shuffled OBB-I core. Due to the reduced core height and therefore reduced pressure drop, the
fuel volume fraction could be increased to 41.45%.
The peak radiation damage of the OBB-III core, shown in the rightmost column of Table
5, is 376.3 dpa - only about 4.6% higher than of the optimal 3-D shuffled OBB-II core while the
average discharge burnup and, hence, fuel utilization, is even slightly higher. When compared
with OBB-I core with 2-D shuffling (Table 3), the OBB-III core enables a -30% reduction in peak
radiation damage, from 534.2 to 376.3 dpa, while providing a -131% increase in cycle length,
primarily due to the increased DU loading per batch. The number of shuffling operations this
core requires is only approximately doubled, assuming this number is directly proportional to the
number of assembly segments in the core. With the significantly extended cycle length, the
number of shuffling operations required per year in OBB-III core is even ~14% less than that in
the 2-D shuffled OBB-I core. However, the burnup reactivity swing of this core is significantly
higher and this may force an increase in the number of batches that will enable to shorten the
cycle. A search for alternative SP that features a smaller burnup reactivity swing is worth trying
as well.
Table 5 Performance characteristics of optimal 3-D shuffled B&B core of various designs.
Shuffling type

OBB-I

OBB-I axially-

OBB-II

OBB-III

unconstrained

constrained

Core thermal power (MW)

3000

3000

2340

2335

Burn cycle time (EFPD)

1566

1728

1598

2506

Burnup reactivity swing (%

4.66

3.26

4.85

5.52

15.69/14.49

17.16/16.02

14.95/14.64

15.78/15.36

Ak/k)
Peak/ave. discharge BU (%
FIMA)
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Peak radiation damage (dpa)

351.0

375.8

359.8

376.3

Axial/radial leakage probability

1.56/2.75

3.84/3.05

1.72/0.89

1.83/1.31

2.00/1.70

1.37/1.78

2.18/1.85

2.02/1.89

Peak batch power change (%)

22.14

16.28

12.19

14.00

Pitch-to-diameter ratio

1.070

1.076

1.055

1.052

Fuel volume fraction (%)

39.77

39.27

41.45

41.27

(%)
Axial/radial power peaking
factor

3.8 The effect of core power density on the core performance.
The core designs shown above are characterized by low power density, which is typical
to B&B cores. The sensitivity of the core performance, especially the peak radiation damage, to
the core power density was investigated for OBB-II core. The results are presented in Table 6
for 2500 MW, 3000 MW and 3500 MW OBB-II-like cores as compared to the original 2340 MW
core. All three cores adopt the same core geometric configuration and optimal SP as used in
previous calculations and meet the thermal-hydraulic and structural constraints.
As the core power increases from 2340 MW to 3500 MW, a larger coolant flow area is
required to meet the thermal hydraulic constraints - in particular the pressure drop, leading to
an increase of P/D ratio and decrease of fuel inventory, which harms the neutron economy. As a
result of the impaired neutron economy higher fuel burnup is required to sustain the B&B mode
of operation, and consequently, the minimum required peak radiation damage increases with an
increase in the core power level. Since in the vicinity of the discharge burnup the reactivity
increase with burnup is much smaller than in the low burnup range, the increase of overall fuel
burnup when going to a higher power level results in a decrease in the burnup reactivity swing.
The impact of core power level on some of the design parameters is illustrated in Figure 19. It
can be seen that except for the peak dpa level, all other parameters are slightly improved with
power upgrade. Overall it appears desirable to increase the core power level - a ~50% increase
in the power level will result in an additional 10% increase in fuel utilization and incur a penalty
of only a ~6% increase in the dpa the cladding will have to accommodate.
Table 6 Sensitivity of OBB-II core performance to power density
Core design

2500 MW
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3000 MW

3500 MW

Burn cycle time (EFPD)

1488

1236

1062

Burnup reactivity swing (% Ak/k)

4.66

4.30

3.97

Average discharge BU (% FIMA)

14.87

15.41

16.02

Peak discharge BU (% FIMA)

15.23

15.87

16.57

Peak radiation damage (dpa)

362.84

370.93

381.35

Peak fast fluence (n/cm2)

1.18E+24

1.19E+24

1.20E+24

Axial/radial leakage probability (%)

1.84/0.96

2.07/1.09

2.30/1.21

Axial/radial power peaking factor

2.15/1.81

2.10/1.75

2.04/1.69

Peak batch power change (%)

12.08

11.92

11.37

Pitch-to-diameter ratio

1.055

1.074

1.093

Core volume

Fuel

40.99

39.44

37.99

fractions (%)

Gap

13.66

13.15

12.66

Cladding+Wire

13.03

12.69

12.42

Duct

6.61

6.56

6.52

Coolant

25.71

28.16

30.41

Figure 19 Optimal core performance of OBB-II as a function of core power.
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3.9 Effect of 3-D fuel shuffling on safety-related parameters of optimized 3-D shuffled
B&B cores versus the 2-D shuffled core.
An important challenge is to design the large low-leakage B&B cores to be passively safe; these
cores tend to feature a larger positive coolant temperature reactivity coefficient and coolant
voiding reactivity feedback than conventional fast reactor cores. In order to understand the
effect of 3-D fuel shuffling on the reactivity feedback in B&B cores, a preliminary study was
performed to calculate the space-dependence of important reactivity coefficients, including the
fuel Doppler coefficient, coolant density coefficient and void worth, in addition to a set of kinetics
parameters such as the delayed neutron fraction and prompt neutron lifetime.
The perturbation and sensitivity analysis code VARI3D included in the ARC code system
was used to perform these calculations; it utilizes DIF3D as the flux solver. The calculations
were performed for the B&B core model in R-Z geometry due to the limitation of the VARI3D
code. The burnup zone dependent core composition at both Beginning of Equilibrium Cycle
(BOEC) and End of Equilibrium Cycle (EOEC) were obtained in the equilibrium cycle
calculations for the OBB-I cores.
Kinetics parameters
Table 7 and Table 8 present the delayed neutron fraction and prompt neutron lifetime
values for the 2-D and 3-D shuffled OBB-I cores, respectively. The average delayed neutron
fraction peff in both cases is ~0.38%, which is slightly larger than of typical SFRs (0.33-0.35%).
This may be because Peff decreases with increasing atomic number of the fissioning isotopes
and the B&B cores under study have considerable fast fission probability of 238U.
Table 7 Kinetic parameters of the B&B OBB-I core with 2-D shuffling.
EOEC

BOEC
Fractional

Decay constant

Fractional

Decay constant

yield p

A (s-1)

yield p

A (s-1)

1

8.06E-05

0.0134

8.02E-05

0.0134

2

6.08E-04

0.0311

6.04E-04

0.0311

3

5.41E-04

0.119

5.35E-04

0.119

4

1.37E-03

0.312

1.34E-03

0.312

5

8.21E-04

0.89

8.05E-04

0.89

Delayed neutron group
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6

3.10E-04

Effective delayed neutron

2.97

3.03E-04

0.0037

0.0037

9.54

9.61

Prompt neutron lifetime (s)

1.88E-07

1.89E-07

Neutron generation time (s)

1.88E-07

1.83E-07

fraction Peff
Effective delayed neutron
lifetime (s)

2.97

Table 8 Kinetic parameters of the OBB-I B&B core with 3-D shuffling.
EOEC

BOEC
Fractional

Decay constant

Fractional

Decay constant

yield p

A (s-1)

yield p

A (s'1)

1

8.13E-05

0.0134

8.05E-05

0.0134

2

6.11E-04

0.0311

6.05E-04

0.0311

3

5.49E-04

0.119

5.37E-04

0.119

4

1.39E-03

0.313

1.35E-03

0.312

5

8.38E-04

0.89

8.09E-04

0.89

6

3.18E-04

2.97

3.05E-04

2.97

Delayed neutron group

Effective delayed neutron

0.0038

0.0037

9.46

9.59

Prompt neutron lifetime (s)

1.93E-07

1.93E-07

Neutron generation time (s)

1.92E-07

1.84E-07

fraction Peff
Effective delayed neutron
lifetime (s)

Doppler coefficient
The Doppler broadening of resonance cross sections reduces the resonance self
shielding with increasing temperature, yielding an increase in effective cross sections. In order
to calculate the Doppler coefficient, a perturbed cross section library has been generated at a
higher fuel temperature (1300 K) than its nominal value of 900 K. The VARI3D calculation was
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then performed assuming a uniform change in fuel temperature across the core. The code is
capable of calculating the reactivity worth for each individual burnup zone in the expression of
multi-group perturbation based on the first-order perturbation theory. Specifically, the reactivity
worth due to fuel temperature increase in each burnup zone is obtained from
— /Eg <Pg8'£ag<PgdV + / Eg QgXg [Egr ^(v^/)fl,0g'] ^
/ Eg QgXg [Eg'

^

(
3)

where 0 and 0* represent the forward and adjoint flux, 52a and 5(v2^) terms reflect changes in
the absorption and fission neutrons birth probability due to fuel heating. The integrals are over
the burnup zone and the summations are over all energy groups. The variation of reaction rates
are being weighted with adjoint fluxes to determine the effect on reactivity. The first integral in
the numerator accounts for the increase in the effective absorption cross sections of the fertile
and fissile isotopes; this is a negative reactivity effect for an increase in fuel temperature. The
second term accounts for the positive contribution of the increase in the effective number of
fission neutrons birth rate with an increase in fuel temperature.
The burnup zone dependent reactivity worth introduced by the fuel temperature increase
is depicted in Figure 20 for the OBB-I core with 2-D and 3-D fuel shuffling, both at EOEC. It can
be seen that the distribution of the reactivity worth in the two cases is similar, and it indicates
that the effectiveness of Doppler feedback due to heating of the fuel is significantly higher at the
center of the 6th and 7th batches than at the rest of the core; it follows a similar trend as does the
power distribution, shown in Figure 11 and Figure 12.
The core Doppler coefficient was then obtained by summing the burnup zone reactivity
worth over the core (pT = Ep) and dividing it by the temperature variation (400 K). It can be
seen in Table 9 that the negative Doppler coefficient (given in Q/K) is slightly larger in the 3-D
shuffled core than that of the 2-D core, although the difference is small. The magnitude of the
B&B core Doppler coefficient is smaller than that of the 1000 MW Advanced Burner Reactor
(ABR), which is -0.13 Q/K. [32]
Table 9 Core average Doppler coefficient for 2-D and 3-D shuffled OBB-I core (unit: Q/K).
BOEC

EOEC

2-D shuffled core

-0.086

-0.082

3-D shuffled core

-0.094

-0.085
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The approach used in this preliminary study is an approximation because it does not
account for the fuel temperature distribution in the actual core. The spatial change in fuel
temperature will be taken into account in a future study.

O.Oe-f 00
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-2.4e-05

-3.2e-05

-4 Oe 05

4.8* 05

-5.6e-05

6.4e 05
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Radial position (cm)

Radial position (cm)

Figure 20 Doppler reactivity worth for 2-D (left) and 3-D (right) OBB-I B&B core.
Sodium void worth
The reactivity change that occurs when sodium density is reduced or voided from a
reactor can be separated into spectral, leakage, and capture components. The spectral effect
results from the reduced moderation with decreasing sodium density; it is a positive reactivity
effect in fast reactors because of increasing fissile n and increasing fertile fission probability with
increasing in fissioning neutrons energy. Reduction in sodium density results in increased
neutron leakage probability and this introduces a negative reactivity effect. A reduced sodium
density also decreases the parasitic neutron capture in sodium and this results in a positive
reactivity effect, but this is of a relatively minor contribution.
Since the peak minimum required radiation damage, which is directly related to the
average discharge burnup, is to be the lowest possible, the B&B reactors studied in this project
are large cores featuring low leakage. This is reflected in the comparison results of the sodium
void worth between OBB-I B&B core and the 1000 MW ABR [32] presented in Table 10. These
values were obtained by voiding the sodium in the active core and above core regions.
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Table 10 Sodium void worth by component for OBB-I B&B and for ABR cores (unit: $).
Core type

Capture

Spectral

Leakage

Total

2-D shuffled

BOEC

0.48

13.25

-2.75

10.98

B&B core

EOEC

0.47

13.08

-2.50

11.05

3-D shuffled

BOEC

0.50

13.13

-2.67

10.97

B&B core

EOEC

0.48

12.85

-2.31

11.02

BOEC

0.5

9.9

-5.2

4.4

EOEC

0.5

9.1

-5.5

4.9

1000 MW ABR

It was found that the difference between the sodium void worth for 2-D and 3-D shuffled
B&B cores is almost negligible. The average sodium void worth over the equilibrium cycle for
both cases is ~$11.0, which is significantly larger than that of the ABR. This is primarily due to
large positive spectral effect and small negative leakage effect in the large B&B cores. A novel
engineered negative reactivity insertion system passively actuated by coolant temperature
increase has been recently invented to compensate for the low-leakage and large spectral
reactivity effects. [33]
The distribution of sodium void worth based on radial locations of the fuel batch is given
in Figure 21 and Figure 22 for 2-D and 3-D shuffled cores, respectively. They were obtained
following the same approach used in the zone-dependent Doppler coefficient calculation except
for the perturbed condition being complete voiding of sodium in the active core. A similar trend
is found in the comparison of the two distributions although the peaking is slightly higher in 3-D
shuffled core. It can be seen that the positive effect increases from core center (low power)
gradually with radius until it reaches a maximum in Batch 8. The only negative value, although
of a small magnitude, occurs at the outermost batch due to its higher leakage probability. This
distribution can be used in future studies as a useful guidance for determination of the control
assembly locations.
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Figure 21 Batch dependent sodium void worth for the OBB-I B&B core with 2-D shuffling.

Figure 22 Batch dependent sodium void worth for OBB-I B&B core with 3-D shuffling.
Sodium density worth
The sodium density worth has also been evaluated for small coolant density changes such as
due to sodium temperature increase or to partial sodium voiding. The sodium density worth
curve, shown in Figure 23, was determined by direct eigenvalue difference of the base and a
series of voided coolant conditions. It can be seen that the inserted percent reactivity increases
with the void fraction in a linear manner over the range of 0-20% void, and a change in sodium
density of 10% would cause approximately 0.4% increase in reactivity, which corresponds to
~$1.0 of reactivity insertion.
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Figure 23 Sodium density worth curve for 0-20% void fraction.
No significant differences were found in the value of the kinetic parameters and reactivity
coefficients when using 3-D versus 2-D fuel shuffling. An autonomous reactivity control system
that is passively actuated by coolant temperature increase may be required to compensate for
the large positive coolant voiding reactivity worth and ensure that large B&B cores can be
designed to be inherently safe.

3.10

Develop B&B core models in Hexagonal-Z geometry and investigate the difference

between the R-Z and Hexagonal-Z models.
The preliminary study that aims to understand trends in core performance improvement
introduced by the 3-D fuel shuffling, used a simplified R-Z geometry (left of Figure 24) for the
core simulation. This model greatly simplifies the optimal SP search. However, a more realistic
core representation should use an assembly-by-assembly hexagonal geometry. The right of
Figure 24 is the assembly-by-assembly configuration of the OBB-I 3-D shuffled core constructed
to match the optimal core identified using the R-Z geometry.
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Figure 24 Schematic view of B&B core in R-Z (left) and Hex-Z (right) geometry.
For the neutronics calculations using REBUS the core model has been discretized in the
axial direction using the identical mesh size as of the R-Z geometry, and in the radial direction
based on the one- mesh-per-assembly configuration. The core flux, power and fuel composition
were therefore calculated for each assembly segment instead of the whole fuel batch. As a
result, the corresponding computational time was approximately 6-7 times longer in Hex-Z
geometry than that of the R-Z geometry. The equilibrium core performance of the 3-D shuffled
OBB-I core in R-Z and Hex-Z geometry is presented in Table 11.
Very good agreement can be found in the comparison with Hex-Z model having a
slightly longer equilibrium cycle length and corresponding average discharge fuel burnup,
primarily due to larger core leakage in both radial and axial direction. This is because in the
hexagonal model the outmost batch filled with the fresh fuel does not have enough assemblies
to completely surround the inner batches. However, the corresponding increase in the peak
discharge burnup and the peak radiation damage is only 1.6% and 1.9%, respectively, and the
peak radiation damage of the discharge fuel is 357.7 dpa. The thermal-hydraulics corrected fuel
volume fraction was 39.77% and 40.31%, corresponding to the fuel pin pitch-to-diameter (P/D)
ratio of 1.070 and 1.068, for R-Z and Hex-Z core, respectively, due to the somewhat lower radial
power peaking factor of the Hex-Z core.
Table 11 3-D shuffled OBB-I B&B core characteristics in R-Z and Hex-Z geometry.
R-Z geometry

Hex-Z geometry

Burn cycle time (days)

1566

1647

Reactivity swing (% dk/k)

4.66

4.41

Ave discharge BU (% FIMA)

14.49

14.88
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Peak discharge BU (% FIMA)

15.69

15.94

Peak radiation damage (dpa)

351.0

357.7

Axial/radial leakage probability (%)

1.56/2.75

1.72/3.15

Axial/radial power peaking factor

2.00/1.70

1.93/1.67

Max change of batch power (%)

22.14

20.73

Fuel

39.77

40.31

Gap

13.26

13.44

Cladding + Wire

12.77

12.92

Duct

6.57

6.46

Coolant

27.63

26.88

Core volume
fractions (%)

It is concluded that the difference between core performance predicted using Hex-Z and
R-Z geometry is small enough, so that it is adequate to search for the optimal shuffling pattern
using the R-Z model and then convert it to an Hex-Z model to obtain higher-resolution results.
A MATLAB visualization tool has been developed to gather and plot REBUS output such
as the flux and power associated with either the computational mesh or the whole assembly. In
this study each assembly is discretized into 64 axial meshes. A 2-D view of the 1/3 core power
distribution calculated using the Hex-Z geometry was obtained by integrating the node power
over the entire assembly and displayed in Figure 25 and Figure 26. Each hexagon represents a
fuel assembly and the scale of the color bar represents the range of power of all assemblies.
The lower left corner is the core center.
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Figure 25 2-D view of assembly power (in KW) distribution of 3-D shuffled OBB-I core.
A 3-D histogram image can also be generated using the same information with assembly
power be distinguished by both color and height of the hexagonal prism, as shown in Figure 26.
This type of visulization can help identify the peak location of assembly power.

Figure 26 3-D view of assembly power distribution of 3-D shuffled OBB-I core.
3.11

3-D fuel management in modular sodium-cooled B&B fast reactors

Although the current design effort of the B&B core focuses on large size sodium-cooled fast
reactor cores that feature low neutron leakage for the purpose of improving the neutron
economy, a preliminary study was undertaken to quantify the extent to which 3-D fuel shuffling
can improve the performance of modular sodium-cooled B&B reactors. The reactor core chosen
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for this study is a small B&B core with thermal power of 1000 MW that could fit within a reactor
vessel of the dimensions of Super-PRISM (S-PRISM). [34] The S-PRISM reactor was
considered the most advanced and most promising U.S. fast reactor design. It was designed by
General Electric (GE) to be the largest modular sodium-cooled fast reactor that could be
passively safe using a reactor vessel air cooling system for passive decay heat removal by
ambient air natural circulation. It was also considered to be licensable.
The S-PRISM-sized B&B core studied is conceptually similar to the large B&B cores
shown in previous sections; it is sodium cooled and uses metallic DU fuel. The active core
height is 1.42 m, and the active core, including radial blanket diameter, is 3.65 m; these
dimensions are the same as of the oxide fueled reference S-PRISM design. The reactor has
450 full-length fuel assemblies with assembly pitch of 16.142 cm, 78 shield assemblies and 13
reactivity control assemblies. In the 3-D shuffled version, the core consists of fuel assemblies
that are made of 4 axial segments, each 73.2 cm long. The non-fuel region in the fuel segment
takes 7.0 cm on top of the annular fuel region as used for the large B&B cores examined in the
previous sections. In the 2-D shuffled core, the large gas plenum in the original design is
replaced by the hydrostatic venting device (diving bell or DISCA type) to ensure the core can
achieve the B&B mode of operation. The active fuel length is identical in 2-D and 3-D cores. The
main design parameters of this core can be found in Table 12.
Table 12 Main characteristics of 1000 MW SPRISM-sized B&B core.
Core configuration

2-D shuffled

Core equivalent radius (cm)

182.50

No. of fuel batches

12

Active fuel length (cm)

264.74

No. of fuel segments

--

Total length of non-fuel region (cm)

28.0

Core power density (MW/m3)

36.10

Number of fuel assemblies
(Driver + Internal Blanket + Radial Blanket + Gas

450

Expansion Module + Reflector in original design)
Number of control assemblies

13

(Primary + Secondary in original design)
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3-D shuffled

4

The same method has been applied for core modeling and shuffling pattern optimization
to this core as used in Section 3.3 and 3.4, respectively. The thermal-hydraulics constraints
applied to the coupled core calculation are identical to those described before except for the
pressure drop -- 0.48 MPa is used as in the original S-PRISM core design. The resulting
performance of the ptimal 2-D and 3-D cores arrived at are compared in Table 13.
Table 13 Performance characteristics of the optimal S-PRISM-size B&B core.
2-D

3-D

shuffled

shuffled

Burn cycle time (days)

1684

2800

Burnup reactivity swing (% dk/k)

3.14

5.08

Peak/average discharge BU (% FIMA)

24.49/10.14

16.75/16.37

Max discharge BU (% FIMA)

24.49

16.75

Peak radiation damage (dpa)

571.1

396.3

Axial/radial leakage probability (%)

0.38/1.32

1.46/2.38

Radial power peaking factor

2.22

1.91

Peak batch power change (%)

18.16

16.65

Core volume fraction (%)

Fuel

38.81

39.91

Gap

12.94

13.30

Cladding + Wire

12.35

12.61

Duct

6.02

6.05

Coolant

29.88

28.12

It is found that changing from 2-D to 3-D shuffling enables a reduction of the minimum
required peak radiation damage from 571.1 down to 396.3 dpa. Although the radiation damage
level is higher than in any of the previously investigated large core designs, the 3-D shuffling still
offers a 26% reduction from the optimal 2-D shuffling. The fuel path dependent distribution of
peak discharge dpa for 2-D and 3-D shuffled cases is plotted in Figure 27. It can be seen that
the 3-D shuffling can effectively minimize the peaking factor and the peak radiation damage is
within only ±2.3% of the average, whereas the distribution is strongly peaked at the core axial
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center in the 2-D shuffled core. The 2-D shuffled core features higher radial power peaking
factor and correspondingly a lower fuel volume fraction caused by the need for a higher P/D
ratio that is imposed by thermal-hydraulics analysis.
Since the 3-D shuffled S-PRISM core and the simplified large core OBB-III (discussed in
Section 3.7) have the same number of assembly segments in the core, the refueling time
required in these two cores is expected to be comparable. But with a relatively longer fuel cycle
- 2800 EFPD (or 7.67 EFPY) primarily due to the low core power determined by the original SPRISM design, the 3-D shuffled S-PRISM core can further increase the availability factor and
minimize the relative shuffling effort. However, it is also worth mentioning that the burnup
reactivity swing of this design is larger than 5% Ak/k, which increases the requirement on the
control system and a quantitative study of the control assembly reactivity worth is suggested for
future study.
S-PRISM B&B0.48 MPa case
600.0
■ 2D ■ 3D
500.0

5 400.0

£ 300.0

a.

200.0

100.0

Fuel path

Figure 27 HT-9 discharge dpa for SPRISM-sized B&B core.

3.12

3-D fuel shuffling concept viability assessment and technology roadmap.

Although the optimal 3-D shuffled B&B core designs arrived at in this project offer significant
improvements over 2-D shuffled cores - especially reduced peak radiation damage and
increased fuel discharge burnup, and thus fuel utilization, concerns exist about the design
viability, primarily with regard to the use of short vented fuel rods and segmented assembly
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design. Concept viability issues related to the current design include the following: the feasibility
of using an alloy-less depleted uranium (DU) metallic fuel; the fabrication of annular fuel; the
mechanical bonding of the fuel to the cladding via a diffusion barrier; the feasibility of designing
a short venting device on top of each fuel pin; and the impact of the direct release of fission gas
into the sodium coolant on the core reactivity and reactor maintenance and safety.
3.12.1 Fuel rod design
Use of practically alloy-less metal fuel
Conventional uranium dioxide fuel cannot sustain the B&B mode of operation in any
configuration when fed by fertile fuel due to the poor neutron economy [31]. A critical equilibrium
cycle could theoretically be reached using either nitride or carbide fuel, but such designs would
suffer excessively high levels of radiation damage and require a very low neutron leakage
probability [35]. The only realistic fuel option for at least the first generation of B&B systems is
metallic fuel. In order to minimize the minimum required burnup it is desirable to maximize the
actinide density and minimize the fraction of alloying components. In conventional metallic
fueled fast breeder reactor (FBR) the actinides are typically alloyed with 10 w% Zr [17]. Due to
the low power density of B&B cores, it may be possible to use a lower fraction of alloying
material and even use nearly pure metallic uranium. A reduction of the Zr-component from 10%
down to pure metallic uranium enables an 18% increase in the fuel density, from 15.8 to 18.8
g/cm3 at 500°C, while reducing the solidus temperature from ~1200 °C to ~1100 °C [36]. All the
core calculations reported previously were performed based on this fuel temperature constraint,
and it was shown that the low power density of B&B cores makes peak fuel temperatures
sufficiently low that this reduction in solidus temperature is acceptable, while the neutron
economy benefits from the increased fuel density is a major contributor to lowering the level of
required average discharge burnup and peak radiation damage.
Fabricating annular fuel at nominal density while providing for fuel swelling with burnup
into the central voided volume
The fuel annulus, cladding and liner could potentially be manufactured using a co-extrusion
process. Alternatively, the cladding and liner could be manufactured separately from the fuel,
with the fuel then manufactured with a slightly smaller outer diameter than the inner diameter of
the cladding liner. When co-extruded, the fuel is bonded with the cladding steel from the very
beginning. If separately manufactured, the fuel annulus would quickly fill the space between its
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original outer diameter and the inner wall of the cladding liner, due to differential thermal
expansion and fuel swelling.
A fabrication process based on the bottom pour casting has been recently proposed for
metallic fuel [37] in which the range of metal (alloy) compositions are not as limited as in the
case of injection cast fuel. The liquid alloy metal fuel may be bottom poured from the crucible
into a graphite mold or block, which may include one or more cylindrical holes lined with
cladding tubes. In an approximate center of each tube may be a steel rod or a threaded solid
graphite rod, which is coated with a thin ceramic layer, such as titanium nitride. After the metal
fuel is cast into the graphite mold, the annular fuel slug can be removed from the graphite with a
central hole and the cladding tube surrounding it.
Annular metallic fuel was manufactured by Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) in the
early 1960s and tested in the Experimental Breeder Reactor (EBR-1). Results from these
campaigns show that the fuels swell inward to fill up the void annulus and exhibit practically no
axial swelling, but fuels were only tested to a volume-averaged burnup of about 2.2% [38].
Annular helium-bonded metallic fuel using pure uranium metal (and an inner liner on the
cladding acting as a diffusion barrier) will be tested in the Advanced Test Reactor (ATR) in the
AFC-3 and ACF-4 campaigns [39]. Results from these experiments, should verify whether the
fuel rod designs developed in this study could in fact be used in axially segmented fuel
assembly designs utilizing fuel shuffling in three dimensions.
Mechanically bonding the annular fuel with the cladding using a thin vanadium buffer
layer in between to provide diffusion barrier
It was proposed in the current design that instead of primarily relying on the fuel-alloy zirconiumcontent to avoid fuel/cladding chemical interaction (FCCI), annular fuel will be mechanically
bonded to a 30 ^m vanadium (or possible chromium) liner that acts as a diffusion barrier to
avoid FCCI. In a recent investigation candidate diffusion barrier materials were tested by
diffusion couple annealing tests with commercial metallic foils. [18]
Diffusion couples of U-Zr-X (X refers to the diffusion barrier candidate) vs. ferritic
martensitic steels (FMS) incorporating metallic diffusion barrier foils showed that inter-diffusion
was inhibited effectively by the presence of thin foils of about 20-30 ^m even above the
eutectic melting temperature of U-Zr alloys and FMS. Comparing the interactions between UZr-X and various diffusion barrier materials, it is concluded that an element with a limited
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solubility of U and no intermediate phases with U should be used for the diffusion barrier
material. V and Cr showed good diffusion barrier performance during the diffusion couple tests.
The upcoming irradiation campaigns of “mechanically bonded” metallic fuel in the Indian Fast
Breeder Test Reactor (FBTR) will hopefully demonstrate the viability of this type of fuel [40].
3.12.2 Venting mechanism
Feasibility of designing the venting fixture within ~7 cm
The components of the assembly segment include: the assembly duct, the space reserved for
the refueling mechanism and for attaching to the axially neighboring assembly duct and the fuel
rods; in addition to the active fuel length the fuel rod includes a space for fuel expansion and the
venting device. The duct thickness, calculated by the assembly design optimization code
ADOPT, is 2.5 mm if using the HT-9 steel.
A space-efficient way, and probably the only acceptable way, of venting the fuel in B&B
cores is through a simple porous plug. The fuel rod has at its upper end a metallic or ceramic
plug with one side exposed to the coolant and the other side exposed to the fission gas in the
space between the fuel and the plug. In the original designs of vent plugs, the vent would have
to allow the fission gas to pass while keeping out the sodium coolant [41]. On top of the plug a
bubble-former piece is implemented to vent the gases as large enough bubbles to maximize the
probability of fission gas transport to the cover gas for coolant velocities up to 12 m/s.
An innovative gripper mechanism was designed for the assembly segment to actualize
the fuel shuffling, as shown in Figure 4 (right). The fuel handling gripper has 3 jaws and is
positioned at the end of the refueling mast. A robust reinforcing ring is placed at the top of the
fuel segment to distribute gripper forces and provide adequate wear surfaces for the life of the
segment. It is assumed in this study that the gripper jaw with its tip thickness of 15 mm and a
reinforcing ring with diameter of 10 mm are enough to ensure adequate attachment of the
segment during movement, since the assembly segment is considerably shorter and lighter than
the conventional SFR fuel assembly.
The test of annular metallic fuel manufactured by ANL showed that the fuels swell
inward to fill up the void annulus and exhibit no axial swelling at all, but the fuels were only
tested to a volume-averaged burnup of about 2.2% [38]. Since the bulk of total swelling occurs
within the first few percent of burnup, these results, while inconclusive for high-burnup systems,
are highly encouraging. In order to remain conservative and make provision for the potential
swelling by solid fission products, the assumption in this study (until newer experimental results
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are available) is that the fuel may swell by up to 0.2% of its initial length per % of burnup at
burnups higher than 3%. The target B&B range of average discharge burnup is 15-20%, which
means that the B&B fuel rod is designed to accommodate an axial fuel swelling of 4%. In the
first design of the 3-D shuffled B&B core the length of the fuel region in each of the assembly
segments is 70 cm, and thus the fuel expansion space is 28 mm.
The non-fuel region in each assembly segment is made up of the following axial
components (from bottom to top):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lower duct thickness: 2.5 mm
Fuel expansion space: 28 mm (4% of fuel length)
Porous vent-plug: 8 mm
Bubble-former piece: 2 mm
Reinforcing ring: 10 mm
Thickness of the gripper jaw tip: 15 mm
Upper duct thickness: 2.5 mm
The estimated length of the non-fuel region on top of the fuel is approximately 70 mm.

More careful calculation and experiments must be performed to confirm the above estimations.
Feasibility of continuous venting
A number of fission gas vent-to-coolant devices have been developed for use in SFRs, but
studies of fission gas venting systems have primarily been focused on use in gas-cooled
reactors [42] [43] [44]. Peach Bottom Unit 1 in the US, a 40-MWe helium-cooled reactor, was an
early US reactor to utilize fission gas venting [45]. The only liquid metal cooled reactor that has
operated with a vent-to-coolant fuel rod design is the NaK-cooled Dounreay Fast Reactor (DFR)
in the UK, in operation between 1959 and 1974. While it has been shown that venting could
improve the performance of standard SFRs, venting is not strictly needed and complicates
system operation and licensing, which is likely why it is rarely a design choice for SFRs. The
primary focus of SFR venting system design studies have been on hydrostatic venting,
particularly variants of the “diving bell” concept invented by General Electric in the early 1960s
[19] [46].
A major safety concern in the vented fuel concept is the potential for gas entrainment in
the primary coolant. Several potential problems can result from gas recirculation, such as
cavitation of the pumps, formation of hot spots possibly near grid spacers (when used), and flow
blockage. Fission gas recirculation has been shown to be highly probable, especially in looptype reactors when venting directly out to the flowing coolant using the pinhole-type vents as in
hydrostatic venting devices [47]. To avoid this issue for the porous-plug vent, the venting is
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designed to be from the top rather than the side of the fuel pin. It may be possible to add a
fixture on top of the porous plug carefully designed to vent the gases as large enough bubbles
to maximize the probability of fission gas transport to the cover gas for coolant velocities up to
12 m/s.
Assuming that an average of about 0.27 gaseous fission products are produced in each
fission reaction [48], a 3 GWt FBR produces about 4.2x10-5 moles/sec of the gaseous fission
products Bromium, Iodine, Xenon and Krypton, 100% of which is assumed to be released from
the metallic fuel. At 500°C and near-atmospheric pressure, this corresponds to a summed total
of about 2.7 cm3/s of gas release from all the pins of the core. For the 3-D shuffling design, most
of this gas will be released inside the active core. An SFR of this size has a volumetric coolant
flow on the order of 20 m3/s, and the fission gas release inside the 3-D shuffled core could thus
create an equivalent “void” of 1.35x10-5 %.
Assuming continuous removal, the concentration of the gaseous fission products in the
cover gas is expected to be very small as the cover gas flow rate is expected to be much higher
than the fission gas release rate; for example, the cleanup system flow rate In EBR-II was 25
cm3/s.
In our recent study, the sodium density worth has been evaluated for small coolant
density changes such as due to sodium temperature increase or to partial sodium voiding. [49]
From the sodium density worth curve shown in Figure 23, it can be seen that the inserted
percent reactivity increases with the void fraction in a linear manner over the range of 0-20%
void.
The equivalent void created in the coolant, according to the relation shown in Figure 23,
corresponds to a core reactivity insertion of 5.34E-7 (absolute value) or $1.44E-4, given the
effective delayed neutron fraction being 0.0037 at EOEC of the 3D shuffled system. This
calculation is done under the approximation that fission gas release rate and void worth are both
uniformly distributed across the core, which may not be adequate to capture the local effects.
Two assumptions were made for calculating the peak local reactivity insertion due to
fission gas release. First, the local fission gas release rate is proportional to the pin power, and
the peak release rate in the core can be estimated by multiplying the average release rate by
the overall peak-to-average power ratio. Based on the radial and axial power distribution for the
3-D shuffled core as presented in Figure 12, it can be calculated that the peak local void created
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by the fission gas release is ~4.35E-5%, which would introduce a local reactivity insertion of
$4.65E-4 if all burnup zones were to have equal contributions to the core total reactivity.
Second, the distribution of the sodium density worth across the core is identical to that of
the sodium void worth, which can be obtained by performing first-order perturbation calculations
using VARI3D and assuming a complete void of coolant across the core. The burnup zone
dependent reactivity worth is depicted in Figure 28. It can be seen that the center-peaked
positive effect increases from core center (low power) gradually with radius until it reaches a
maximum in the outer regions. The only negative value occurs at the center of the outermost
batch due to its higher leakage probability, although the magnitude is small. By multiplying the
peaking factor of this distribution, the resulting upper-bound reactivity worth is found to be
~$2.71E-3, which still can be considered negligible.

Figure 28. Void reactivity worth distribution for 3D shuffled core.
The above estimation is performed in a very conservative way; therefore, it is adequate
to conclude that the vent-to-coolant is not expected to have significant effects on the B&B core
reactivity and cooling.
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3.12.3 Technology roadmap of 3-D fuel shuffling in B&B reactors
The general direction of future work for B&B technology is clear: structural materials such as the
steels that make up the cladding, wire and ducts inside the core need to be qualified for
significantly higher levels of neutron irradiation damage than has been proven experimentally in
the past. For the 3-D shuffled designs introduced in this study, significant focus must be put on
the feasibility of the proposed shuffling machine and mechanism. Dimensional changes to the
connecting pieces must be small enough to ensure adequate attachment and detachment of
assembly segments throughout the lifetime of the core, without exceeding withdrawal-force
limits of the shuffling machine itself.
The 3-D shuffling involves many more operations and is significantly more complex, and
will therefore need very comprehensive further study. Even using fuel assemblies made of only
2 segments each will cause a considerable increase in the time and workspace required for fuel
handling. A refuelling machine with the capability of transferring more than one assembly
segment at a time can be a potential solution to reduce the down time associated with fuel
shuffling. [50] Industrial robots in the manufacturing industry routinely perform pre-programmed
operations more advanced than what is envisioned of the shuffling device, but they are not
exposed to the same extreme environment of being submerged in hot and opaque liquid sodium
in a strong radiation field. Further studies that apply the advanced robotics to the fuel shuffling in
nuclear reactor is highly recommended.
In addition, a safe core response to unprotected transients such as loss of flow, loss of
heat sink and transient overpower scenarios (such as the rapid withdrawal of an inserted control
assembly) is a difficult challenge. It appears likely that the introduction of Autonomous Reactivity
Control (ARC) systems [51] will assure passive safety for both 2D and 3D-shuffling B&B
systems, and this will be hopefully verified in detailed time-dependent studies to be undertaken
in a new NEUP project (15-8251; started October 2015).
Additional recommended undertakings include the following: (1) How to effectively use
the In-vessel storage space for storing and manipulating the subassemblies? The number of
fuel segments in the 3-D shuffled core can be several times the number of assemblies in the 2
D shuffled core. (2) Could 3-D fuel shuffling reduce the time for commercialization of B&B
reactors and if so, to what extent? (3) Could 3-D fuel shuffling improve the economic viability
(reduce the cost of electricity) of B&B reactors, and to what extent? (4) Which of the 3-D
shuffling strategies is the most economically promising? (5) What is the effect of 3-D fuel
shuffling on the cost of waste disposal?
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4. Conclusions and Recommendations
This project investigated the feasibility of three-dimensional (3-D) fuel shuffling in breed-andburn (B&B) reactor cores for the purpose of reducing the peak minimum required radiation
damage level while increasing the peak fuel discharge burnup.
As a by-product of this project, the following calculational schemes were developed to facilitate
the design, analysis and optimization of self-sustaining B&B and other type of fast reactors:
•

The Simulated Annealing (SA) algorithm for automated search for the optimum shuffling
pattern (SP). This algorithm is based on the Markov chain incorporating large number of
equilibrium core calculations, core performance evaluation, and probabilistic decision
making. It can be flawlessly applied to optimization problem for other types of fast
reactors, and all types of reactors in general, by modifying the formulation of the
objective function and optimizing the control parameter.

•

Coupled scheme for fast reactor analysis simultaneously taking into account of
neutronics, thermal-hydraulics and structural constraints. This method was developed
based on the REBUS code available in the Argonne Reactor Computation (ARC) tool
suite and the in-house developed Assembly Design OPTimization (ADOPT) code.

•

A utility script for 3-D visualization of computational mode based core parameters in a
realistic assembly-by-assembly core model. This capability is compatible with REBUS
output format primarily for generating power or flux distribution images.

The use of 3-D in-core fuel management enables to reduce the axial variation of the discharge
burnup and, thereby, reduce the peak burnup and corresponding peak radiation damage. In
contrast, using 2-D shuffling in B&B cores the plutonium builds up near the axial center faster
than at the top and bottom of the fuel assembly so that the axial power and burnup distribution
in B&B cores is significantly more centrally peaked than in conventional (uniform axial
composition) sodium cooled fast reactor (SFR) cores. This study confirmed that the peak dpa
level can be significantly reduced if the burnup and dpa level of the fuel discharged from the
B&B cores are flattened down to a peaking factor close to 1.0.
The initially proposed design approach, which was to design a B&B core made of a bed
of metallic fuel pebbles that are clad with HT-9 and are continuously circulating, was found
impractical. The pebble fuel performance analysis concluded that in order to load enough heavy
metal into the core that will enable to reach sustainable B&B mode of operation at acceptable
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burnup would require a high smear density that will cause large stress in the cladding and most
likely cladding failure. Venting of the pebbles will allow high smear density of the pebble fuel but
no mechanism that allows venting of gaseous fission products but prevents ingress of sodium
coolant could be found. Moreover, the thermal-hydraulic analysis suggested that the coolant
pressure drop greatly limits the attainable core power for a neutronically acceptable core height
making the pebble-bed design approach much less economical than an analogous pin-based
design. Furthermore, the maximum fuel volume fraction possible to achieve in the pebble-bed
core was found significantly smaller than in a pin-type core and this significantly impairs the
neutronics performance.
As a result of the preliminary evaluation, an alternative approach was adopted to enable
three-dimensional (3-D) fuel shuffling; in this design approach the B&B core is made of axially
segmented fuel assemblies. The 3-D shuffling is achieved by axially reconstituting, after each
cycle, a fuel assembly by different segments or the same segments but in different order and
radially shuffling the reconstituted assemblies as in conventional Sodium Fast Reactor (SFR)
cores. Each of the assembly segments is composed of relatively short fuel pins that are vented
to enable continuous release of gaseous fission products into the coolant flow and thus
eliminate the need for long fission gas plena between the fuel segments. The project worked out
a mechanical design of the fuel pins and their venting mechanism as well as their integration
into a fuel subassembly and integration of the fuel subassemblies into a fuel assembly. In the
course of the project this design has been carefully evaluated and modified -- especially the
connecting mechanism of the subassemblies, to ensure the core stability under all operating
conditions and fuel assembles integrity when moved in the sodium coolant. At the refueling
stage, the assembly segments are disconnected, then connected to make new assemblies and
these new assemblies are shuffled to new radial locations as guided by the SP optimization.
Compared with the optimal conventional 2-D fuel shuffling, the optimal 3-D SP was
found to offer a 34% reduction of the peak radiation damage level - down to ~350 dpa; a 45%
increase in the average fuel discharge burnup and, hence, the depleted uranium utilization,
without violating all major neutronics and thermal-hydraulics design constraints. For the same
peak dpa level, the average discharge burnup - depleted uranium utilization, of the optimal 3-D
shuffled core is 2.23 times that of the optimal 2-D shuffled core These significant improvements
may enable an earlier commercialization of B&B reactors than possible otherwise. A successful
deployment of B&B reactors that use optimal 3-D fuel shuffling could provide at least 30-fold
increase in the depleted uranium utilization than natural uranium utilization in current once-
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through LWRs that generate the same amount of electricity and, hence, a significantly
improvement in the once-through nuclear fuel cycle.
In fact, a 3-D fuel shuffling could also increase the average burnup between recycling of
conventional fast reactors by flattening the axial burnup distribution and thereby reduce the
recycling capacity required per unit of electricity generated and thus reduce the fuel cycle cost
and increase the reactor capacity factor. The improvement potential is a factor close to 1.45 -
the typical peak-to-average discharge burnup in conventional 2-D shuffled SFR cores such as
S-PRISM.
The introduction of the axially segmented fuel assembly design will inevitably increase
the complexity of the refuelling strategy and will increase the refueling time. A number of
variations of the standard 3-D shuffled design approach to alleviate these drawbacks were
investigated. It was found possible to reduce by 50% the number of refueling operations in 3-D
shuffling while extending the cycle length and thereby reducing the number of shuffling
operations required per unit of reactor operation time when compared with 2-D shuffling. There
results a nearly 40 dpa penalty on the minimum burnup required for establishing the B&B mode
of operation. A similar penalty results from another promising simplification of the 3-D shuffling restricting the shuffling of sub-assemblies to axial shuffling within the same fuel assembly so
that radial shuffling will be performed for entire fuel assemblies as in a 2-D shuffling strategy.
The impact of power level increase on the minimum required peak dpa level was
investigated for one of the B&B cores. It was found that a ~50% increase in the power level (or
power density) will require only a ~6% increase in the peak dpa the cladding will have to
accommodate without violating the thermal-hydraulic and structural constraints.
Safety related parameters were calculated for the 3-D and 2-D optimized B&B cores. No
significant differences were found in the value of the kinetic parameters and reactivity
coefficients. An autonomous reactivity control system that is passively actuated by coolant
temperature increase invented at UC Berkeley in a companion NEUP project will most likely
have to be used to compensate for the relatively large positive coolant voiding reactivity worth
and ensure that large B&B cores can be designed to be inherently safe.
While offering significant improvements of the B&B core performance as discussed
above, the 3-D fuel shuffling also gives rise to a number of mechanical feasibility issues. First,
the segmented fuel assembly design requires further evaluation and optimization. The venting
fixtures on top of the fuel rods in the sub-assemblies have to be carefully designed and tested
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and the gaseous fission products vented into the reactor primary loop have to be properly
handled. Dimensional changes in the sub-assembly connecting pieces must be small enough to
ensure adequate attachment and detachment throughout the lifetime of the fuel assemblies
without exceeding withdrawal-force limits of the shuffling machine.
A refuelling machine and refuelling strategies have to be designed for disconnecting
sub-assemblies and reconnecting them to make new assemblies. Even using only 2 segments
per fuel assembly will cause a considerable increase in the time and workspace above the core
required for fuel handling. Thus, a cost/benefit analysis must be performed in order to assess
the tradeoff between the improved core performance offered by 3-D fuel shuffling versus the
complexity in the fuel handling devices and increased reactor down time and a corresponding
decrease in the nuclear plant capacity factor. A refueling machine with the capability of
transferring more than one assembly segment at a time can be a potential solution to reduce the
down time associated with 3-D fuel shuffling.
It is also recommended to extend the study of the simulated-annealing algorithm for
shuffling-pattern optimization, especially for the simplified B&B core designs featuring 3-D fuel
shuffling aiming to minimize the refuelling effort and time. For example, some of the cores
feature relatively large burnup reactivity swing which may force an increase in the number of
batches that will enable to shorten the cycle, although the rest of the design constraints have
been satisfied. A search for alternative SP that features a smaller burnup reactivity swing is
worth trying.
B&B reactors are the most resource-efficient once-through reactors ever proposed, potentially
being able to extract at least ~15% of the available fission energy out of depleted uranium that
is readily available in large quantities as waste material from uranium enrichment facilities. 3-D
shuffled 3000 MW B&B cores like those conceptually designed in this study could, if expected
performance extensions to advanced fast reactor steels are realized, may become commercial
sooner than 2-D shuffled B&B cores. They could supply the total current US electricity needs for
hundreds of years in a once-through cycle (no reprocessing) using only the depleted uranium
stockpiles accumulated for fueling the light water reactor fleet and the start-up loading (first
generation) of B&B cores. The 30-fold increase in uranium utilization over current LWRs and
once-through fast reactors effectively expands the potential for nuclear energy without
reprocessing to a technology that is able to supply all of the world’s electricity needs for
centuries to come, and thus warrants detailed and intense further study.'
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ABSTRACT
The primary objective of this work is to find design approaches that will enable 3D fuel shuffling in station
ary breed-and-burn (B&B) cores and to quantify the attainable reduction in peak DPA and change in addi
tional performance characteristics going from conventional 2D to 3D fuel shuffling strategies. An additional
objective is to establish the tradeoff between the minimum required DPA (displacements per atom) and
average required burnup (fuel utilization) for B&B cores spanning a core power range from 1250 to
3500 MWth. It is found possible to design a B&B core fuelled with depleted uranium to have a peak radia
tion damage at or below 350 DPA when using 3D-shuffling. Relative to conventional 2D-shuffling,
3D-shuffling offers between 30% and 40% reduction in the peak DPA along with up to 30% increase in the
average discharge burnup and, hence, in the depleted uranium utilization as well as significant increase
in the core average and specific power density. Per DPA, the 3D shuffling option offers up to 60% higher ura
nium utilization. Even though 350 DPA is above the 200 DPA peak radiation damage HT9 steels were
exposed to so far, it is below the 400 DPA advanced structural materials are expected to tolerate.
© 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Present-day light water reactors (LWR) extract only ~0.6% of
the potential fission energy of the natural uranium mined to make
their fuel. About 90% of the unused uranium is depleted uranium
(DU) and the remaining >9% is left over as used nuclear fuel
(UNF). Based on the information from the 2006 US Department
of Energy (DOE) UF6 cylinder information database, there is
approximately 479,000 tons of depleted uranium stored in the
form of UF6 in the US alone (Schneider et al., 2007). This material
is currently located outside three large enrichment facilities (in
Kentucky, Tennessee and Ohio) in metallic canisters. About 1330
tons of this material is 235U, with a concentration in the range of
0.2-0.3% 235U. The volume-averaged 235U-concentration of the US
DU stockpile is 0.279%.
This material can, in principle, be utilized for energy production
in fast reactors via, primarily, conversion of 238U by neutron cap
ture to 239Pu. Direct fission of the 238U can contribute between
10% and 20% of the total fissions in a hard spectrum core. The con
ventional approach for attaining high uranium utilization is to use
it to fuel fast breeder reactors (FBR) coupled with periodic fuel
re-cycling. When the radiation damage accumulated by the fuel
and its cladding threatens the mechanical integrity of the fuel rods,
* Corresponding author at: Angstrom Lab, Lagerhyddsvagen 1, 752 37 Uppsala,
Sweden. Tel.: +46 765624043.
E-mail address: staffan.qvist@physics.uu.se (S. Qvist).
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016jj.anucene.2015.04.007
0306-4549/© 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

the fuel assemblies are discharged and reprocessed and the heavy
metal is recycled back to the reactor core with the addition of
depleted uranium makeup. Fuel reprocessing involves removal of
the fuel cladding, removal of the fission products, addition of some
DU to make up for the uranium that has been fissioned, fabrication
of new fuel assemblies and reloading the fuel assemblies into the
reactor core for another irradiation cycle. This process enables uti
lization (fission) of all the mined uranium minus inevitable losses
in, primarily, the reprocessing operations.
Reprocessing of LWR fuel currently in use in both Europe and
Japan uses the PUREX (Plutonium Uranium Redox Extraction
(Anderson and Asprey, 1947) process to create mixed oxide
(MOX) fuel for use in thermal reactors. Recycling in any thermal
spectrum reactor, however, cannot be done indefinitely since
maintaining criticality requires increasing the Pu loading and this
tends to make the coolant density reactivity coefficient positive.
Moreover, as the conversion ratio of thermal reactors is smaller
than 1, they need continuous feed of enriched uranium. Thus,
France and Japan are contemplating a single recycle of plutonium
through their thermal spectrum reactors. This will raise the level
of uranium utilization up to only ~1%.
Although reprocessing is currently in use in several countries
for LWRs, there is significant objection in the United States and
elsewhere to fuel reprocessing due to uncertainties regarding
costs, and more importantly proliferation concerns. The prolifera
tion concern is that the chemical or electrochemical processes that
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have been developed for fuel reprocessing could be used for the
extraction and diversion of fissile materials for the clandestine pro
duction of nuclear weapons. Scientific arguments have been put
forth that the reprocessing technology most suited for FBR applica
tions (electrochemical) is non-proliferating by design (Hannum
et al., 1997), meaning that the recycled materials could not be used
to make a nuclear weapon without significant further processing
(DeVolpi, 1986). These facts have so far had little effect on the posi
tions of political opponents of fuel reprocessing.
Fast breeder reactors could, in principle, also operate without
fuel recycling. That is, using a once-through fuel cycle as do the
overwhelming majority of LWRs. Although the standard FBR dis
charge burnup of 10-15% FIMA (Fission of Initial Metal Atom) is
two to three times higher than that of LWRs, the uranium utiliza
tion of a once-through FBR is not significantly different from that of
a once-through LWR because the level of uranium enrichment
required to achieve criticality in the FBR is often three times that
required to fuel the LWR. A conventional FBR operating without
reprocessing is thus not able to use fuel resources more efficiently
or make any use of the untapped energy potential of the available
DU stockpiles.
To enable a significantly higher utilization of uranium while
using a once-through fuel cycle, a special class of fast nuclear reac
tors, collectively known as ‘‘breed-and-burn’’ (B&B) reactors, has
been under consideration since the late 1950s. Theoretical studies
have proven the principle of a traveling B&B deflagration wave
through fertile material (so called ‘‘Traveling Wave Reactors’’),
but realistic designs utilizing this principle for power-producing
cores have been difficult to achieve. The unique feature of a B&B
reactor is that it can breed plutonium in low 235U containing ura
nium feed fuel and then fission a significant fraction of the bred
plutonium without having to reprocess the fuel. In order to initiate
the chain reaction, the initial fuel loading of the B&B core has to
have an adequate amount of fissile material - either enriched ura
nium (EU) or plutonium with or without minor actinides.
Thereafter, the B&B core is capable to continue its operation while
only being fed with fertile fuel such as natural or depleted ura
nium. Eventually, the uranium utilization will approach the frac
tion of the loaded uranium that has been fissioned.
An extensive though most definitely not complete chronologic
history of B&B research and development up until the start of the
Terrapower efforts in 2006 is shown in Fig. 1. The first or most
important publication from each identified B&B research group in
Fig. 1 is given in references: (Feinberg and Kunegin, 1958; Fuchs
and Hessel, 1961; Kouts et al., 1979; Atefi, 1980; Slesarev et al.,
1983; Feoktistov, 1988; Goldin and Anistratov, 1992; Seifritz,
1995; Teller et al., 1996; Toshinsky, 1997; Akhiezer et al., 1999;
Sekimoto and Ryu, 2000; Van Dam, 1998, 2000; Khizhnyak, 2001;
Pilipenko et al., 2003; Fomin et al., 2005; Chen et al., 2005; Yarsky,
2005; Heidet and Greenspan, 2010; Gaveau et al., 2005; Gilleland,
2008). Since 2006, when Bill Gates announced support and funding
for the idea (TerraPower, 2015), a large number of groups have
started research on the topic. Some of the more recently published
researched is presented in references (Pavlovich et al., 2007;
Rusov, 2011; Hartanto and Kim, 2012; Osbourne et al., 2012; Choi
et al., 2013; Si, 2013; Heidet and Greenspan, 2013a,b).
B&B reactors come in two basic flavors: Traveling Wave
Reactors (TWR) and Standing (or Stationary) Wave Reactors
(SWR) (Greenspan, 2012). TWRs are long cores of static fuel with
a small, enriched, ‘‘starter’’ region typically on one axial end. The
starter region initiates a breeding and burning wave that travels
axially through the fertile fuel material toward the other end. To
propagate the burning wave through low-enriched material such
as DU, a very high level of fast neutron fluence is needed, which
exposes core structures (like fuel rod cladding and fuel assembly
duct wall steel) to excessive levels of radiation damage.

Current fast reactor structural steels - specifically the ferriticmartensitic HT9 steel, were exposed, so far, to a peak fast neutron
fluence of 3.9 x 1023 n/cm2 (E > 0.1 MeV), corresponding to a radi
ation damage of ~200 DPA (displacements per atom) (Toloczko
et al., 1994). Realistic TWR designs using DU as fertile fuel require
a minimum peak fast neutron fluence of at least 2.5 x 1024 n/cm2
(E >0.1 MeV) (Tak et al., 2012), which corresponds to around
~1200 DPA - six times above the currently accepted limit. In other
estimates, the peak TWR discharge fluence is as high as
4.2 x 1024 n/cm2 (E > 0.1 MeV) (Kim and Taiwo, 2010). This situa
tion makes TWRs impractical to implement until new materials
or new design solutions for accommodating the excessive radiation
damage can be found. One design solution investigated by
Sekimoto and colleagues is to reclad the fuel rods with new steel
every ~10 years of operation (Nagata and Sekimoto, 2007;
Nagata et al., 2009).
In SWRs, while burned fuel assemblies are discharged, remain
ing fuel assemblies are shuffled radially in the core and new fertile
(DU) fuel assemblies are loaded. In this way, the breed-and-burn
wave can stay stationary while the fuel ‘‘travels’’ through the wave.
SWRs are more neutron-efficient than TWRs, because they lose a
smaller fraction of neutrons to leakage or non-fuel absorption.
Correspondingly, the minimum peak fast fluence required to sus
tain SWR B&B-type operation in an optimized core with DU feed
fuel is ~1 x 1024 n/cm2 (E >0.1 MeV), corresponding to about
500 DPA (Heidet, 2010; Qvist, 2013). While this is significantly
more likely realizable than the values for TWRs, it still requires
the cladding steel to survive radiation damage level more than
double the current experimental limit. Two approaches to tackle
this problem have been pursued in previous work. Recently, the
TerraPower design was adjusted to use natural rather than
depleted uranium as feed fuel to lower the peak radiation damage
down to 480 DPA (Gilleland, 2014). At UC Berkeley, researchers
have looked into the possibility of B&B operation with periodic
and limited fuel reconditioning (Greenspan and Heidet, 2011), as
well the option to double-clad the fuel (Di Sanzo et al., 2011).
With limited fuel reconditioning, fuel rods are taken out of the core
once the cladding reaches 200 DPA, part of the fission products
(primarily the gaseous ones) are removed and the cladding is
replaced prior to fuel reuse in the reactor.
A different option, recently introduced and studied in detail in
this paper, is to introduce three-dimensional fuel shuffling in
B&B cores in order to minimize the peak DPA (Qvist and
Greenspan, 2014). The axial peaking-factor (maximum value
divided by the average value) for fluence, burnup and DPA in a typ
ical SWR B&B is on the order of 1.7-2.7. If the axial DPA-profile
could be flattened down to a peaking-factor close to 1.0, peak
DPA levels could be brought down significantly.
The primary objective of this work is to find design approaches
that will enable 3D shuffling in SWR cores and to quantify the
attainable reduction in peak DPA and change in additional perfor
mance characteristics going from conventional two-dimensional to
three-dimensional fuel shuffling strategies. An additional objective
is to establish the tradeoff between the minimum required DPA
and average required burnup (fuel utilization) for varying core
sizes and power outputs.
Section 2 briefly reviews fundamentals of B&B reactor physics
that will help understanding the special requirements and chal
lenges faced in B&B core design. Sections 3 and 4 covers the fuel
rod and assembly design considerations of 2D and 3D-shuffled
B&B cores respectively. Section 5 defines the fuel rod design that
is used for all B&B cores in this study. Section 6 covers the design
of the core and its structural components, particularly with regards
to the 3D-shuffling options. Section 7 presents the approach of
incorporating autonomous reactivity control (ARC) systems to
tackle the challenges of inherent safety performance of large B&B
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Fig. 1. The history of breed-and-burn reactor R&D until 2006.

cores. Sections 8 and 9 summarize the core design and shuffling
scheme methodologies respectively. The results are summarized
in Section 10, and Section 11 defines conclusions and the direction
of future research.
2. Fundamentals of breed-and-burn reactor physics
2.1. The neutron balance concept and minimum required burnup
To estimate between what levels of average discharge burnup
an SWR B&B core can operate at when at equilibrium, one can

follow a batch of fertile material (metallic depleted uranium) from
its introduction into the core until its discharge. When loaded, the
fertile batch is a neutron sink, absorbing far more neutrons than it
generates (kro of a typical liquid-metal cooled core composition
loaded with metallic DU fuel is ~0.25). As neutrons are absorbed,
the 239Pu concentration quickly builds up and the fuel eventually
becomes a net neutron producer (kro goes above unity at 3.5-4%
FIMA). Until reaching this break-even burnup level, the batch accu
mulates a neutron deficit. If the batch is discharged before it has
paid back this deficit by net neutron production, it will not be pos
sible to sustain a critical B&B equilibrium cycle. Because of this,
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uniquely for B&B systems, there is a strict minimum level of burnup required for equilibrium cycle operation where the total batch
neutron production and absorption equals.
Following the derivation used by Heidet and Greenspan (Heidet,
2010; Heidet and Greenspan, 2012) (in principle similar to the
method used by Yu et al. (2002)), the range of average discharge
burnup accessible for B&B mode of operation can be estimated
by solving the neutron balance equation:
Bu
1
1 dBu = 0
(1)
v(Bu)
ki(Bu)x(1 - L)
0
In which Bu is the fuel burnup measured in FIMA (Fission of
Initial Metal Atom), D is the average number of neutrons released
per fission and L is the fraction of neutrons lost to leakage and
absorption in control elements.
For realistic nuclear reactor core designs, Eq. (1) can have either
zero (B&B operation not possible) or two non-trivial solutions. The
first non-trivial solution to Eq. (1) for any given system determines
the minimum required average discharge burnup of a B&B core at
equilibrium. Contrary to all other types of reactors, designers of
B&B cores are attempting to bring the level of the minimum
required burnup down rather than up. This is because in any
FBR, the maximum discharge burnup is usually limited by the radi
ation damage to the structural materials rather than by the neu
tron economy. The minimum required burnup is the primary
design requirement that challenges the viability of B&B reactors.
It can be inferred from Eq. (1) that the minimum required aver
age burnup will be reduced by reducing the neutron leakage prob
ability from the core and by increasing kro. The leakage probability
can be reduced by increasing the core volume and optimizing the
core height-to-diameter ratio. The infinite neutron multiplication
can be increased by hardening the neutron spectrum. This can be
achieved by increasing the loading of actinides per unit of core vol
ume while avoiding low atomic number fuel constituents such as
oxygen.
2.2. Power and fluence peaking factors
The radial power peaking factor - maximum axially averaged
power in an assembly divided by the average assembly power level,
depends primarily on the strategy chosen for fuel shuffling and will
be discussed in more detail in Section 8, covering the principles of
determining the fuel shuffling path. The axial peaking factor of bur
nup, fluence and DPA of an SWR B&B core at equilibrium with con
ventional 2D-shuffled fuel assemblies is essentially not strongly
affected by either the shuffling scheme or the specifics of the core
design excluding the core height. In a fresh fuel batch, 239Pu will
preferentially start building up near the axial center of the fuel, since
this is where the axial flux distribution peaks. The production of fis
sile material near the center will further increase the flux in this
region relative to the top and bottom of the fuel, which maintains
a high axial peaking factor even as burnup progresses.
Only the length and the average discharge burnup of the fuel
affect the equilibrium axial peaking factor. Using a very short fuel
column (<100 cm) evens out the axial power and burnup distribu
tion, but use of such a short fuel results in unacceptably high axial
neutron leakage probability. As the average discharge burnup
increases, breeding closer to the axial ends of the fuel causes a
reduction in the peaking factor. SWR B&B cores feature axial burnup and DPA peaking factors of 1.7-2.7 rather than 1.2-1.35 in
conventional fast reactor cores. There are no design fixes that can
significantly reduce axial peaking and thus the peak radiation dam
age of an SWR B&B core at equilibrium using standard fuel assem
blies and 2D shuffling. To achieve the reduction desired, 3D
shuffling (radial and axial) options are being examined to flatten
the axial burnup, fluence and DPA profile.

3. Fuel rod and assembly design for B&B cores
3.1. Fuel rod design
The design of the fuel rod has a significant effect on the mini
mum required burnup and peak radiation damage via the follow
ing design variables - fuel material and density, fission gas
plenum length and lattice pitch.
Conventional uranium dioxide fuel cannot sustain the B&B
mode of operation in any configuration when fed by fertile fuel
due to the poor neutron economy (Heidet and Greenspan, 2012;
Qvist and Greenspan, 2015). A critical equilibrium cycle could the
oretically be reached using either nitride or carbide fuel, but such
designs would suffer excessively high levels of radiation damage
and require a very low neutron leakage probability (Qvist and
Greenspan, 2015). The only realistic fuel option for at least the first
generation of B&B systems is metallic fuel. In order to minimize the
minimum required burnup it is desirable to maximize the actinide
density and minimize the fraction of alloying components. In con
ventional metallic fuelled FBR the actinides are alloyed with
10 wt.% Zr (Chang, 2007). Due to the low power density of B&B sys
tems, it is possible to use a lower fraction of alloying material and
even use pure metallic uranium. A reduction of the Zr-component
from 10% down to pure metallic uranium enables an 18% increase
in the fuel density, from 15.8 to 18.8 g/cm3 at 500 °C, while reduc
ing the solidus temperature from ~1200 °C to ~1100 °C (Rough,
1955). The low power density of B&B systems makes peak fuel
temperatures sufficiently low that this reduction in solidus tem
perature is acceptable, while the neutron economy benefit of the
increased fuel density is a major contributor to lowering the level
of required average discharge burnup. Instead of primarily relying
on the fuel-alloy zirconium-content as a diffusion barrier to avoid
fuel/cladding chemical interaction (FCCI), the inner surface of the
cladding steel is coated with a diffusion-barrier liner, described
in more detail in Section 5.
Ten different metallic fuel rod design options were examined
and evaluated in this work. They are shown in Fig. 2, ranked from
left-to-right in order of increasing attractiveness for B&B applica
tions. Definition and description of the different options are given
in Table 1. The high level of burnup causes the release of a large
volume of gaseous fission products from the fuel. To deal with this
issue, the standard metallic fast reactor fuel rod design (option C in
Fig. 2) features a large above-core fission gas plenum volume. The
large gas plenum volume is meant to keep the pressure in the pin
low and enable a thin cladding wall. This reduces the amount of
steel inside of the active core, which maximizes the neutron econ
omy. In theory, one could also use a significantly smaller plenum
by increasing the thickness of the cladding steel (design options
A and B of Fig. 2), but the resulting negative neutronic impact of
the increased mass of steel in the active core is typically so large
that such designs have never been seriously considered (see
Table 2).
The location of the plenum depends on whether one is using a
liquid bonded fuel - as required for conventional cylindrical metal
lic fuel rods, or if it is possible to use a gaseous bond. Using an
annular or “mechanically bonded’’ fuel design without a liquid
bond between the fuel and the inner cladding wall enables the
designer to put the bulk of the plenum volume below the active
core where temperatures and thus gas pressures are lower, as is
often done in ceramic-fuelled fast reactors. Annular metallic fuel
is manufactured with an internal circular void, and the fuel swells
inward to fill up this void rather than outward toward the cladding
as a conventional fuel rod.
The fuel annulus, cladding and liner could potentially be manu
factured using a co-extrusion process. Alternatively, the cladding
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Fig. 2. Fuel rod design options using metallic fuel.

Table 1
Fuel rod design options and their neutronic impact.
Rod
ID

Fuel type

Fission gas management principle

Neutronic impact

A
B
C
D

Cylinder, sodium bond, thick clad
Annular, no liquid bond, hick clad
Cylinder, sodium bond, thin clad
Annular, no liquid bond, thin clad

Severe spectral softening and parasitic absorption due to the large
volume fraction of cladding steel in the active core region
The very long overall fuel rods increases pressure drop and thus
reduces the attainable fuel volume fraction in the active core

E
F

Cylinder, sodium bond, thin clad
Annular, no liquid bond, thin clad

Thick cladding wall maintains integrity at high
pressure
Large fission gas plenum volume (either above or
below the core depending on bond) maintains
integrity by keeping pressures low
Vent-to-coolant of fission gas through hydrostatic
diving bell venting device at top of the rod

G
H

Cylinder, sodium bond, thin clad
Annular, no liquid bond, thin clad

I

Cylinder, sodium bond, thin clad
Annular, no liquid bond, thin clad

J

Vent-to-coolant of fission gas through hydrostatic
DISCA-type venting device (Martini and Gerosa, 1973)
at top of the rod
Vent-to-coolant of fission gas through porous plug at
top of the rod

Marginal improvements over options C & D (for core designs with
high coolant flow velocity) due to considerable length
requirements of the venting device itself
Significant further improvement over options E-F since the DISCA
design requires far less axial space
Enables a very short overall fuel rod length as well as a thin
cladding, making it the best neutronic option for the B&B
application

Table 2
Core design parameters assumed for this study.
Parameter

Value

Thermal power
Fuel type (see Sections 3.2 and 3.3)

1250, 2500 and 3500 MW
Annular pure metallic (no alloying materials) depleted uranium alloy (0.25% 235U) with 75%
smear density
12
12 radial batches with 4 independent axial fuel paths
Sodium
Pool-type
HT9 steel
All shield and absorber material is B4C with natural composition boron.
19 independent control assemblies are used in each core design (regardless of core size).
25 cm of shielding material is placed at the bottom of each fuel rod, and one row of shielding
assemblies is located at the radial periphery.
17% of total (assumed)

Fuel batches
Primary coolant
Plant layout
Structure (cladding, wire, duct, reflector pin)
Absorber material and layout (shield, control system)

Coolant friction pressure loss in the primary cycle outside of the
core
Coolant inlet and average outlet temperature
Fuel rods per assembly
Rod spacing
Fission gas plenum
Cladding thickness ratio (CTR)
The thickness of the cladding (Tc) is calculated as Tc = CTR * D,
where D is the outer fuel rod diameter

2D
3D

355-510 °C (DTco = 155 °C)
P169
Wrapped wires with a pitch (pitch: the axial length of a 360° revolution around the pin) 25
times that of the outer diameter of the rod
None (plug-venting of fission gas)
0.05

and liner could be manufactured separately from the fuel, with the
fuel then manufactured with a slightly smaller outer diameter than
the inner diameter of the cladding liner. When co-extruded, the
fuel is bonded with the cladding steel from the very beginning. If

separately manufactured, the fuel annulus would quickly fill the
space between its original outer diameter and the inner wall of
the cladding liner, due to differential thermal expansion and fuel
swelling. In both cases, the mechanical contact between fuel and
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cladding results in very low thermal resistance, which enables such
fuel to avoid the need for a liquid bond. This also reduces the
required length of the rod, which in turns reduces the pressure
drop through the system for a given flow velocity, fuel rod diame
ter and lattice pitch. Thus, for a given pressure drop constraint, the
below-core plena design options allow for a slightly smaller fuel
pin pitch and thereby higher fuel volume fraction in the core,
which is part of why they are ranked as more attractive than their
above-core plenum counterparts.1
In order to keep both a thin cladding wall thickness and a short
overall fuel rod, various methods of venting the gaseous fission
products directly to the flowing coolant have been developed; they
are featured in options E-J in Fig. 2. The issues regarding fission gas
venting are covered in detail in Section 3.3.
Out of all the design options studied, annular metallic fuel with
venting of fission gases through a porous plug (option J) was iden
tified as the neutronically most desirable. It offers the shortest
overall fuel rod length while maintaining a thin-wall cladding, thus
offering the best neutron economy of all options studied. The
annular fuel (option J) outperforms the cylindrical fuel (option I)
due to a lower resulting pressure drop as well as a smaller neutron
moderation and parasitic absorption due to the absence of a
sodium bond. Fortuitously, it is also the only fuel design option
that can meet the design requirements of 3D-shuffling B&B cores,
as is explained in more detail in Section 4.
3.2. Fission gas venting
A number of fission gas vent-to-coolant devices have been
developed for use in sodium cooled fast reactors (SFR), but studies
of fission gas venting systems have primarily been focused on use
in gas-cooled reactors (General Atomics, 1974; Schleicher et al.,
2013; Farmer et al., 2006). Peach Bottom Unit 1 in the US, a
40-MWe helium-cooled reactor, was an early US reactor to utilize
fission gas venting (Steward, 1978). The only liquid metal cooled
reactor that has operated with a vent-to-coolant fuel rod design
is the NaK-cooled Dounreay Fast Reactor (DFR) in the UK, in oper
ation between 1959 and 1974. While it has been shown that vent
ing could improve the performance of standard SFRs, venting is not
strictly needed and complicates system operation and licensing2,
which is likely why it is rarely a design choice for SFRs. The primary
focus of SFR venting system design studies has been on hydrostatic
venting, particularly variants of the ‘‘diving bell’’ concept invented
by General Electric in the early 1960s (O’Neill, 1965; McNelley,
1964). The design and principle of the diving bell and
further-developed ‘‘DISCA’’-type hydrostatic venting device designs
are shown in Fig. 3.
The hydrostatic venting devices are designed to allow gas to be
released to the coolant without coolant intrusion into the pin. Gas
is released from a capillary into a gas volume above the fueled
region of the rod, which in turn has a pinhole through which gas
can be released into the coolant flow. The pressure build-up of
gas inside of this volume pushes the coolant level in the volume
downward toward the pinhole and finally allows the release of fis
sion gas bubbles. The gas pressure also keeps the coolant from
entering the capillary and reaching the fueled part of the rod.
The DISCA device relies on the same principle but instead of
1 While using a below-core gas plenum decreases the overall length of the fuel rod,
there are potential safety implications. A failure of the rod that releases the trapped
gas below the core would cause bubbles to axially traverse the active core, which is
equivalent to a localized coolant voiding. In larger fast reactors and all B&B reactor
designs this causes both a deterioration of the cooling efficiency as well as a positive
reactivity insertion.
2 Fission gas venting effectively removes one of the barriers between radioactive
material and the environment, and is thus a step away from the well-known design
philosophy of ’’defense-in-depth’’.

pinholes out the side of the rod has an outlet capillary at the top
of the rod (Martini and Gerosa, 1973). Hydrostatic venting devices
such as the diving bell or DISCA can significantly reduce the length
and required cladding thickness of a fast reactor fuel rod compared
to the standard fission gas plenum design, especially for designs
reaching a high level of burnup. However, even the DISCA device,
which takes up the least axial space of the hydrostatic systems,
require more than 20 cm of axial space, which is far longer than
could be accepted in an axially segmented 3D-shuffling system
(Martini and Gerosa, 1973).
A much more space-efficient way of venting is through a simple
porous plug mechanism. The fuel rod then has a metallic or cera
mic plug in the end of the fuel rod with one side exposed to the
coolant and the other side exposed to the fission gas. In the original
designs of vent plugs, the vent would have to allow the fission gas
to pass while keeping out the sodium coolant (Lipps, 1968). Some
investigations into the wetting characteristics of metallic-plug
vents made of iron, nickel and chromium-nickel with pore sizes
between 1 and 5 pm were done at Karlsruhe in the 1960s and it
was found that sodium leakage through the plug started at a pres
sure of 150 kPa with sodium at 500 °C (Smidt and Sommer, 1965a).
Venting systems that do not allow coolant penetration into the
pin is mandatory for UO2 fuel rods since UO2 is incompatible with
sodium. On the other hand, metallic fuel is chemically compatible
with sodium (standard metallic fuel has a sodium bond). However,
when communication of the coolant with the fueled region of the
rod is allowed (regardless of fuel type), there is a risk for additional
activity in the sodium. This additional activity will increase the
shielding required for the primary loop and will complicate main
tenance and detection of failed fuel. The fission products do not
greatly increase the shielding requirements since their activity is
masked by the intrinsic activity of the sodium, as confirmed by
studies conducted by Westinghouse Electric for sodium-bonded
carbide fuel rods which indicated there would be only a small
effect on the system if the bond and coolant sodium are mixed
(Lipps, 1968). There is also a possibility that fissionable material
will enter the coolant stream and deposit somewhere in the loop.
The loop must therefore be designed to minimize the locations
where fissionable materials can collect. These problems appear
much less severe for metallic fuel, since RCBC (run beyond cladding
breach) tests have confirmed that fuel loss of metallic fuel at mod
erate temperature - which is expected in B&B cores due to their
low-power density, even when directly exposed to sodium coolant
flow during extended periods of time is practically zero. Fig. 4
shows the result of experiments exposing metallic and oxide fuel
to sodium (Chang, 2007). The oxide suffers a significant loss of fuel
to the sodium while the metallic fuel has shown no sign of interac
tion with the sodium after 169 days of continuous contact3, includ
ing many start-up and shutdown transients.
A simpler, more efficient but less studied venting strategy is
possible in principle: direct venting. Direct venting simply means
that a number of small holes are drilled in the upper fuel rod end
cap, which allows for free communication between the internals
of the fuel rod and the primary coolant loop. While such a design
would require the least axial space, a major disadvantage of direct
venting is that the fission gas isotopes will have little time to decay
within the fuel rod itself, which will result in a significantly higher
activity of the fission gases reaching the cover gas (Keilholtz and
Battle, 1969). Calculations indicate that the relative equilibrium
activity of the cover gas is reduced by 80% with fission gas retained
within the rod for 1 day on average, and by 90% with a 5-day reten
tion period (O’Neill, 1965). The preferred option for the B&B cores
3
Metallic fuel-sodium contact has been established in RBCB (run beyond cladding
breach) tests for up to 223 days, but the specific metallic fuel rod shown in Fig. 4 was
tested in the reactor in a breached state for 169 days.
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Diving bell

Fig. 3. Diving bell and DISCA hydrostatic venting device schematics.

Metal Fuel with 12% Burnup

Oxide Fuel with 9% Burnup

Fig. 4. Result of fuel/coolant contact for metallic and oxide fuel (Chang, 2007).

is therefore to vent through a short (~1 cm) porous filter-plug,
which is designed to retain fission gases for an average of at least
5 days.
The major safety concern in the vented fuel concept is the
potential for gas entrainment in the primary coolant. Several
potential problems can result from gas recirculation, such as cavi
tation of the pumps, formation of hot spots possibly near grid spac
ers (when used), and flow blockage. Fission gas recirculation has
been shown to be highly probable, especially in loop-type reactors
when venting directly out to the flowing coolant using the
pinhole-type vents as in hydrostatic venting devices (Lipps,
1968). To avoid this issue for the porous-plug vent, the venting is
designed to be from the top rather than the side of the fuel pin.
It may be possible to add a fixture on top of the porous plug care
fully designed to vent the gases as large enough bubbles to maxi
mize the probability of fission gas transport to the cover gas for
coolant velocities up to 12 m/s.
Assuming that an average of about 0.27 gaseous fission prod
ucts are produced in each fission reaction (Waltar et al., 2012), a
3 GWt FBR produces about 4.2 x 10~5 moles/s of the gaseous fis
sion products, 100% of which is assumed to be released from the
metallic fuel. At 500 °C and near-atmospheric pressure, this

corresponds to a summed total of about 2.7 cm3/s of gas release
from all the pins of the core. For the 3D-shuffling design, most of
this gas will be released inside the active core. An SFR of this size
has a volumetric coolant flow on the order of 20 m3/s, and the fis
sion gas release inside the 3D-shuffling core could thus create an
equivalent ‘‘void’’ of 1.35 x 10~5%, too small to have any noticeable
effect on core reactivity and cooling.
It has been shown that in extremely severe accident scenarios
in sodium-cooled reactors with conventional metallic fuel rods
(Type C of Fig. 2), the interplay between melting/molten fuel, liquid
sodium bond and pressurized fission gas acts as a self-limiting
accident mitigation feature (Cahalan et al., 1994). At present it is
not at all clear to what extend the same features are present when
using an annular plug-vented fuel (type J of Fig. 2).

3.3. Fuel assembly design
The fuel assembly design of the 2D-shuffled B&B core of this
study follows the conventional ducted hexagonal assembly design
that is used in most fast reactor designs. The major differences are
a thicker-than-reference duct wall due to the long residence time;
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Fig. 5. Concept of connecting assembly segments (not to scale).

Upper connecting piece
Fission gas vent plug
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Active fuel
(X cm)

Lower connecting piece
Fig. 6. Fuel sub-assembly schematic design for 3D B&B.

a longer assembly; a high pressure differential due to high coolant
pressure drop; and high levels of fast neutron fluence (Qvist, 2015).
4. Design considerations for 3D-shuffling of B&B cores
One of the objectives of this study is to design a B&B core in
which 3D fuel shuffling can be implemented. The fuel assembly
design for the 3D-shuffled B&B core presents a number of new
challenges. The general approach taken is to axially subdivide
the fuel assembly into several segments or ‘‘sub-assemblies’’,
which can be axially connected to form a fuel assembly

equivalent to that used for the 2D-shuffled core design. When
the reactor is shut down for shuffling, the sub-assemblies are
disconnected from each other by the fueling machine and can
be moved individually to new positions in the core both radially
and axially.
The fuel sub-assemblies are connected with upper and lower
connecting pieces by sliding on to one another as illustrated in
Fig. 5. In the reference design, the top 15 mm of the duct, above
the top end of the fuel rods, is chamfered inwards. In the bottom
of the assembly segment, the duct wall is chamfered outward for
an additional 15 mm below the fuel rods. In this way, the outward
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Fig. 7. Concept of shuffling machine connection to assembly segments.

bending of the bottom connecting piece slides on to the inward
bending part of the connecting piece at the top, forming a contin
uous assembled unit of several segments. In addition, the duct wall
is thickened at a section of the top to provide a ledge below which
the shuffling machine may connect for lifting the assembly seg
ment. Each individual sub-assembly rests on top of the
sub-assembly below using the chamfered connectors design
approach. They are not mechanically attached but pressed in place
by an assembly hold-down mechanism attached to the upper
internal structure (UIS) above the core. The sub-assemblies at the
axial bottom rest on top of shielding and orificing pieces that are
designed to remain in place throughout the life of the core. These
components have chamfered upper connecting pieces that are
identical to that of the fuel sub-assemblies.
The standard fast reactor fuel rod design approach (Type C of
Fig. 2) is not practical for the fuel rods of the sub-assemblies since
a relatively large volume fission gas plena will have to be
incorporated within the active core volume which will have a
detrimental impact on the neutron economy. Similarly, there is
no possibility in the axially segmented 3D-shuffling design to pro
vide accommodation within the pin for the expulsion of a liquid
bond. Finally, conventional metallic fuel is known to swell axially
by up to 10% (Chang, 2007), which will require an increase in the
plenum length.
The 3D-shuffling core requires a fuel design of minimal axial
length, no liquid bond and, if possible, minimized axial swelling
of the fuel itself. The only identified option that could work is
the annular plug-vented design that was already determined to
be the neutronically optimal from the more general study of
Section 3.1. Since the annular metallic fuel is in mechanical contact
with the cladding steel at or near beginning of life, it is expected
that it will be significantly inhibited in its axial swelling compared
to that of a conventional rod (Walters, 2011). Fuel performance
modeling for the Advanced Fuels Campaign (AFC) using the
BISON code indicates that axial swelling is reduced at least by a
factor of 5 going from solid cylinder to annular fuel (Medvedev,
2012).
Annular helium-bonded metallic fuel using pure uranium metal
(and an inner liner on the cladding acting as a diffusion barrier)
will be tested in the Advanced Test Reactor (ATR) in the AFC-3
and ACF-4 campaigns (Idaho National Laboratory, 2013). In addi
tion, upcoming irradiation campaigns of “mechanically bonded’’
metallic fuel in the Indian Fast Breeder Test Reactor (FBTR) will
make it possible to more clearly estimate the axial growth of this
type of fuel (Kaity et al., 2012). Results from these experiments,

the first of which will finish in early 2015 (Maloy, 2014), should
verify whether the fuel rod designs developed in this study could
in fact be used in axially segmented core designs utilizing fuel
shuffling in three dimensions.
Annular metallic fuel was manufactured by Argonne National
Laboratory in the early 1960s and tested in the Experimental
Breeder Reactor (EBR-1). Results from these campaigns show that
the fuels swell inward to fill up the void annulus and exhibit no
axial swelling at all, but the fuels were only tested to a
volume-averaged burnup of about 2.2% (Horak et al., 1962). Since
the bulk of total swelling occurs within the first few percent ofburnup, these results, while inconclusive for high-burnup systems, are
highly encouraging. In order to remain conservative and make pro
vision for the potential swelling by solid fission products, the
assumption in this study (until newer experimental results are
available) is that the fuel may swell by up to 0.2% of its initial
length per % of burnup at burnups higher than 3%. The target
B&B range of average discharge burnup is 15-20%, which means
that the B&B fuel rod is designed to accommodate an axial swelling
of 4%.
The general design concept for the assembly segments using
annular plug-vented fuel (Type J of Fig. 2) of a 3D-shuffling B&B
core is shown in Fig. 6.
Each sub-assembly is made up of the following axial compo
nents (from bottom to top):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lower connecting piece: 15 mm.
Fuel: X cm (design variable).
Fuel expansion space: 0.04*X cm (4% of fuel length).
Porous vent-plug: 8 mm.
Bubble-former piece: 2 mm.
Free space for shuffling machine connector: 10 mm.
Upper connecting piece: 15 mm.

An idea for the design of the lower connecting part of the pan
tograph shuffling machine is shown in Fig. 7. Fig. 7 is conceptual
drawing and is not backed up by any engineering calculations or
detailed study. The detailed design and analysis of a 3D shuffling
machine suitable for this application will be the focus of future
studies.
The total length of a fuel assembly segment (or sub-assembly) is
given by:
L = 1.04X + 5 [cm]
where X is the length of the fuel.

(2)
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Fig. 8. Axial fraction of fuel vs. the fuel length in segmented assemblies.

The axial fraction of fuel is therefore:

Fx = 1.04X + 5

(3)

Fig. 8 shows Fx dependence on L. With increasing fuel sub-assembly
length, the importance of the 5 cm space for fuel axial expansion,
venting,
shuffling
and
connection
pieces
that
are
fuel-length-independent diminishes. There is a trade-off in the
design of segmented fuel assemblies regarding the number of axial
segments. A larger number of segments allows for a more even final
burnup distribution and a more tailored shuffling path through the
core. At the same time, the volume fraction of fuel in the core
decreases with the number of segments, since the length of the
unfueled segment of the sub-assembly (in this design, 5 cm) is inde
pendent of the sub-assembly length. This trend is shown in Fig. 8.
Due to these considerations and the fact that total fuelled
lengths exceeding 300 cm is undesirable primarily due to pressure
drop limitations, the 3D-shuffling B&B core designs of this study
were confined to the following design space:
3 6 # of axial segments 6 5
50 cm < fuel length in segment < 70 cm

(4)

Total fuelled length 6 300 cm
There are numerous technical difficulties for implementation of
the proposed 3D B&B core design, but the single most challenging
part is the design and operation of the shuffling machine mecha
nism. Industrial robots in the manufacturing industry routinely
perform pre-programmed operations more advanced than what
is envisioned of the shuffling device, but they are not exposed to
the same extreme environment of being submerged in hot and
opaque liquid sodium in a strong radiation field. US fast reactor
experts recently pointed out the difficulty of successful fuel shuf
fling from the experience in conventional 2D-shuffled cores such
as EBR-II and JOYO in Japan (Sackett and Grandy, 2013).
3D-shuffling involves many more operations and is significantly
more complex, and will therefore need very comprehensive further
study. A large SWR B&B core may have as many as 400-600 fuel
assemblies, meaning a total of 1200-3000 fuel assembly segments
to be moved. In order to finish a complete fuel shuffling (every
assembly segment relocated to a new position) within 1 month,
the average time spent moving each assembly to its new location
must be on the order of ~30 min. One advantage of the assembly
segmentation is that the lifting force required for moving a single
assembly segment piece is much smaller than for the full-length
conventional fuel assemblies of corresponding size.
The present study focuses on quantifying the performance ben
efits that could be provided by 3D fuel shuffling assuming that
such a shuffling could be technically realized. If the benefits turn
out to be significant enough, it will be justified to embark upon

the mechanical design as well as an extensive computational study
to find the optimal set of operations to move each fuel assembly
segment in a time-optimized practical manner.
5. Suggested B&B core fuel rod design
Figs. 9 and 10 show an axial and radial view respectively of the
reference B&B fuel rod design using porous-plug fission gas venting
and annular metallic fuel. The annular fuel is mechanically bonded
to a 30 pm vanadium (or possible Zirconium) liner (Ryu et al.,
2009), which acts as a diffusion barrier to avoid fuel/cladding
chemical interaction (FCCI).
The ferritic/martensitic HT9 steel was chosen as the cladding
material because it has the largest experimental database for
high-dose neutron irradiation. As mentioned in Section 1, HT9
has been proven up to 200 DPA without excessive swelling or
material property degradation. The incubation period before
high-rate swelling sets in for optimized heats of HT9 is not yet
determined, and could well exceed 300 DPA. HT9 steel irradiated
in the Fast Flux Test Facility/Materials Open Test Assembly
(FFTF/MOTA) campaigns and the FFTF ACO-3 duct has reached
160-200 DPA. Samples of these steels are currently under further
irradiation in the BOR-60 reactor in Russia to extend the knowl
edge base for HT9 steel to at least 250-300 DPA (Maloy, 2014).
The DPA limit of the cladding steel is the principal technical
issue holding back the performance of any fast reactor design,
but the situation is critical for B&B cores due to the high neutron
fluence required for sustained equilibrium cycle operation. While
HT9 might be used for the structural components (cladding, wire
and duct steel) of the first generation of B&B systems, advanced
ferritic/martensitic steels such as NF616 or Oxide Dispersion
Strengthened (ODS) alloys will likely replace HT9 as the reference
material once sufficient irradiation data becomes available (Maloy,
2014). Ion irradiation results up to 500 DPA indicate that ODS
steels such as MA957 and 14YWT will likely far outperform HT9.
Void swelling at 500 DPA of ion irradiation was 9.9% for HT9,
4.6% for MA957 and a mere 1.6% for 14YWT (Maloy, 2014). These
experiments need to be supplemented by neutron irradiation cam
paigns as well as a more complete understanding of the equiva
lence between the results from neutron and ion irradiations.
6. Core and core structure design considerations
The B&B reactors considered in this study are assumed to be of
the conventional large pool-type sodium fast reactors design with
pumps and intermediate heat exchangers (IHX) located inside the
reactor vessel. Due to the axial segmentation of fuel assemblies in
the 3D-shuffling system, a number of modifications to the reactor
vessel and its components have been implemented. A preliminary
conceptual design of a 3D-shuffling core with 4 axial fuel assembly
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Fig. 9. Axial cut of vented B&B fuel rod design (not to scale).
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Fig. 10. Radial cut of a fuel rod for B&B core. Fuel smear density is 75%. To scale.

segments, not including components such as heat exchangers and
pumps, is given in Fig. 11.
In the 3D-shuffling design, the assembly segment at the bottom
of the core (Assembly segment 1/4 in Fig. 11) connects to a shield
ing and flow orificing block that is designed to remain in place in
the reactor for the lifetime of the core. The shielding consists of
vented enriched B4C rods (90% 10B) that protect the steel in the
coolant inlet and orificing piece as well as the lower grid plate.
In the 2D-shuffling design, axial shielding of the same type is
installed at the bottom of the fuel assembly itself. At the radial
periphery in both 2D and 3D shuffling core designs, one or more
rows of static reflector & shield assemblies also remain in place
for the entire core life and provide protection for the core barrel
and vessel, as well as pumps and pump piping.
The 3D-shuffling design shown in Fig. 11 makes use of double
rotating plugs with two separately off-center attached
pantograph-type fuel shuffling devices. If proved feasible in more
detailed analysis, the use of two semi-independent (the move
ments of one shuffling machine will restrict the movement options
for the second) shuffling machines could significantly cut down the
total time spent moving fuel assembly segments. In addition, a
dedicated fuel loading and off-loading machine with full axial
and limited radial movement is installed. Assembly segments to
be discharged are placed on top of the radial shield assemblies in
one of the 6 adjacent positions that can be reached by the
fuel-loading machine. In principle, separate machines could be
used for loading and discharge of spent segments, which could

further speed up the process. A cost/benefit analysis will have to
be performed in order to assess what complexity in fuel handling
devices is beneficial as opposed to an increased time in fuel han
dling and a corresponding increase in reactor downtime.
Because of the relative frailty of the connecting pieces in the
3D-shuffling design, the radial bending of the stacked assembly
segment need to be limited to avoid damage. It is therefore needed
to use load pads on each assembly segment to ensure that the core
is completely constrained radially and is not allowed to bow (or
‘‘flower’’) outward as temperatures rise. This design alteration
effectively reduces the magnitude of the negative core radial
expansion reactivity feedback that is of crucial importance for
the safety of the standard SFR core design. This might be compen
sated by incorporating in the core autonomously operating reactiv
ity feedback devices, as described in the following section. The
continuous contact between assembly segments out to the core
barrel can produce mechanical stresses if and when radial temper
ature and pressure gradients build up in the core, which will need
to be accommodated by thicker duct walls as compared to the
limited-free-bow design of the 2D-shuffling B&B core.

7. Safety systems and control
As mentioned in Section 2.1, the neutron economy required for
B&B reactors operating with DU-feed fuel at equilibrium dictates
the cores to be large with a low neutron leakage probability. This
requirement presents a challenge to safety, since it is well known
from previous studies that reactivity coefficients change for the
worse with increasing core size and decreasing nominal neutron
leakage probability (Wade and Fujita, 1987; Qyist and Greenspan,
2012) - the coolant temperature and void coefficients become
more positive while fuel axial and core radial coefficients become
less negative. In addition, the segmented fuel design of the
3D-shuffling B&B requires the core to be constrained radially,
which reduces the magnitude of the negative radial expansion
reactivity feedback coefficient because assemblies cannot bow out
ward. It is therefore not likely that these cores can be proven to be
inherently safe in anticipated transient scenarios based on the
feedback parameters of the core itself, implying the need for an
additional engineered passive safety device.
The Autonomous Reactivity Control (ARC) system is a new
safety device that can passively provide negative reactivity feed
back in fast reactors that is sufficient to compensate for the posi
tive coolant density reactivity feedback even in large low-leakage
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Fuel load and
offload driveline

Coolant inlet ports
and flow orificing
Fig. 11. A preliminary conceptual layout of a 3D-shufflinging B&B reactor.

cores (Qvist and Greenspan, 2014). The ARC system is actuated by
the inherent physical property of thermal expansion, and has a
very small effect on core neutronics at standard operating condi
tions. In its reference design, the ARC involves a replacement of a
limited number of fuel rods in each assembly with pins that fill a
specific safety role. Because the 3D SWR B&B requires axially seg
mented fuel assemblies, the standard ARC design cannot be imple
mented in such a core. Rather than replacing individual fuel rods
within assemblies, some assembly locations within the core are
reserved for dedicated control assemblies containing both active
conventional solid-absorber control rods as well as passive ARC
systems.
Fig. 12 illustrates ARC systems proposed for 2D shuffling core
(left) and for 3D shuffling core (right). The ARC assemblies consist
of an upper (located above the core) and lower (located below the
core) reservoir of liquid, connected by tubes. The reservoirs are
filled with two separate liquids that stay liquid and immiscible
throughout the applicable temperature range of fast reactor oper
ation. The lower reservoir contains a ‘‘neutron poison’’ liquid (6Li)
with a high neutron absorption cross-section. The upper reservoir
is filled with a separate liquid with a small neutron absorption
cross-section (Potassium). As the temperature of the coolant
increases, the liquids in the reservoirs thermally expand, effec
tively pushing the absorbing liquid in the lower reservoir up
toward the active core region while compressing the inert gas that
fills the volume above the liquid between the inner and outer tubes
of the ARC system.
Unfortunately, some of the unique advantages of the ARC sys
tem are lost when installed in a 3D-shuffling core. Since in
3D-cores the ARC-system cannot be installed within the fuel
assemblies, the time-delay of actuation of the system will be
increased and the redundancy will be lower (since a smaller num
ber of systems will be present in the core). The ARC principle of
actuation, shown in Fig. 13, is the same in both implementations.
At state A (shutdown or refueling), the core is cold and the volume
of the expansion liquid is small, leaving the liquid level of 6Li far

below the active core. At state B, the core is at nominal operating
temperature and the liquids have expanded to bring the level of
6Li up closer to the active core. Finally, in the transient event C,
the temperatures have increased above those expected during
standard operation and 6Li is injected (contained within the
ARC-tube) into the active core region and slows down the neutron
chain reaction. Once the actuation of the system has brought tem
peratures back down, the liquids contract and re-equilibrate with
the gas-pressure of the ARC-tube at the original state (B).
By installing a number of ARC-assemblies at fixed locations in
the 3D SWR B&B core, it is hoped that acceptable core transient
reactivity response can be achieved. Significant further R&D work
is needed to assess the feasibility of the ARC-principle to assure
passive safety of 3D SWR B&B cores and, if feasible, to optimize
the ARC system design. Detailed safety analysis will be performed
in future work to quantify these issues.

8. Core design of 2D and 3D-shuffling SWR B&Bs
8.1. General core design objectives and parameters
The primary objective of the B&B core design optimization
enable equilibrium cycle operation on depleted uranium feed fuel
while minimizing the peak DPA of the cladding steel, subjected to
the design constraints as specified in Section 8.2. Optimal core
design is searched for three power levels: 1250, 2500 and
3500 MWt (the core power levels considered covers the range of
practical interest for B&B reactors); each for two fuel shuffling
methods - 2D and 3D. The core volumetric power density for all
systems was kept in the range of 70-90 MW/m3, in between the
typical values for Boiling Water Reactors (~50 MW/m3) and
Pressurized Water Reactors (~100 MW/m3) Lewis, 2008. The
design variables used for this study include the diameter and spac
ing of fuel rods, the thickness of the cladding and duct, the spacing
between fuel assemblies and the irradiation cycle time.
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Fig. 12. ARC installation in conventional 2D (left) and 3D B&B cores (right).

1

ABC

Fig. 13. States of actuation of an ARC installation: A = refueling/shutdown,
B = standard operation, C = high temperature transient.

8.2. Design constraints
8.2.1. Thermal hydraulic constraints
Design constraints related to primary coolant flow often dictate
the geometric parameters of the core. The most limiting constraint
is coolant pressure drop, which is imposed by the mechanical lim
itations of the pump: the allowable nozzle-to-nozzle pressure dif
ference and the volumetric flow rate. For a single-stage mechanical
impeller sodium pump, the pressure limitation has been reported
as ~1.38 MPa (200 psi) Barthold, 1974, so conservatively 1 MPa
was adopted as a constraint for this study. In the US, the Clinch
River Breeder Reactor Plant (CRBRP) design featured single-stage
centrifugal primary pump with a pump head of 1.12 MPa
(International Atomic Energy Agency, 1991), but the plant and
pump were never built. The 20 MWe KNK-II reactor in Germany
(operated between 1971 and 1991) had a reported primary cycle
pressure drop of 1.5 MPa according to the IAEA ‘‘LMFBR Plant
Parameters’’ report, which is the highest value of any fast reactor
that has been in operation (International Atomic Energy Agency,

1991), but we have been unable to verify this number with addi
tional sources.
The peak flow rate limitation of a single pump is not an issue
since it can be avoided by simply adding more pumps. The coolant
flow velocity is indirectly limited by the pressure drop constraint,
but also by concerns for corrosion, cavitation and mechanical
vibration of core components. This limit is not precisely defined
and depends on parameters such as system temperatures and the
coolant oxygen concentration. The Phenix 233 MWe SFR reactor
(operated successfully between 1973 and 2009 at Marcoule in
France), allowed a peak core coolant velocity of 12 m/s
(International Atomic Energy Agency, 1991), which is now a gener
ally applied limitation on the peak flow velocity of sodium.
Tighter limitations are imposed by inherent safety considera
tions. An inherently safe core must be able to terminate the fission
chain reaction and remove the residual decay heat without the use
of active systems. This implies that the decay heat from the core
should be removed at acceptable system temperatures by natural
circulation. The buoyancy pressure (Pnc) developed by a difference
in coolant density is given by:
DPnc = gHxc(Pheatsink "

) [Pa]

Pcore

5)

(

where g is the gravitational constant (9.82 m/s2), Hxc is the thermal
center elevation between the core and the heat sink (m), and p is
the density (kg/m3) of the coolant at the thermal centers.
The pressure head for sodium as given by Eq. (5) for natural cir
culation flow at the nominal coolant temperature range (355
510 °C), becomes Pnc = 358Hxc. The friction pressure drop in the pri
mary coolant loop is given by:
DPf = Xfxm2 [Pa]

(6)

where X is a set of geometrical factors (of no importance for this
discussion), fx is the friction factor and mx is the coolant mass flow
rate.
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One minute after the termination of the neutron chain reaction,
around 3% of the nominal mass flow rate is required to remove
decay heat while approximately maintaining the nominal core
coolant temperature rise. Friction pressure drop scales by the
square of the mass flow rate. The friction factor (fx) increases as a
function of Reynolds number - at 3% of nominal mass flow rate;
the friction factor is about 3 times larger than at full-flow condi
tions (Qvist and Greenspan, 2014). This very crude analysis method
can be used to estimate the required thermal center elevation
between the core and primary coolant system heat sink to remove
the heat by natural circulation as:
H

DP100%NflowNfriction m

Hx‘"sip™.,-Pc,)[m]

7
(7)

where AP100% is the full-flow pressure drop, Nflow is the normalized
flow rate at the analysis conditions (3% = 0.03) and Nfriction is the
normalized friction factor of the fuel bundle
For the 3D SWR B&B the approximate values are
AP-ioo% = 1.0 MPa, Nflow = 0.03, Nfriction = 3, which indicates a
required thermal elevation distance of ~10 m for a temperature
range of 355-510 °C. While this is a large value, several fast reac
tors have been constructed with internal vessel heights in excess
of 17 m, which could accommodate such a heat transport loop
(International Atomic Energy Agency, 1991).
8.2.2. Structural constraints
The solidus temperature of uranium metallic fuel is ~1100 °C
(Rough, 1955). Applying a 30% margin-to-melt at standard opera
tion gives a peak allowable fuel temperature of 770 °C. The clad
ding and duct steel are limited to a peak temperature of 560 °C
to limit the drop in mechanical strength. The steel stress limits
are taken from the American Society of Mechanical Engineers
(ASME) code ASME, 2005. The duct thickness and inter-assembly
gaps for all cores were calculated using the ADOPT methodology
(Qvist, 2015), but will require more detailed future analysis of
the special requirements of duct-connecting pieces in the
3D-shuffled design.
8.2.3. Summary of applied constraints
The constraints that were applied in this study to the core
design are summarized in Table 3.
No direct constraints were imposed on parameters such as the
reactivity swing over a cycle, the power peaking factors and the
power
change
in
a
batch
over
a
cycle.
These
shuffle-scheme-dependent factors are instead regarded as opti
mization parameters, based on which the relative merits of differ
ent shuffling schemes can be determined.
8.3. Core design methodology
The core design and optimization process has been automated
to a large degree by coupling the ADOPT and Serpent code pack
ages (Qvist and Greenspan, 2014; Leppanen, 2010). The EDIS code
(Qvist, 2013) was added as a function in the ADOPT code to per
form the fuel shuffling and enable automated search of the equilib
rium core for the specified shuffling scheme. The ADOPT code takes
the set of general input parameters and design constraints as
defined in Sections 8.1 and 8.2 and optimizes the core geometry
by performing thermal-hydraulic and structural-mechanic calcu
lations. ADOPT produces a full-detail Serpent input file pertaining
to the ‘‘optimized’’ core geometry and composition, and then iter
atively runs Serpent to update initial guesses for most importantly
the power peaking factors, and finally converge on the core power
& flux distribution (which cannot be known a priori). Both the
ADOPT and EDIS codes were re-written for this study to enable

Table 3
Design constraints.
Parameter
Thermal hydraulics
Mechanical
Temperature

Value
Primary loop pressure drop limit
Sodium flow velocity
Duct & cladding stress
Fuel
Cladding
Duct

1 MPa
<12 m/s
<2/3ry, 1/3 Cuts
770 °C
560 °C

the simulation of the unconventional geometry of the
3D-shuffling B&B cores.
The codes and structure employed in the B&B core design
search is illustrated in Fig. 14. ADOPT/ADODPT-3D produces a core
design using best-guess initial values, which are then sent to
EDIS/EDIS-3D, which iteratively runs the Serpent code to find the
critical cycle time of the given system. Once a critical system is
found, the power and flux distributions of the core as calculated
by Serpent are fed back into ADOPT/ADOPT-3D to restart the pro
cess. This scheme is repeated until a converged critical core design
has been found. In general, the EDIS/EDIS-3D code can find the crit
ical cycle time within 3 attempts. The power distribution and the
maximum cycle radial power peaking factor (which determines
the thermal-hydraulic solution and volume fraction of fuel)
require 4-5 iterations to converge to an error less than 2%. This
means that for each core design option, around 12-15 full equilib
rium cycles need to be analyzed. Parallelization techniques for the
computational analysis were extensively used on UC Berkeley and
Uppsala University computational clusters in order to cut down the
total simulation time.
The ADOPT code methodology is built on the principle of
‘‘Constrained Nuclear Design’’ (Barthold, 1974) to optimize the
core design. Optimized here refers to a core design that pushes
core performance to the limits of the thermal-hydraulic and
structural-mechanical constraints that confine the design space.
This means, for example, that the primary coolant velocity will
be at precisely the value allowed by the velocity and pressure drop
constraints, which will give the most efficient (optimized) heat
removal capability, allowing the highest volumetric core power
density. If a constraint is violated, for instance if the peak center
line temperature of the fuel is too high; the code adjusts one vari
able - in this case, the number of fuel rods in the assembly, and
reruns all calculations until all constraints are met simultaneously.
In this way, an optimized design can be arrived at quickly for a sin
gle defined set of operational parameters and constraints.
8.4. Neutronic analysis method
The neutron transport calculations were performed using the
Serpent neutron transport code with the ENDF/B-VII.0
cross-section library (Leppanen, 2010; Chadwick, 2006). To speed
up calculations, the active cores were modeled as 108
equi-volume burnup zones of homogenized composition in the
2D-shuffled cores (9 axial burnup zones) and 144 zones in
the 3D-shuffling cores—3 burnup zones per fuel segment in the
3D-shuffling cores. This modeling approach has been shown to
be accurate for modeling of fast spectrum B&B core equilibrium
cycle analysis (Heidet, 2010).
9. B&B fuel shuffling paths
9.1. Principles of B&B shuffling
Three-dimensional shuffling of 48 fuel batches (12 radial, 4
axial) can be arranged in a near-infinite number of ways.
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ADOPT/ADOPT-3D
Thermal-hydraulics
Structural mechanics
Core optimization
Power distribution
Flux distribution
Fluence
Input files

Serpent (VTT)

EDIS/EDIS-3D

Neutron transport & depletion

Shuffling & equilibrium cycle search

(108-144 burnup zones/core)

Cycle minimum Ineffective
Fig. 14. Equilibrium B&B cores search methodology.

Complete optimization of the shuffling path is not amenable to
brute-force numerical studies using the computationally intensive
simulation tools presently in our use. Previous studies searched for
optimal 2D SWR B&B shuffling using genetic algorithms that
improve the shuffling path through thousands of iterations
(Toshinsky et al., 1999, 2000). Such methods are not practical to
apply when using a Monte Carlo transport code; they will be
implemented in the future using deterministic diffusion theory
based codes. In the present work the search for optimal shuffling
path is guided by five considerations - simultaneously minimizing:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

peak steel DPA.
neutron leakage probability.
reactivity swing during the cycle.
power change within a single batch during the cycle.
radial power peaking factor.

For any rational shuffling scheme that does not place high
fuel
near the core periphery (resulting in a high neutron leakage proba
bility), the minimum average discharge burnup is relatively insensi
tive to the shuffling path, assuming the same radial power peaking
factor. A typical evolution of kro with burnup of a metallic DU-fuel
batch in a sodium-cooled reactor is shown in Fig. 15. The system
reactivity swing and the power change within one batch during
the cycle are both minimized by ensuring that the batches climb
the steepest part of the ‘‘kro-ladder’’ (region 1 of Fig. 15) at a low flux
low importance location - usually outside of the core central region.
When the batch is within region 1, and kro increases from ~0.25
to above 1.0, the batch will experience a large change in relative

1.2

power output, regardless of where it is placed in the core. If the
batch is in or near the core periphery (in a low flux region), it
may take a number of cycles to make this climb in kro and the abso
lute change in the batch power will remain low, a situation which
is easily managed. If the batch were to be placed near the core cen
ter while still in region 1, the high flux would cause it to rapidly
climb in both kro and power output, and its total impact on core
reactivity and power would be far higher. A large change in batch
power output during the cycle will penalize the energy conversion
efficiency of the reactor. This is because the flow rate must be
designed to handle the peak-power conditions so that the batch
will be significantly over-cooled for the bulk of the cycle.
Overcooling implies reduced coolant average outlet temperature
and, hence, reduced thermodynamic efficiency. In principle, it
may be possible to design the batch coolant flow rate to vary over
the cycle, but such an approach will complicate the design and will
introduce safety and reliability concerns. The larger positive reac
tivity swing over the cycle that results from placing region-1 fuel
in the center of the core will have to be compensated by more
extensive reactivity control system.
From the viewpoint of minimizing C (Reactivity swing) and D
(Batch power-change), it appears clear that the batches should ini
tially be kept near the core periphery, and once they have reached
region 2 of Fig. 15, they may enter a higher-worth region of the
core. This approach means that only batches with the highest value
of kro (producing the most excess neutrons) are placed near the
core center, which also represents the most neutronically effective
shuffling strategy since the neutron leakage probability is mini
mized. The resulting shuffling scheme considering factors A, C

K-infinity

1.1

(3) Slowly
decreasing
reactivity
and power

(2) Slowly
increasing
reactivity

0.9
0.8

power

0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4

(1) Rapdily
increasing
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and power
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Fig. 15. Infinite multiplication factor change regimes with burnup.
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Fig. 16. Classification of strategies for radial B&B shuffling in a 6-batch system.

and D is thus simply an ‘‘out-to-in’’ strategy: load fuel at the core
periphery and then sequentially move it inwards and finally dis
charge it from the center of the core. Unfortunately, the out-to-in
shuffling strategy leads to an extreme radial power peaking, since
fuel with high kro is in the highest-worth spatial region and vice
versa. The result is that the majority of power is produced near
the radial center of the core, with the peripheral zones contributing
next-to-nothing. For a given nominal core power a higher peak
power density leads to a need for a larger coolant volume fraction
and therefore lower effective actinide density and, thereby,
increased peak DPA.
The opposite strategy (‘‘in-to-out’’), to load depleted uranium at
the radial center of the core and then shuffle it outwards, leads to
other but no less severe problems. In such a shuffling scheme, very
low kro-fuel is placed in the inner radial regions, while higher
kro-fuel is situated farther out toward the radial periphery. The
radial power peaking factor is reduced significantly - from up to
7.0 in the case of out-to-in down to around 1.6 for in-to-out, but this
comes at the cost of a very high neutron leakage probability, which
requires prohibitively high levels of discharge fluence and DPA.
A compromise between the two extreme alternatives (out-to-in
and in-to-out) is a shuffling scheme based on a ‘‘bounce’’ or
‘‘in-then-out’’ movement of assemblies. Fresh assemblies are
loaded at the core periphery, but are then moved in and out of
the more central regions of the core until they are finally dis
charged near the radial mid-point between the center and periph
ery. The shuffling path and power densities resulting from these
four shuffling strategies are shown for a simplified 6-batch core

in Fig. 16. Schemes such as the ‘‘bounce’’ and ‘‘in-then-out’’ main
tain the good neutron economy of the out-to-in strategy while hav
ing a radial power peaking factor as low as ~1.8-2.0. Using a
higher number of batches allows for more complex and potentially
more optimal shuffling schemes, usually as a combination of the
general ‘‘bounce’’ and ‘‘in-then-out’’ ideas.
9.2. Studied shuffling paths
The 12-batch shuffling scheme used for the 2D-shuffling cores
in this study (shown at the top of Fig. 17) is based on the result
of previous parametric studies by Heidet (2010). The
3D-shuffling scheme is illustrated in the bottom Fig. 17 for a core
having 12 radial batch-zones using 4 independent axial fuel paths.
The different colors of the 3D shuffling schemes as shown in the
bottom of Fig. 17 indicate the four independent shuffling paths,
while the numbers indicate the fuel location as a function of the
step in the burnup cycle (1 where the fuel is loaded and 12 where
the fuel is discharged).
This 3-D shuffling scheme was arrived at guided by the follow
ing considerations that aimed to maintain a low core leakage prob
ability while minimizing the radial power peaking:
• Fresh depleted uranium fuel is loaded at the core outermost
radial zone so as to minimize neutron loss via leakage in the
radial direction. Considering the small thickness of the outer
radial zones, once or twice burned fuel should also be loaded
in the adjacent regions.
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Fig. 17. Shuffling paths for the reference 2D (top) and 3D (bottom) cores.

Table 4
Design parameters of the 1250 MWt cores.
Core type

2D shuffling

3D shuffling

Active fuel height
Equivalent core diameter
Active core volume
Volumetric power density
Fuel assemblies
Total fuel rod(s) length

200 cm
300 cm
14.1 m3
88.4 MW/m3
204
235cm
1 cm lower end plug
25 cm lower shield
200 cm fuel
8 cm expansion space
1 cm venting
1.100
92 x 103 kg
36.00
12.00
11.86
8.09
32.03

256 cm
1 cm lower end plug
25 cm lower shield
200 cm total fuel
4 x 2.0 cm expansion space
4 x 5.5 cm venting and 3D-connections
1.069
100 x 103 kg
38.30
12.77
12.29
8.26
28.39

Pitch-to-diameter ratio
Fuel actinide loading mass
Core volume fractions (%)

Fuel
Gap
Cladding + wire
Duct
Coolant

• A low burnup and, hence, a low fissile content fuel should be
loaded at top and bottom zones to avoid strong axial leakage.
Although the top and bottom locations are interchangeable
because of the core near symmetry, it is desirable to keep axial
burnup gradient outward (such that the more burned fuel is in
the axial center) in order to reduce the leakage.
• A high burnup fuel batch with largest reactivity worth should
be loaded at the axially middle zones, but not in radial inner
most location to avoid large radial power peaking, or outer loca
tions to prevent high neutron leakage.
• Intermediate burnup fuel is loaded in the rest of the locations in
the axial core center. The burnup zones should be shuffled
between the upper and lower halves of the core during their
residence time to minimize the axial burnup gradient within
subassemblies. This is particularly important for high fissile
content fuel, since its reactivity worth is high and the burnup
accumulates much faster within the burnup zone.
10. Results
The 1250 MWt cores were designed with 200 cm active fuel and
an equivalent active core diameter of 300 cm, giving a core volume
of 14.1 m3 and a volumetric power density of 88.4 MW/m3. The

Table 5
Selected performance characteristics of the 1250 MWt cores.
Core type

2D shuffling

3D shuffling

Peak discharge HT9 DPA
Peak discharge fluence

529
20.5 x 1023 n/
cm2
1015 days
184 MWd/kg
338 MWd/kg
1.84
3.9%
4.6%
9 MW
2.36/2.31
2.07/1.84

400
15.5 x 1023 n/
cm2

Cycle time
Average discharge burnup
Peak discharge burnup
Axial burnup peaking factor
Reactivity swing
Neutron leakage probability
Peak absolute batch power change
Max/ave radial power peaking factor
Max/ave axial power peaking factor

1250 days
219 MWd/kg
227 MWd/kg
1.04
4.8%
5.8%
81 MW
1.82/1.72
2.23/2.03

designs and calculation results for the 1250 MWt cores are given
in Tables 4 and 5, respectively.
Because of the significantly lower radial power peaking factor of
the 3D-shuffling core, the volume fraction (and mass) of fuel in the
core is higher and the pitch-to-diameter ratio is lower. This gives
the 3D-shuffling core a neutronic advantage, which further
enhances its performance with regards to the minimum required
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Table 6
Design parameters 2500 MWt cores.
Core type

2D shuffling

3D shuffled

Active fuel height
Equivalent core diameter
Active core volume
Volumetric power density
Fuel assemblies
Total fuel rod(s) length

250 cm
384 cm
29.0 m3
86.2 MW/m3
348
287 cm
1 cm lower end plug
25 cm lower shield
250 cm fuel
10 cm expansion space
1 cm venting
1.159
179.0 x 103 kg
33.27
11.09
11.81
7.54
36.29

308 cm
1 cm lower end plug
25 cm lower shield
250 cm total fuel
4 x 2.5 cm expansion space
4 x 5.5 cm venting and 3D-connections
1.094
203.5 x 103 kg
37.67
12.56
12.33
7.71
29.74

Pitch-to-diameter ratio
Fuel actinide loading mass
Core volume fractions (%)

Fuel
Gap
Cladding + wire
Duct
Coolant

radiation damage. The average discharge burnup of the
3D-shuffling system is 19% higher, but the uniform axial burnup
shape gives a 33% reduction in the peak burnup and a 25% reduc
tion in the peak HT9 DPA. The 3D-shuffling core outperforms the
2D-shuffling core on both economics (average burnup and cycle
time) as well as meeting the radiation damage constraint.
However, the 2D-shuffled core suffers a less severe reactivity
swing over the cycle and a smaller absolute power change within
one batch (both of which are direct results of the difference in
the shuffling schemes).
The designs and calculation results for the 2500 MWt cores are
given in Tables 6 and 7 respectively.
The general trends found between the 1250 MWt 2D and
3D-shuffling cores apply to the 2500 MWt cores, but since the lar
ger cores have a better neutron economy, radiation damage values
are lower. Perhaps the most important difference is that axial burnup peaking of the 2D-shuffling core has increased from 1.84 up to
2.10, while the axial burnup peaking remains almost unchanged in
the 3D-shuffling system. This fact gives a larger relative reduction
in the peak radiation damage - 30% compared to 25%, when intro
ducing 3D-shuffling. The peak radiation damage of the
2D-shuffling B&B core is 483 DPA, which is hoped to be attainable
with optimized HT9 steel (Gilleland, 2014). The 3D-shuffling
2500 MWt core requires less than 350 DPA, which makes this
design implementable sooner than the 2D-shuffling B&B core; sev
eral types of steels are expected to perform adequately out to this
DPA level (Maloy, 2014).
The disadvantages of the 3D-shuffling strategy identified for the
1250 MWt cores are more pronounced in the 2500 MWt cores Table 7
Results for 2500 MWt cores.
Core type

2D shuffled

3D shuffled

Peak discharge HT9 DPA
Peak discharge fluence

483
18.9 x 1023 n/
cm2

341
13.3 x 1023 n/
cm2

Cycle time
Average discharge burnup
Peak discharge burnup
Axial burnup peaking
Reactivity swing
Neutron leakage probability
Peak absolute batch power change
Max/ave radial power peaking factor
Max/ave axial power peaking factor

800 days
159 MWd/kg
334 MWd/kg
2.10
3.2%
1.3%
41 MW
2.60/2.50
2.41/2.11

1100 days
177 MWd/kg
189 MWd/kg
1.06
5.2%
3.1%
136MW
1.88/1.80
2.50/2.33

most notably the cycle reactivity swing has risen to 5.2%. This will
require either a significantly more extensive burnup reactivity con
trol system than what has been assumed in the design process
(which uses 19 independent burnup control assemblies), or an
increase in the number of batches and corresponding shortening
of the cycle length, or a change in the shuffling scheme or a com
bination of the above.
In order to estimate the performance limits of realistic B&B sys
tems, a 3500 MWt design was developed in both 2D and
3D-shuffling version with a lower volumetric power density than
the smaller cores, to allow for a really maximized neutron econ
omy. The designs and calculation results for the 3500 MWt cores
are given in Tables 8 and 9, respectively.
The lower average power density (72 MW/m3 compared to 86
88 MW/m3) allows the 3500 MWt cores to maintain a relatively
tight pitch-to-diameter ratio and high fuel volume fraction, even
though the radial power peaking factor is significantly higher.
The conventional 2D-shuffled core design is able to operate at a
very low level of average burnup, but develops a very severe axial
power, fluence and DPA peaking factor. The higher peaking nearly
eliminates all of the advantage given by the lower average burnup,
which results in that the 3500 MWt 2D-shuffled system has a peak
DPA level only 2.5% lower (471 vs. 483 DPA) compared to the much
smaller and more economically viable 2500 MWt design. There
thus appears to be no incentive to go to 2D-shuffled core designs
with active core volumes larger than about 30 m3. For the
3D-shuffling core, the drop in peak DPA is an additional 12%, reduc
ing it from 341 DPA in the 2500 MWt down to 318 DPA in the
much larger 3500 MWt core. To achieve this, the fuel mass loading
has been increased by over 60%, and the problems suffered by the
smaller 3D-shuffling cores have worsened further: for instance the
reactivity swing of the 3500 MWt 3D-shuffling core is above 6%.
The trends observed indicate that a realistic optimized B&B system
cannot operate at a peak discharge radiation damage level below
300 DPA.
The axial distribution of HT9 DPA at discharge for the three core
sizes studied is shown in Fig. 18. Increasing the core volume and
the active fuel height significantly decreases the average burnup
and radiation damage at discharge, but the higher peaking factor
means that the reduction in the peak values is more modest.
In contrast, the axial peaking is almost completely eliminated
by introducing both axial and radial shuffling of fuel regions
(3D-shuffling). By achieving a nearly flat axial radiation damage
profile at discharge, the peak DPA values are lowered by 30-35%.
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Table 8
Design parameters 3500 MWt cores.
Core type

2D shuffled

3D shuffled

Active fuel height
Equivalent core diameter
Active core volume
Volumetric power density
Fuel assemblies
Total fuel rod(s) length

300 cm
453 cm
48.4m3
72.3 MW/m3
492
339 cm
1 cm lower end plug
25 cm lower shield
300 cm fuel
12 cm expansion space
1 cm venting
1.172
297.2 x 103 kg
32.96
10.99
11.93
7.15
36.74

360 cm
1 cm lower end plug
25 cm lower shield
300 cm total fuel
4 x 3.0 cm expansion space
4 x 5.5 cm venting and 3D-connections
1.120
328.6 x 103 kg
36.34
12.11
12.23
7.47
31.85

Pitch-to-diameter ratio
Fuel actinide loading mass
Core volume fractions (%)

Fuel
Gap
Cladding + wire
Duct
Coolant

Table 9
Results for 3500 MWt cores.
Core type

2D shuffled

3D shuffled

Peak discharge HT9 DPA
Peak discharge fluence
Cycle time
Average discharge burnup
Peak discharge burnup
Axial burnup peaking
Reactivity swing
Neutron leakage probability
Peak absolute batch power change
Max/ave radial power peaking
factor
Max/ave axial power peaking factor

471
18.5 x 1023 n/cm2
750 days
117 MWd/kg
295 MWd/kg
2.53
3.4%
0.3%
46 MW
2.80/2.73

318
12.6 x 1023 n/cm2
1175 days
160 MWd/kg
176 MWd/kg
1.10
6.3%
1.6%
129MW
2.12/2.00

2.81/2.50

2.79/2.46

The axial distribution of discharge HT9 DPA of the 3D-shuffling
cores is shown in Fig. 19.
One could have expected that since the axial peaking factor is
nearly halved when going from 2D to 3D-shuffling, the reduction
in peak DPA would be closer to 50%. The full potential reduction
is not realized because the 3D shuffling core average discharge burnup is higher due to a couple of reason: its neutron leakage prob
ability is higher and all its fuel makes similar contribution to the
neutron balance.
In the 2D-shuffling core the discharge burnup of the fuel close
to the axial ends is low. Even though the burnup the fuel in the
vicinity of the axial center is above 30% - significantly above the

infinite medium minimum required burnup, the axial average burnup is lower than the infinite medium minimum required burnup.
The under-utilized fuel fraction becomes larger with longer axial
fuel, which lowers the average discharge burnup. The higher aver
age discharge burnup implies that the 3D shuffling core offers sig
nificantly higher uranium utilization than the 2D shuffling cores.
The 3D shuffling scheme used (Fig. 17) results in placing signifi
cantly larger concentration of fissile fuel at the axial ends of the
core and this significantly increases the neutron leakage
probability.
A figure of merit for B&B systems that measures the attainable
fuel utilization is the ratio of average discharge burnup to the peak
discharge DPA: (the higher the number is, the more economically
viable the design is), as defined by Eq. (8).
FOMb&b =

Average Burnup
'
MWd
Peak Irradiation Damage DPA x kgfuel

(8)

The results of Eq. (8) are plotted in Fig. 20, clearly showing the
advantage that the 3D-shuffled cores have over the 2D-shuffled
cores. For a 3D-shuffled core, one can get about 0.55 MWd/kg of
average discharge burnup per 1 DPA of irradiation damage, close
to independent of core size and power. For the smaller
2D-shuffled cores, the corresponding number is 1 DPA per every
0.35 MWd/kg (47% lower). Fig. 20 also clearly shows the problem
of high axial peaking in the largest 2D-shuffled core. The
3500 MWt 2D-shuffled core has a Burnup/DPA figure of merit value
almost exactly half that of the 3D-shuffled core of corresponding
size, and about 30% lower than the smaller 2D-shuffled cores.

2500 MW core
1250 MW core

3500 MW core

Axial zone

Fig. 18. Axial distribution of HT9 discharge DPA for 2D-shuffled cores.
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Fig. 19. Axial distribution of HT9 discharge DPA for 3D-shuffling cores.
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Fig. 20. B&B Burnup/DPA figure of merit (Eq. (8)).
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Fig. 21. B&B DPA results and material limits.

The required HT9 DPA levels for equilibrium cycle B&B opera
tion on depleted uranium fuel with 2D and 3D shuffled cores is
shown in Fig. 21, along with current (200 DPA), near-term
expected (350 DPA) and optimistic (480 DPA) material limits.
11. Conclusions and future work
In this work, we defined and developed the engineering and
physical principles of B&B core designs using both 2D and 3D shuf
fling of fuel. We have shown that it appears possible to design a
fully optimized 3D-shuffling system for B&B operation using
depleted uranium with a peak irradiation damage at or below
350 DPA. For conventional 2D-shuffled systems, it appears feasible
to design systems that can operate on a feed fuel of depleted

uranium and suffer a peak irradiation damage below 500 DPA.
Little room for further neutron economy improvements exist for
the core designs developed in this study. Because of this, all B&B
systems will require either periodic replacements of structural
materials or steels than can be proven to perform well up to at
least 350 DPA. The results also show that no further gain in system
performance is obtained for active core volumes in excess of 30 m3.
The general direction of future work for B&B technology is clear:
structural materials such as the steels that make up the cladding,
wire and ducts inside the core need to be qualified for significantly
higher levels of neutron irradiation damage than has been proven
experimentally in the past. For the 3D-shuffling designs introduced
in this study, significant focus must be put on the feasibility of the
proposed shuffling machine and mechanism. Dimensional changes
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to the connecting pieces must be small enough to ensure adequate
attachment and detachment of assembly segments throughout the
lifetime of the core, without exceeding withdrawal-force limits of
the shuffling machine itself. In addition, a safe core response to
unprotected transients such as loss of flow, loss of heat sink and
transient overpower scenarios (such as the rapid withdrawal of
an inserted control assembly) is a difficult challenge. It appears
likely that the introduction of Autonomous Reactivity Control
(ARC) systems Qvist and Greenspan, 2014 may solve these issues
for both 2D and 3D-shuffling B&B systems, but this must be further
verified in more detailed time-dependent studies.
B&B systems are the most resource-efficient once-through reac
tors ever proposed, potentially being able to extract around 20% of
the available fission energy out of depleted uranium that is readily
available in large quantities as waste material from uranium
enrichment facilities. Systems such as the 3D-shuffling
2500 MWt B&B core developed in this study could, if expected per
formance extensions to advanced fast reactor steels are realized,
cover the total current US electricity needs for around 800 years
in a once-through cycle (no reprocessing) using only the depleted
uranium stockpiles accumulated for fueling the light water reactor
fleet and the start-up (first generation) B&B cores. The 40-fold
increase in uranium utilization over current LWRs and
once-through fast reactors effectively expands the potential for
nuclear energy without reprocessing to a technology that is able
to supply all of the world’s electricity needs for centuries to come,
and thus warrants detailed and intense further study.
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ABSTRACT
Breed-and-burn (B&B) reactors are a special class of fast reactors that are designed to utilize low grade
fuel such as depleted uranium without fuel reprocessing. One of the most challenging practical design
feasibility issues faced by B&B reactors is the high level of radiation damage their fuel cladding has to
withstand in order to sustain the B&B mode of operation — more than twice the maximum radiation
damage cladding materials were exposed to so far in fast reactors. This study explores the possibility of
reducing the minimum required peak radiation damage by employment of 3-dimensional (3D) fuel
shuffling that enables a significant reduction in the peak-to-average axial burnup, that is, more uniform
fuel utilization. A new conceptual design of a B&B core made of axially segmented fuel assemblies was
adopted to facilitate the 3D shuffling. Also developed is a Simulated Annealing (SA) algorithm to auto
mate the search for the optimal 3D shuffling pattern (SP). The primary objective of the SA optimization is
to minimize the peak radiation damage while its secondary objective is to minimize the burnup reac
tivity swing, radial power peaking factor and maximum change of fuel assembly power over the cycle.
Also studied is the sensitivity of the 3D shuffled core performance to the number of axially stacked sub
assemblies, core height and power level.
It was found that compared with the optimal 2-dimensional (2D) shuffled core, the optimal 3D
shuffled B&B core made of four 70 cm long axially stacked sub-assemblies and 12 radial shuffling batches
offers a 1/3 reduction of the peak radiation damage level — from 534 down to 351 displacements per
atom (dpa), along with a 45% increase in the average fuel discharge burnup, and hence, the depleted
uranium utilization, while satisfying all major neutronics and thermal-hydraulics design constraints. For
the same peak dpa level, the 3D shuffling offers more than double the uranium utilization and the cycle
length relative to 2D shuffling. The minimum peak radiation damage is increased to 360 or to 403 dpa if
the core is made of, respectively, three — 70 cm or two — 140 cm long axially stacked subassemblies.
Reducing the length of the subassemblies of B&B cores made of three-segment assemblies from 70 cm to
60 or 50 cm results in an increase in the peak radiation damage from 360 dpa to, respectively, 368 and
397 dpa.
© 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction and research objective
Present day commercial Light Water Reactors (LWRs) can
extract only ~0.6% of the potential energy that is available in the
natural uranium mined for making LWR fuel. Approximately 90% of
the unused uranium goes to the depleted uranium (DU) stream of
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the enrichment process and ~95% of the enriched uranium is left in
the used nuclear fuel (UNF). Fast Breeder Reactors (FBRs) can, in
principle, fission almost all the DU "waste”, although high uranium
utilization cannot be achieved in a single irradiation campaign
because the radiation damage accumulated by the fuel and clad
ding challenges the mechanical integrity of the fuel rod. Conse
quently, the approach that enables attaining high uranium
utilization also involves multiple fuel recycling. Fuel recycling in
cludes removal of the fuel cladding, removal of the fission products,
addition of some DU make up fuel, fabrication of new fuel
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assemblies and reloading them into the reactor core for another
irradiation cycle. Such recycling is commonly required for every
10%—15% fissions per initial heavy metal atom (FIMA), depending
on the core neutron spectrum and fuel enrichment. Although
technically feasible, the fuel recycling was not acceptable to many
U.S. administrations and by other countries due to economic
viability and proliferation concerns.
FBRs could, in principle, also operate without fuel recycling. That
is, using a once-through fuel cycle as do the majority of LWRs.
Although the standard FBR discharge burnup of 10%—15% FIMA is
two to three times higher than that of LWRs, the uranium utiliza
tion of a once-through FBR is not significantly different from that of
a once-through LWR because the level of uranium enrichment
required to achieve criticality in the FBR is often three times that
required to fuel the LWR.
To achieve significant uranium utilization without resorting to
fuel recycling, special class of fast reactors known as Breed-andBurn (B&B) reactors has been proposed and studied since the
1950s. The unique feature of a B&B reactor is that it can breed
plutonium in depleted or natural uranium feed fuel and then fission
a significant fraction of the bred plutonium without having to
reprocess the fuel. Once the initial criticality is established with the
assistant of either enriched uranium (EU) or plutonium with or
without minor actinides, the B&B reactor is capable of continuing
its operation fed only with fertile fuel such as DU or natural
uranium.
There are two basic variants of B&B reactors: Traveling Wave
Reactors (TWRs) and Stationary (or Standing) Wave Reactors
(SWRs). In TWRs, like the CANDLE reactor concept (Sekimoto and
Ryu, 2000) and the one proposed by Teller et al. (1996), the
breeding and burning wave travels axially through the long core
from one end to the other. In SWRs, like the one presently being
pursued by TerraPower (Ahlfeld et al., 2011; Hejzlar et al., 2013), the
location of the fission reaction in the core is maintained nearly
stationary by adequate radial, i.e., 2-dimensional (2D) shuffling of
fuel assemblies. The TWR concept is considered difficult to imple
ment due to its poor neutron economy and excessive level of ra
diation damage. Therefore, this study focuses on the SWR type of
B&B reactor and its fuel shuffling strategy.
In order to sustain the B&B mode of operation by feeding the
core with fertile fuel such as DU, the burnup the fuel needs to
accumulate has to exceed a certain threshold, which strongly de
pends on the core neutron balance. In a sodium-cooled metallicfueled B&B core featuring high fuel volume fraction and lowleakage, the minimum required peak burnup is above 20% FIMA
and the corresponding peak radiation damage of the fuel cladding
is in the vicinity of 500 displacements per atom (dpa). (Hou et al.,
2015) The maximum radiation damage cladding materials were
exposed to so far in fast reactors is 200 dpa, experienced by the
ferritic-martensitic steel HT-9 in the Fast Flux Test Facility (FFTF)
(Toloczko et al., 1994). This means that the SWRs cladding material
must withstand a radiation damage more than double the level that
has been proven feasible. A combination of development of
advanced structural and fuel materials and irradiation experiments
are likely to increase the permissible clad radiation damage beyond
200 dpa but proving the practicality and licenceability of cladding
material up to ~500 dpa may take significant time and resources.
Three approaches for operation in the B&B mode without
exceeding the 200 dpa constraint had recently been investigated:
(1) reconditioning the fuel whenever the cladding reaches 200 dpa.
The function of the reconditioning is to remove the cladding,
remove the gaseous and some volatile fission products, and load
the fuel into a new cladding (Greenspan and Heidet, 2011). (2)
Double-clad the fuel (Di Sanzo et al., 2011) after removal of the
gaseous fission products. (3) Using excess neutrons from
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transmutation of trans-uranium elements from LWR UNF to drive a
subcritical B&B blanket up to 200 dpa (Zhang et al., 2015).
The overall objective of this paper is to investigate a different
approach for reducing the peak minimum required radiation
damage level — use of 3-dimensional (3D) in-core fuel management
strategy to reduce the axial variation of the discharge burnup and,
thereby, reduce the peak burnup and corresponding peak radiation
damage. In the 2D shuffled system, as the plutonium builds up near
the axial center faster than at the bottom and top of the fuel as
sembly, the axial power and burnup distribution in B&B cores is
significantly more centrally peaked than in conventional (uniform
axial composition) sodium-cooled fast reactor (SFR) cores. In a
typical low-leakage B&B core the peak-to-axially average discharge
burnup can far exceed 2.0. If the axial profile of burnup or fast
fluence can be flattened down to close to 1.0, the peak dpa level
may be reduced significantly. An engineering approach to facilitate
3D fuel shuffling has been proposed in a previous study. (Qvist and
Greenspan, 2014a; Qvist et al., 2015) That preliminary study
concluded that the optimal 3D shuffling pattern (SP) offers an
approximately 30% reduction in the peak radiation damage while
increasing the fuel utilization relative to a 2D shuffling.
However, the previous study was based on a user specified trialand-error approach and was limited to few trials applied to a single
core. The 3D SP optimization presents a large decision space — for
the reference core given in Hou et al. (2015) that features 12batches and 4 axially stacked subassemblies there are on the or
der of 1061 SP combinations. Hence, an exhaustive search is not
feasible since it is extremely computationally expensive. Moreover,
the optimal core design should meet several constraints including
the burnup reactivity swing, radial power peaking factor and
relative assembly power change over the cycle. This makes a
manual selection of SP impractical. In addition, the optimal SP is
highly sensitive to the core dimensions and number of radial and
axial shuffling zones. Thus, an automated optimization capability
that is able to account for all the constraints is desirable.
The first objective of this study was to develop an automated
methodology for the optimization of in-core fuel management for
B&B reactors, for both 2D and 3D shuffling strategies that is able to
account for multiple design constraints. Generic Algorithm (GA)
has been successfully applied to in-core fuel management optimi
zation of, primarily, light water reactors (Poon and Parks, 1993;
DeChaine and Feltus, 1995; Parks, 1996) as well as for a selfsustaining LMFBR design. (Toshinsky et al., 1999; Toshinsky et al.,
2000) Simulated Annealing (SA), a close relative to GA, is another
stochastic approach to large-scale combinatorial optimization and
has proven to be extremely robust in determining families of near
optimum decision variables in the in-core fuel management
problems. (Turinsky and Parks, 1999; Stevens et al., 1995; Park et al.,
2009) Although SA and GA are often viewed as separate, competing
paradigms in the field of modern heuristics, the key difference
between the two methods is the mechanism of generating a new
solution from an existing one. While GA generates a new solution
guess by combining several prior solutions, SA creates a new so
lution by modifying only the most recent solution with a local
move. In the current optimization problem, the decision variable —
the SP, is based on the shuffling of fuel batches rather than of in
dividual assemblies. As a typical B&B core batch contains tens of
fuel assemblies, the impact of SP modification on the core charac
teristics is much larger than that with single assembly-based SP,
creating a much more nonlinear decision space. As a result, the
"crossover” between different solutions in GA becomes less
important in the generation of new solutions. The SA algorithm was
adopted as the optimization method for this study.
The second objective of this study was to quantify the im
provements in B&B core performance made possible by 3D fuel
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shuffling and to investigate the dependence of these improvements
on the number of axially stacked subassemblies, core power level
and core dimensions.
Section 2 provides a detailed description of the reference B&B
core design that features 2D shuffling, the engineering solution to
implement the 3D shuffling in B&B cores, and the modeling
methodology used in this work. The stochastic SP optimization
methodology based on SA and the improvements of the core per
formance resulting from its application to the 2D/3D shuffled B&B
core are then discussed in Section 3 and 4, respectively. Section 5
explores the 3D shuffled core performance sensitivity to the SP
simplification, core power, and core size. Last, the general conclu
sion of the study and future work are provided in Section 6.
2. Breed-and-bum reactor with 3D fuel shuffling
2.1. Reference 2D shuffled core description
The reference B&B core concept upon which the 3D shuffled
core were developed in this study is a large SFR fed with DU with
0.25% 235U. The unirradiated nominal fuel density is 18.66 g/cm3 at
800 K, and a smear density of 75% is assumed to accommodate the
fuel swelling with burnup. The cladding material, which is the
ferritic-martensitic alloy HT-9, and the coolant have densities of
7.87 and 0.830 g/cm3, respectively, both at 800 K. The effective core
height is 300 cm and equivalent diameter of the simulated core is
~493 cm, giving a total active core volume of 57.19 m3, and a
volumetric power density of 52.45 MW/m3 for a total core thermal
power of 3000 MW. This reference design adopts the vented fuel
rod concept (O’Neill, 1965). The diving bell type ventilating device
allows the release of the fission gas, but prevents the reverse-flow
of the coolant into the fuel pin. (O’Neill, 1965) Venting the released
fission gases from the fuel pin into the primary reactor coolant will
maintain cladding stresses at low levels to high burnup. The frac
tion of core volume that is required for the control system was not
accounted for in the preliminary core design because the required
number of control assemblies cannot be estimated before detailed
calculation for safety parameters is performed. The general char
acteristics and assumed volume fraction of the active core in
gredients are presented in Table 1.
In fast reactors, the mean free path for absorption of the large
majority of the neutrons far exceeds the dimension of the unit cell.
Consequently, it is common to model the core as homogenized;
that is, compositions of fuel, coolant, gap and structural materials
are mixed together within the fuel assembly by volume weighting.
In order to further reduce the modeling effort of this feasibility
study, the assembly-based hexagonal B&B core is represented in R-

Z geometry, which consists of a number of equal-volume concentric
fuel batches, each made of several axial regions to account for axial
power and burnup variation. A schematic side view of the 2D
shuffled core is given in Fig. 1, where the center of the core is at the
left edge of the figure and fuel batches are separated by vertical
lines in the active core region. It was estimated in previous studies
that the relative errors in the multiplication factor keff introduced
by the cylindrical modeling of the B&B core is between 0.02% and
0.2% Dk/k, when compared with the assembly-level core model.
(Heidet and Greenspan, 2013) This error partially stems from the
radial power distribution differences between the two models — in
the cylindrical core model all the assemblies of a given batch are
depleted with the same power level while in the assembly-based
core model, a different power level is assigned to each fuel as
sembly. This approximation is considered acceptable for a study
aimed at estimating the relative differences between 3D and 2D
fuel shuffling on B&B core characteristics.
2.2. Engineering solution for 3D fuel shuffling
This section introduces the perceived design of the fuel rods and
fuel assemblies to facilitate the 3D shuffling. In the original solution

Fig. 1. Schematic layout of cylindrical 2D shuffled reference B&B core.

Table 1
Main parameters of reference B&B core.
Thermal power (MW)
Core equivalent radius (cm)
Active fuel length (cm)
Gas plenum height (cm)
Feed fuel
Coolant
Inlet/outlet coolant temperature (°C)
Structural material (cladding, duct, wire-wrap, reflector pin)
Fuel assembly volume fraction (%)

Density (g/cc)

Fuel
Gap
Cladding + wire
Duct
Coolant
Fuel (theoretical)
Cladding
Coolant

3000
246.34
300
100
DU (0.25%235U) with 75% smear density
Sodium
355.0/506.8
HT-9
40.70
13.57
13.04
6.28
26.41
18.99
7.87
0.83
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(Qvist et al., 2015), assembly segments are axially connected with
upper and lower connecting grapplers to form a full-length as
sembly, while the segment at the bottom of the core is connected to
a shielding and flow orificing block that is designed to remain in a
fixed location in the reactor for the lifetime of the core. This design
was later carefully evaluated and modified especially for the con
necting mechanism to ensure the core stability under all operating
conditions and the reliability when moving fuel assembles in the
sodium coolant.
Assembly segments are composed of conventional rod-type
fuel. In the updated fuel segment design, a nesting tapered conic
interface is proposed for the segment—segment interface, as can be
seen in Fig. 2. The top cap (blue) has a protruding hexagonal cone,
and the bottom cap (green) has a re-entrant hexagonal cone. The
generous tapered hexagonal cone provides a self-centering zone
that is larger than the resolution limits of the refueling machine,
ensuring consistently robust fuel segment movements. Adequate
passages are provided on the conic surface for coolant flow.
Centering buttons on the side of the top and bottom cap provide
consistent lateral positioning of the assembly segment in the core
and maintain consistent gaps between segments, as shown in Fig. 3.
Two buttons are provided at the bottom of the segment in order to
maintain rotational registry with the core grid, while a single
button at the top is adequate to maintain the position of the top of
the segment. This arrangement minimizes the dragging of one
segment against its neighbors when being inserted or removed.
These centering buttons also provide a measure of tolerance for
bowing or twisting of fuel assemblies over their service life.
Fig. 4 demonstrates the design of the fuel handling gripper with
3 jaws, which is positioned at the end of the refueling mast. A
robust reinforcing ring is placed in the top of the fuel segment to
distribute gripper forces and provide adequate wear surfaces for
the life of the segment. A central rod actuator can actuate 3 jaws
equally. During the refueling process, the refueling mast is posi
tioned over the assembly segment and extended downwards to
reach the segment. The segment is then attached with the handling
gripper and lifted up. The gripper is smaller than the footprint of a
segment, thus allowing it to reach a fuel segment on the lowest
course without removing neighboring segments.
The full-length fuel assembly of the first design of 3D shuffled
core investigated in this study, named as Design I, is made of four
77 cm long sub-assemblies making a 301 cm active core height.
This core has three 7 cm thick fuel-free layers at the top of each of
the three lower sub-assemblies due to the design of the sub-
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Fig. 3. Stacked fuel assembly segments with demonstration of centering buttons at the
top and bottom of the segment and the gaps between segments.

Fig. 4. Section view of the fuel gripper mechanism.

assembly fuel rods illustrated in Fig. 5. The effective fuel volume
fraction of the resulting core is lower than the 2D shuffled core. The
total power of the Design I core with segmented fuel assemblies is
the same as of the 2D reference core.
All the fuel rods are assumed to be vented and allow for
continuous release of gaseous fission products through a thin
porous filter followed by small openings in the upper end cap as
illustrated in Fig. 5. In order to minimize the fuel-free volume at the
top of the rod, sodium bonding is eliminated. Instead, the metallic

Bubble former piece
Free volume
(3-4% of fuel length).

Vent plug

Fuel-----------(60-75% smear density)
Cladding

Lower end cap
Fig. 2. Top and bottom cap of the proposed fuel segment design for 3D fuel shuffling.

Fig. 5. Axially segmented fuel rod design for 3D fuel shuffling.
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fuel is annular and mechanically bonded to a 30 mm vanadium liner
(Ryu et al., 2009; Horak et al., 1962), which acts as a diffusion
barrier to avoid fuel/cladding chemical interaction. The fuel
swelling with burnup is accommodated by the central gap. The
mechanical bonding to the cladding restrains the fuel axial swelling
thus enabling to minimize the length of the fuel-free section at the
top of the fuel rod.
2.3.

Core design methodology

2.3.1. Neutronics model
The core characteristics compared in this study pertain to the
critical equilibrium cycle. The search for the equilibrium cycle was
performed using the DIF3D/REBUS-3 codes (Derstine, 1984; Toppel,
1983) which are part of the Argonne Reactor Computation (ARC)
system from the Argonne National Laboratory (ANL). The finite
difference diffusion method was employed in the flux and eigen
value solver DIF3D as it is the only available option for R-Z geom
etry. The variable mesh structure can be defined in both radial and
axial direction provide a higher resolution of the results, including
flux and power etc. The fuel shuffling was modelled explicitly on a
fuel batch basis in REBUS-3 calculations. For a given core geometry
and constituents volume fraction, the design variables are the
shuffling pattern and cycle length.
Burnup region-dependent 33-group cross section sets were
generated from the ENDF/B-VII.0 data library using the ETOE-2/
MC2-3/TWODANT sequence of codes of the ARC package. (Lee
and Yang, 2013; Alcouffe et al., 1990) Specifically, the MC2-3 code
first calculates 0-dimensional (0-D) neutron spectra and condenses
point-wise cross sections prepared by ETOE-2 into an ultrafine
group structure (~2000 groups). For non-multiplying regions such
as reflectors and shield, leaking spectra from the fueled region is
used for the condensation. Then, a 2-D ultrafine group transport
calculation is conducted by TWODANT to take into account realistic
leakage and the calculated spectra are fed back to MC2-3 for the
final cross section condensation. It was found in previous studies
that in order to accurately account for spectral variation in the B&B
core, the best approach is to use burnup and location dependent
group constants for the core simulation. (Hou et al., 2014) However,
it is impossible to generate cross sections without knowing the
zone-wise equilibrium composition beforehand. It is also difficult
to assign cross sections to burnup zones while performing fuel
shuffling in REBUS-3. Therefore, the preliminary core calculation
was carried out using a cross section set generated for the fuel
composition pertaining to intermediate burnup (~10% FIMA). This
approximation is acceptable for the initial exploration of the effects
to be expected from the newly proposed B&B core design and fuel
management.
An external module has been developed to post-process REBUS3 simulation results and produce key performance characteristics
for the equilibrium core such as the zone-wise fuel burnup, infinite
multiplication factor, power, and leakage. In particular, the radia
tion damage accumulated by HT-9 cladding is evaluated by folding
cell averaged multi-group flux from REBUS-3 results with the iso
topic neutron dpa cross sections. Based on the widely used Norgett—Robinson—Torrens (NRT) model (Norgett, 1975), the isotopic
dpa cross section is given by the following formula:

sDPA = k 2d

(1)

where sd is the damage cross section, which is included in the
standard nuclear data in ENDF/B format (MT = 444 on the PENDF
tape) and is available in MCNP libraries for most nuclides below
20 MeV. In this study, sd is collapsed into ANL 33-group structure

using the same neutron spectrum as in the cross section prepara
tion as described above. k is the displacement efficiency compen
sating for forward scattering and is usually set to be 0.8. Ed, known
as the displacement energy, is the minimum energy required to
create a stable interstice and vacancy pair (Frankel pair). A constant
value is used for each element in the compound, which is available
in the ANL computer code SPECOMP (Greenwood, 1987). The dpa
cross section of compound materials adpa takes the form of a
weighted average of isotopic-wise values, calculated by Eq. (1). The
accumulated dpa of HT-9 cladding over the equilibrium cycle is
obtained by
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j=1

g=1

R=

°dpa,gfg,t

where fg,t is the burnup zone averaged neutron flux of group g
during burnup step j, and DTj is the corresponding burnup step
interval. In REBUS-3, the maximum allowable number of burnup
steps in the equilibrium cycle is 4.
In previous studies, (Hou et al., 2015) the capability of the
simplified DIF3D/REBUS-3 model for determining equilibrium
composition of B&B cores has been verified by comparing against a
continuous energy Monte Carlo (MC) code Serpent. (Leppanen,
2010) Both deterministic and MC calculations used the ENDF/BVII.0 cross section library and assumed uniformity of temperature
distribution for fuel/clad (800 K) and coolant (600 K) in the active
core to have consistency between the two models. They differ,
however, in the depletion calculations — whereas Serpent uses a
detailed burnup chain, the REBUS-3 calculations use a pre-stored
plutonium—uranium burnup chain to simplify the input prepara
tion in two ways. First, it does not include all the heavy metal nu
clides prepared in the cross section library. Second, the effect of
fission products was accounted for using lumped fission product
(LFP) cross sections for 4 different fissionable isotopes that were
created from cross sections of 137 individual fission products using
fission yields for 235U, 238U, 239Pu, and 241Pu. It was found (Hou
et al., 2015) that the relative difference of the core characteristics
such as cycle length, discharge burnup, reactivity swing, and power
peaking factor, is within 4%, indicating that the deterministic
approach is adequate for quantifying the relative difference in the
performance of B&B cores designed using 3D versus 2D fuel shuf
fling. The computational time for an equilibrium cycle search using
REBUS-3 is ~12 min on the UNIX cluster at UCB, which is a signif
icant reduction when compared with ~23 h using Serpent.
2.3.2. Coupled neutronics/thermal-hydraulics approach
The abovementioned standalone neutronics study of the equi
librium performance of the B&B core assumes that the core can
operate at the designed power level without violating any thermalhydraulics constraints. However, the peak assembly power depends
on the radial power distribution which depends on the fuel shuf
fling scheme. Therefore, thermal-hydraulics calculations are
incorporated into the core optimization process through coupling
with neutronics calculations using the ADOPT code (Qvist and
Greenspan, 2014b). ADOPT aims to automatically search for the
optimal fuel assembly design that maximizes the fuel volume
fraction while adhering to set constraints for all component tem
peratures, pressure drop, coolant velocity and structural integrity
limits, subjected to a specified peak assembly power level. The
coupling scheme used to converge on thermal-hydraulic and neutronics solutions for critical equilibrium cycle B&B cores is given in
Fig. 6. A separate module — PyRebus, was developed to prepare the
input files, control data exchange, and check the convergence of the
iterative process. For a given core specification (defined by
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Core k-eff

PyRebus

REBUS-3

Input file preparation
Equilibrium cycle search
Output post-process

Neutronics (depletion)

Power distribution
Constituents volume fraction

ADOPT

Design constraints

Thermal-hydraulics
Structural mechanics
Core optimization

Fig. 6. Coupled neutronics-TH calculation scheme for equilibrium B&B core search.

geometry, material, SP, etc.), the process starts with REBUS by
searching for the equilibrium critical cycle and calculating its per
formance parameters. Then, the power distribution is sent to the
ADOPT model, which has the identical core specification as in
REBUS, to generate the volume fraction of all constituents that will
enable the peak power assembly to meet all the design constraints.
If different from the previous iteration, this information is fed back
to REBUS to repeat the search for equilibrium core until a converged
critical core design has been found. The fuel volume fraction and
the maximum cycle radial power peaking factor require 4—5 iter
ations to converge to an error less than 2%.
The thermal-hydraulics constraints accounted for in this study
are:
(1) maximum core pressure drop: 0.9 MPa, (Qvist et al., 2015).
(2) maximum sodium velocity across the core: 12 m/s, (Fast
Reactor Database 20, 2006).
(3) maximum fuel-cladding interface temperature: 650 °C,
(Suspluagas and Greenspan, 2005) and
(4) maximum peak fuel temperature: 1000 °C. (Bleise et al.,
2003).
3. Shuffling pattern optimization using simulated annealing
method
3.1. Simulated annealing method
Simulated Annealing (SA) is a stochastic optimization technique
motivated by an analogy to annealing in metallurgy, which involves
repeatedly heating and cooling of a material to increase the crystal
size and remove defects so as to alter its physical properties. The
principal fundamental of SA was first introduced by Metropolis
et al. (1953) as a tool of finding equilibrium configuration of a
system of particles at a given temperature. Kirkpatrick and Vecchi
(1983) later proposed and applied it to combinatorial optimiza
tion problems, in which a family of candidate solutions to minimize
the objective function is generated following a Markov chain
sampling. Its major advantage over other methods is an ability to
avoid being trapped at local minima, because the random search

not only accepts changes that improve the solution performance
but also some changes that worsen it.
In the general implementation of the SA method (Dowsland and
Reeves, 1995), a control parameter T is introduced for system
temperature, and the energy difference between the two states of
the material is replaced by the difference between the current
objective function value F(Xi) and the proposed objective function
value F(Xj), with X denoting the solution to the optimization
problem. The algorithm begins with an initial guess at the optimal
solution and then seeks successively improved solutions through a
continuing examination of randomly generated solutions in the
neighborhood of the ever-changing optimum. For a minimization
problem, the probability of acceptance for a new solution F(Xj) is
given by

p,DF,T,^min|,. exp (

(3)

As such, candidates that decrease F are, of course, accepted,
while candidates that increase F by DF = F(Xj) - F(Xj) are accepted
as new solutions with the probability calculated in Eq. (3).
The control parameter T usually decreases in a series of discrete
steps over time. In principle, the initial temperature must be high
enough to allow shuffling to more neighborhood states. The
annealing process continues until the temperature reaches the final
temperature, or until some other conditions are met. The most
widely used temperature decrement strategy is the exponential
multiplicative schedule or geometric schedule, where the temper
ature decrease is achieved by multiplying the initial temperature T0
by a factor that decreases exponentially with respect to the k-th
simulation cycle:

Tk = T0«k

(4)

where a(0 < a < 1) is called the cooling parameter. The cooling
parameter is the significant search controller. If a is too small, then
cooling is too fast, and the search quickly terminates near a local
optimum. If a is too large, then cooling is slow, and the search
degenerates to an expensive enumeration.
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While convergence on the global optimum solution is generally
not guaranteed, empirical evidence shows that for many problems,
the SA algorithm converges on a family of solutions in the neigh
borhood of the global optimum and overcomes convergence to
local optimum solutions. (Aarts and Korst, 1989).

of each objective; for example, in the case where reactivity swing
minimization takes the priority in SP optimization, all that must be
done for the objective function transition is to increase the impact
factor associated to U1. g is a multiplication constant used to adjust
R* to the same order of magnitude of the penalty terms in Eq. (5); a
value of 0.01 is used in this study.

3.2. Optimization model
3.2.1. Formulation of objective functions
The primary objective of the SP optimization is to reduce the
peak minimum required radiation damage as much as possible.
However, it is desirable to account for other design constraints
including:
(1) Reactivity swing during burnup cycle: Ap < Apllm
(2) Change of batch power over the cycle: APB < APBim
(3) Radial power peaking factor: FR < ?Bm
The burnup reactivity swing FBRs are usually designed to have
does not exceed 3.5%. A smaller reactivity swing implies a smaller
number of required control assemblies or smaller worth of each
control assemblies. The former leads to a higher core average fuel
volume fraction and therefore a better neutron economy, while the
latter can reduce consequences of a transient overpower accident
(UTOP). The minimization of the maximum relative change in the
batch power will result in maximum core average coolant exit
temperature and, hence, highest possible energy conversion effi
ciency. This is because the radial coolant flow distribution must be
designed, via orificing, for the peak-power conditions and cannot
be adjusted over the cycle. Minimization of the radial peaking
factor results in minimization of the peak assembly power and
maximization of the fuel volume fraction and, hence, of the neutron
economy.
These constraints can be handled in SA as “hard" limits, meaning
that any solution that violates them is rejected. For an optimization
viewpoint, the disadvantage of this approach is that trapping in
local minima can occur, thus preventing an optimal SP from being
found. (Turinsky and Parks, 1999) An alternative is to define an
augmented objective function, in which the main objective func
tion is augmented by the penalty terms reflecting the extent of
violation of the active constraints:
_

I

F = yR* + ^ 1A
i=1

(5)

where the first term on the right side of Eq. (5) is the main objective
function corresponding to the evaluation of peak radiation damage,
and each penalty term in the summation represents the contribu
tion of one of the constraint related objectives to the augmented
objective function. The violation functions U, taking the forms
given in Table 2, are the relative differences of current value of the
parameter from the pre-defined design constraints, of which the
values in the 3rd column of the same table were adopted in this
study. The impact factor l are introduced to adjust the importance

Table 2
Elements and constraints of augmented objective function.
Description

Violation function

Constraint

Reactivity swing during burnup cycle
Max change of batch power
Radial power peaking factor

U1 (Ap) = pTm - 1
U2 0Pb) = APm -1
u3(Fr )=FFm-1

Aplim = 7.0
APBm = Nr
FRm = 2.5

a Pth refers to the core thermal power; Nb denotes the number of radial fuel
batches in the core.

3.2.2. Solution update and cooling scheme
The variable of the optimization problems considered in this
work is the SP, which can be visualized as a 2D array of burnup
zones. Given as an example of SP map in Fig. 7, four layers of zones
indicate that a fuel assembly is constituted of four axially stacked
segments, and the radial zones correspond to fuel batches. The
lower left corner on the map is the center of the core lower
boundary. In the 3D shuffling, the content of one sub-assembly or
burnup zone can be relocated to any other zone on the SP map at
the refueling stage before discharged from the core. The tracking of
the fuel content creates a fuel management path, which represents
a unique shuffling sequence of this sub-assembly. In a 12-batch core
using the current assembly design, there exist four independent
fuel paths, each consisting of 12 burnup stages. In the 2D shuffling,
the SP map is reduced to 1D array of 12 burnup zones, because the
fuel assembly is only shuffled in radial direction.
The mechanism for generating a candidate SP from the current
solution is based on binary fuel exchange, which involves the ex
change of burnup cycle numbers of two randomly selected fuel
zones from the SP map. In the 3D shuffled case, an additional ex
change is required for another two zones, whose positions are
axially symmetric with those in the first operation, so that the
symmetry of the SP can be preserved. The normal and dashed lines
in Fig. 7 demonstrate these two executive operations in a SP with
four axial assembly segments (as in Design I core). This type of SP is
later referred to as “unconstrained" SP, because it imposes no re
strictions on the choice of four sub-assemblies for reconstituting
new fuel assemblies. In a 2D shuffled case, the exchange is per
formed only once for two randomly selected batches, or equiva
lently two columns in the 3D shuffling map. The binary exchange
update scheme is designed in such a way that the perturbation to
the accepted SP is small enough to ensure the desirable attributes
can be carried forward.
For the purpose of expediting the optimization, the randomly
generated SP goes through a screening process for additional re
strictions before the performance evaluation. For example, the
fresh fuel loading is restricted to the core radially outermost batch.
This is primarily to minimize the radial leakage probability, but can
also significantly reduce the search space of the optimization pro
cess. In 3D shuffled case, discharging fuel from axial boundary
zones is avoided because previous studies show that the loading of
high reactivity fuel in boundary zones introduces strong axial
leakage and imposes detrimental impact on the neutron economy.
As shown in Eq. (3), the probability of accepting worse SPs is also
reduced with the control parameter Tas the optimization proceeds.
The value of T has no physical meaning and its scale is highly
dependent on the problem under consideration such as the initial
guess of the SP. The determination of the initial value of T is then
transferred to the determination of the initial acceptance proba
bility, because the latter defines the optimization process in a more
direct way and has little problem dependence, as pointed out in
Stevens et al. (1995) Once the initial probability threshold P0 is
input by the user, several trial-and-error runs are conducted to
estimate the average change in the objective function outcome AF.
Based on Eq. (3), the value of T0 can be determined as
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Radial position
Fig. 7. Shuffling pattern update scheme: binary fuel exchange.

flowchart of the optimization process is displayed in Fig. 8, in which
the term "evaluate SP” refers to the estimation of the augmented
objective function outcome for a specific SP using REBUS.
A value of P0 usually selected is =8.2 as it was found to ensure
early acceptance of solutions between local minima. The selection
of the cooling parameter value a is usually arrived at based on the
experience, but typically it is between 0.80 and 0.99. (Aarts and
Korst, 1989) A number at the higher end of this range is preferred
as the design space for this problem is highly nonlinear. The final
value of Tcan be determined by its initial value, the total number of
cooling stages and the cooling parameter a.
In summary, the SA optimization proceeds by performing a
perturbation to the initial guess of SP, based on a single binary fuel
exchange, and calculating the initial probability of acceptance. The
SA algorithm then chooses whether or not to preserve or replace
the current SP. More binary exchanges are then performed, pro
ducing improved evaluations of the objective function at
decreasing values of the control parameter T until the maximum
number of cooling stages specified by the user is reached. A strategy

4. Simulation results and analyses
The performance of the SA algorithm was first examined by
optimizing the SP for both the 2D shuffled reference core and the
3D shuffled Design I core; both using 12-radial batches. The "outin” SP was selected as the initial guess, where the fresh fuel is
loaded at the outmost radial batch, sequentially shuffled inwards at
the end of cycle and finally discharged from the central core batch.
The reason for choosing this SP, which inevitably leads to an
extreme radial power peaking, rather than using some already
optimized SP otherwise as the initial SP is to avoid trapping in the
local minima and enable deeper exploration of the new method
ology and design space.
In the 2D shuffling, each assembly was subdivided into 8 equal
volume axial burnup zones, while in the 3D shuffling each of the
four sub-assemblies was subdivided into two burnup zones so that

Start

Evaluate initial
SP

Generate
candidate SP

Screenei
out?

Lowest 7?

Accepted?

Record current

Calculate accept
probability

Evaluate SP

Better?

Fig. 8. Flow diagram of shuffling pattern optimization using simulated annealing.

schedule(T)
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a consistent comparison of core performance can be performed for
the two cases. The path dependent burnup and radiation damage
were calculated based on these eight burnup zones.
The behavior of the augmented objective function, defined by
Eq. (5), as well as of its components, in the 3D shuffled case is
displayed in Fig. 9 as a function of cooling stage. The radial power
peaking factor or the peak assembly power was considered as a
thermal-hydraulics constraint and is not included in the neutronics
optimization. It was later on taken into account separately in the
thermal-hydraulics validations, as described in Section 2.3.2, to
adjust the achievable fuel inventory for a selected SP. All other
active constraints were considered equally important, so 1.0 was
adopted for all impact factors l. As a result, the current problem is
considered as the multi-objective optimization problem aiming at
finding the best SP to have the lowest possible peak radiation
damage (R*), the smallest burnup reactivity swing (Ap) and the
least relative change of batch power (APB). The initial and final
temperatures of this case were determined to be 6.15 and 0.22,
respectively, based on the approach described in Section 3.2.2.
In the first 500 cooling stages in the optimization history, all
components of the augmented objective function clearly exhibit a
decreasing trend, with larger oscillations at the early stage and
smaller towards the end. It implies that the SA algorithm allows a
wide exploration of the design space by accepting solutions
degrading the core performance, and tightens the acceptance cri
terion as the simulation proceeds. It could also be seen that penalty
terms reached their minima at different rates, and the minimum
value of the augmented objective function is found at cooling stage
464. In this case, most of the SPs generated after the 400 simulation
cycle are preferred from the neutronics point of view, among which
four SPs with low radial power peaking factor were selected for
thermal-hydraulics evaluation. For each of the SPs, it took no more
than five iterations for the REBUS-ADOPT approach to arrive at
converged volume fractions and radial power peaking factor, and
generate the best 3D SP that can meet all thermal-hydraulics
constraints.
The same SP optimization was conducted for the 2D SP, and the
actual optimum SP is depicted at the top of Fig. 10. The fresh fuel is
loaded at the core periphery, then shuffled to the center, before
starting to "bounce” between the outer and inner region of the core
and finally discharged from the 8th radial location. The optimum
3D SP, as shown in the bottom of Fig. 10, uses four independent fuel
paths. The colors of the 3D SP distinguish those shuffling paths,
while the numbers indicate the burnup cycle of the relocation (1

00

300

Cooling stage

Fig. 9. Convergence history of SP optimization with SA algorithm.

where the fuel is loaded and 12 where the fuel is discharged). It can
be seen that the fuel is shuffled to the high reactivity worth regions
after the first irradiation cycle and discharged from the core axial
center from the 10th and 11th radial positions. The axial dis
cretization of each full-length assembly in 3D shuffling is shown in
Fig. 11.
Table 3 compares the equilibrium core performance using the
optimal 2D and 3D SP described above. The 3D shuffling enables a
34% reduction of the peak radiation damage — from 534.2 dpa in 2D
shuffling case to 351.0 dpa for the 3D case. The equilibrium cycle
length was increased from 1083 for 2D to 1566 effective full power
days (EFPD) for 3D shuffled systems. The corresponding average
discharge burnup increased from 9.91% to 14.49% FIMA. This im
plies an approximately 45% increase in the fuel utilization. If
normalized to the same dpa level, the average discharge burnup of
the 3D shuffled core is 2.23 times that of the 2D shuffled core; this
corresponds to a relative increase in the fuel utilization of nearly
120%. Although 351 dpa is still beyond the proven radiation damage
limit for HT-9 cladding, it is expected that ongoing and future
irradiation experiments and new material development will enable
to reach this dpa value much sooner and with higher certainty than
the >500 dpa required for 2D shuffling cores.
The thermal-hydraulics corrected fuel volume fraction was
40.16% and 39.77%, corresponding to the fuel pin pitch-to-diameter
(P/D) ratio of 1.065 and 1.070, for 2D and 3D shuffled system,
respectively, due to the somewhat higher radial power peaking
factor of the 3D shuffled core. The radial and axial power distri
butions of the 2D and 3D shuffled cores, shown in Figs. 12 and 13,
are quite similar. The radial power distribution peaks at the 8th
radial batch since a large portion of the high burnup and, therefore,
high
fuel is located in radial batches 8 through 10. Over the cycle
the radial power distribution tends to shift towards the core center
as the fissile contents builds up steeply with burnup at the low
burnup fuel that is loaded at the inner region of the core. Due to the
axial shuffling of the segmented assemblies, the axial peaking
factor was brought down from 2.35 in 2D to 2.00 in 3D shuffled
core. As a result, the leakage probability from the 3D shuffled core is
17% higher.
It should be noted that a relatively fine computational mesh has
been applied to the finite-difference calculation of the equilibrium
core using DIF3D with the mesh size always smaller than 5 cm
everywhere in the active core in both radial and axial direction. This
is considered adequate for the fast reactor simulation. The finemesh output of power and flux were then averaged within each
burnup zone to obtain the corresponding distribution in a coarser
discretization, from which the peak and average value of some of
the key performance characteristics were interpreted, such as po
wer and radiation damage. Despite the simplified cylindrical ge
ometry, this spatial mesh structure (as seen in Figs. 12 and 13) is
considered adequate to represent the actual core performance. This
is because the B&B core has to be designed sufficiently large to
improve the neutron economy and each fuel batch consists of a
large number of assemblies, which leads to many possible ways to
reduce the peaking factor in each batch to nearly 1.0 by carefully
choosing the new location and rotation for each assembly during
fuel shuffling. This is especially the case for 3D shuffling where the
axial movement of the fuel segment is realized. However, the
development of the explicit assembly-based SP and its optimization
were not included in the current study and will be pursued when a
hexagonal assembly-by-assembly model is available.
The neutron balance analysis described in Heidet et al. (2009)
and Heidet and Greenspan (2012) can be used to estimate the net
number of excess neutrons generated by a unit volume of fuel, Nex,
as a function of burnup as follows:
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Fig. 10. Optimal 2D (top) and 3D (bottom) shuffling pattern for Design I B&B core.
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Fig. 12. Radial and axial power distribution for 2D shuffled Design I core.

core and thus depleted with variable power density during its

Fig. 11. Axial discretization of fuel zones.

Table 3
Results for Design I B&B core (3000 MW).
Equilibrium parameter

2D shuffled

3D shuffled

Burn cycle time (EFPD)
Burnup reactivity swing (% Ak/k)
Average discharge BU (% FIMA)
Peak discharge BU (% FIMA)
Peak radiation damage (dpa)
Peak fast fluence (n/cm2)
Axial/radial leakage probability (%)
Axial/radial power peaking factor
Peak batch power change (%)
Pitch-to-diameter ratio
Core volume fractions (%)

1083
2.81
9.91
23.62
534.2
1.28E+24
1.00/2.67
2.35/1.64
17.07
1.065
40.16
13.39
12.85
6.59
27.03

1566
4.66
14.49
15.69
351.0
9.88E+23
1.56/2.75
2.00/1.70
22.14
1.070
39.77
13.26
12.77
6.57
27.63

rBU

Ne

1 -

nhm

0

Fuel
Gap
Cladding + wire
Duct
Coolant

1
k(BU)x PNL X PNRC

v(BU)dBU

(7)

In the above, k(BU) refers to the kro evolution with burnup in the
control volume. Although in practice fuel is shuffled in the reactor

lifetime, the kro evolution curve in the infinite medium with fixed
power density can be used to understand its behavior as a function
of burnup, as illustrated in Fig. 14. It can be seen that kro increases
rapidly with burnup before it reaches 1.0 and the change slows
down in the vicinity of its maximum value.
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Fig. 13. Radial and axial power distribution for 3D shuffled Design I core.
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Fig. 15. Fuel path dependent neutron balance of 2D shuffling for Design I core.
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Fig. 14. kTO evolution with burnup of metallic DU fuel (Qvist et al., 2015).
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Fig. 16. Fuel path dependent neutron balance of 3D shuffling for Design I core.

In Eq. (7), NHM is the Heavy Metal (HM) atom density, BU is the
burnup expressed in FIMA, v(BU) is the average number of neutrons
released per fission, PNL (=1 - PL) is the non-leakage probability
and PNRC (=1 - PRC) is the probability that a fission-born neutron
will escape capture in the control elements used to compensate for
the burnup reactivity swing over the equilibrium cycle. The mini
mum burnup required for sustaining a B&B operation is that
burnup for which Nex = 0.
A neutron balance analysis is carried out for each of the 8 axial
equal burnup fuel batches as they traverse the core from loading to
discharge. The burnup dependent infinite multiplication factor of
each of these fuel batches is calculated as the ratio of neutron
production rate to neutron absorption rate. The neutron production
from (n, 2n) and (n, 3n) reactions is assumed negligible. It is
assumed that the neutron loss is constant throughout the cycle and
equals to the average of its BOEC and EOEC values. Fig. 15 and Fig. 16
plot the neutron balance curves of 4 out of the 8 axial fuel burnup
batches, also referred to as "fuel paths”, for the optimal 2D and 3D
shuffled cores following each batch shuffling path as defined in
Figs. 8 and 9. Because of near axial symmetry, the neutron balance
of the other four axial fuel burnup paths is very similar. The turning
point of the neutron balance plots from a negative to a positive
slope corresponds to kro of 1.0; at smaller burnups the fuel is a net
neutron consumer — i.e., it absorbs more neutrons than it gener
ates, while at higher burnups the rate of fission neutrons the fuel
generates exceeds the rate of neutrons it absorbs. A negative sign in

the neutron balance implies that there is a net cumulative neutron
loss, whereas a positive sign pertains to burnup over which a net
excess of neutrons has been generated by a unit fuel volume.
In the 2D shuffled reference core, The fuel of path A and B
remained a net neutron absorber throughout its residence in the
core; the neutron balance of these burnup batches did not even
reach the turning point implying that their discharge kro < 1.0. The
fuel of path C, although becoming a net neutron producer, did not
manage to pay back the number of neutrons it absorbed. Only the
axially central fuel path D (and its counterpart E) exceeded the zero
balance line and by a large extent as it has to make up for the
neutron deficiency of the other three fuel paths.
In the 3D shuffled Design I core on the other hand, the fuel of
each of the paths has paid back all or most of the neutrons it
absorbed; it's neutron balance at discharge is in the vicinity of zero,
as can be seen in Fig. 16. This is because the 3D fuel shuffling
significantly flattens the burnup distribution of the discharged fuel
as can be deduced from the burnup corresponding to the end point
of the neutron balance curve of each of the fuel paths shown in
Fig. 16. The 3D fuel shuffling also significantly increases the average
discharge burnup and therefore also the cycle length. The longer
cycle increases the positive burnup reactivity swing from 2.81% of
the 2D to 4.66% of the 3D shuffled and therefore also of the fraction
of neutrons that are absorbed in the reactivity control system.
However, per unit time or given amount of energy generated, the
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burnup reactivity swing is comparable: 1.09% versus 0.95% Dk/k per
effective full power year (EFPY).
The peak dpa of the fuel discharged from each of the 8 fuel
management paths of the 2D and 3D shuffled cores is displayed in
Fig. 17. In the 2D shuffled core the dpa strongly peaks at the core
axial center (Paths D and E) while with 3D fuel shuffling the peak
discharge dpa is within ±3% of the average.
In summary, 3D shuffling offers an increase of 45% in the average
discharge burnup, and hence the fuel utilization, along with a 34%
reduction in the minimum required peak HT-9 dpa — from 534.2 to
351.0 dpa. The 3D shuffled Design I core therefore far outperforms
the 2D shuffled reference core on both economics (average burnup
and cycle time) and radiation damage. However, the 2D shuffled
core provides a less severe reactivity swing over the cycle and a
smaller power change within one batch, both of which are direct
results of the difference in the SPs.
5. Sensitivity of core performance to core design
simplification
The implementation of the 3D fuel shuffling strategy considered
in the previous section will require significantly longer refueling
time, more complicated refueling machine and, possibly, two
separate refueling machines to cut down the total refueling time,
(Qvist et al., 2015) and larger workspace above the core to disas
semble and reassemble the fuel assemblies relative to 2D fuel
shuffling. Therefore, a number of design approaches for 3D shuf
fling simplifications were examined and their effect on the core
performance improvements relative to 2D fuel shuffling was
quantified.
The first approach to reduce the refueling effort is to avoid
shuffling sub-assemblies between fuel assemblies; that is, to
restrict the shuffling of sub-assemblies to axial shuffling within the
same fuel assembly. (Dubberley) Radial shuffling will be performed
for entire fuel assemblies as in a 2D shuffling strategy. More spe
cifically, at the refueling outage, a fuel assembly is lifted from the
core segment by segment, then reassembled in a different radial
location using the same sub-assemblies but in a different axial or
der. This shuffling strategy will greatly reduce the workspace and
time required for refueling. The performance of Design I core using
this restricted SP is compared with the reference 3D shuffling
strategy in Section 4.
The second approach is to reduce the number of segmented
assemblies used to constitute one fuel assembly. Two variants of
Design I core were studied; their design parameters are given in
Table 4. Design II core is loaded with fuel assemblies made of 3
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axially stacked sub-assemblies, each having identical dimensions as
of Design I. The active core height is 228 cm (consisting of 3
segmented rods and 2 volumes of fuel-free space in the axial di
rection), giving a core volume of 42.70 m3. As will be shown in
Section 5.2, the core thermal power of Design II was adjusted to
achieve the same fuel specific power as of Design I, which was
7.22 kW/kg. The resulting core power was 2340 MW, corresponding
to a volumetric power density of 54.80 MW/m3, which is slightly
lower than that of Design I.
Design III core further reduces the number of sub-assemblies to
two per assembly while preserving Design I active fuel length. The
fuel length of each sub-assembly was doubled to 140 cm followed
by 7 cm for fuel axial expansion and venting. The resulting core
height is 287 cm—14 cm shorter of Design I core. Again, the core
power of 2935 MW was determined by matching the fuel specific
power of Design I and III. This yields a slightly lower core volume of
54.71 m3 and volumetric power density of 54.83 MW/m3. The
performance of Design II and III cores is given in Section 5.2 and 5.3,
respectively.
5.1. Design I core with constrained axial shuffling
SA algorithm was employed to search for the optimal 3D SP for
Design I B&B core while restricting the axial shuffling to in
terchanges in the axial location of the sub-assemblies within the
same fuel assembly. The radial shuffling of entire assemblies fol
lows the strategy of the optimal 2D SP for the reference core, as
shown in Fig. 10, to take advantage of the already improved core
performance in addition to further reducing the optimization
effort. The optimal SP arrives at is shown in Fig. 18. Comparing with
the 2D shuffled core, each fuel assembly in this case was reas
sembled using the same sub-assemblies but in a different order,
which helps flatten the axial profile of burnup and power.
The resulting optimal core performance using axiallyconstrained fuel shuffling is compared with the unconstrained
result in Table 5. The equilibrium cycle length and discharge burnup
are 1728 EFPD and 16.02% FIMA respectively, both slightly larger
than those of the unconstrained case. By placing high burnup fuel
(e.g. batch 11 and 12) at the axial periphery of the core, this shuf
fling strategy is able to flatten the axial power peaking factor to 1.37,
but inevitably causes a higher axial leakage probability of 3.84%.
The radial power peaking factor of 1.78 is slightly higher than the
1.70 of the unrestricted 3D shuffled core. This required to reduce
the fuel volume fraction from 39.77% to 39.27% in order to meet the
thermal-hydraulic constraints. This increase of core leakage and the
reduction of fuel volume fraction are the major contributors to the
25 dpa increase in the minimum required peak radiation damage to
the HT-9 cladding, when compared with the 3D SP introduced in
Section 4 for the same core design.
5.2. Design II core characteristics
The SP optimization procedure for Design II core was similar to

ilium
Fig. 17. HT-9 discharge dpa for Design I core.

Table 4
Design parameters of alternative B&B core designs with 3D fuel shuffling.
Design parameter

Design I

Design II

Design III

Number of sub-assemblies per assembly
Total fuel length in assembly (cm)
Core thermal power (MW)
Active core height (cm)
Equivalent core radius (cm)
Active core volume (m3)
Power density (MW/m3)

4
280
3000
301
246.34
57.38
56.20

3
210
2340
224
246.34
42.70
54.80

2
280
2935
287
246.34
54.71
53.64
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Fig. 18. Optimal 3D shuffling pattern for Design I B&B core with constrained axial shuffling.

Table 5
Performance of optimal Design I B&B core with axially-constrained shuffling.
Shuffling type

3D axially-constrained

3D unconstrained

Core thermal power (MW)
Burn cycle time (EFPD)
Burnup reactivity swing (% Dk/k)
Average discharge BU (% FIMA)
Peak discharge BU (% FIMA)
Peak radiation damage (dpa)
Peak fast fluence (n/cm2)
Axial/radial leakage probability (%)
Axial/radial power peaking factor
Peak batch power change (%)
Pitch-to-diameter ratio
Core volume fractions (%)

3000
1728
3.26
16.02
17.16
375.8
9.85E+23
3.84/3.05
1.37/1.78
16.28
1.076
39.27
13.09
12.66
6.56
28.42

3000
1566
4.66
14.49
15.69
351.0
9.88E+23
1.56/2.75
2.00/1.70
22.14
1.070
39.77
13.26
12.77
6.57
27.63

Fuel
Gap
Cladding + wire
Duct
Coolant

that described in Section 4, except for the solution update scheme,
because the axial symmetry is lost with three segments per fuel
assembly. Thus, the preservation of symmetry was removed from
the binary fuel exchange strategy. The optimal 3D SP found is given
in Fig. 19 and the core characteristics are summarized in Table 6 left
column of results. The core thermal power of 2340 MW was
determined by matching the fuel specific power to that of Design I,
which is 7.22 kW/kg. Therefore, in addition to the fuel volume
fraction and radial power peaking factor, the coupled neutronics

and thermal-hydraulics calculation scheme as shown in Fig. 6 also
iterates on specific power in this case. It took four iterations for this
case to converge.
As can be seen by comparing Table 6 with Table 3, the reduction
of the number of axially stacked sub-assemblies from 4 to 3 along
with a 25% reduction in the total active fuel length does not
significantly penalize the core performance except for the total core
power. The minimum required peak radiation damage is 359.8 dpa
— only about 2.5% higher than of the optimal 3D shuffled Design I

Charge
Discharge

Radial position
Fig. 19. Optimal 3D shuffling pattern for Design II B&B core.
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Table 6
Performance of Optimal Design II B&B core with various sub-assembly lengths.
Active fuel length (cm)
Core thermal power (MW)
Burn cycle time (EFPD)
Burnup reactivity swing (% Dk/k)
Average discharge BU (% FIMA)
Peak discharge BU (% FIMA)
Peak fast fluence (n/cm2)
Axial/radial leakage probability (%)
Peak radiation damage (dpa)
Axial/radial power peaking factor
Peak batch power change (%)
Pitch-to-diameter ratio
Core volume fractions (%)

Fuel
Gap
Cladding + wire
Duct
Coolant

core even though the average power density is similar. Due to the
reduced core height and therefore reduced pressure drop, the fuel
volume fraction could be increased to 41.45%.
A trade-off between the height and performance of the 3subassebly core was studied by designing two additional cores
the sub-assembly length of which was reduced from the original
70 cm—60 cm and 50 cm, respectively. All three cases have the
same fuel specific power. The results are compared in Table 6.
It was found that shortening of the effective core height from
210 to 150 cm results in an increase of the fuel volume fraction from
41.45% to 44.52% which could not provide enough excess neutrons
to fully compensate for the increase of the axial leakage probability
from 1.72% to 4.17%. As a result, the averaged discharge burnup had
to be raised from 14.64% to 16.03%, corresponding to an increase in
the equilibrium cycle length from 1598 to 1756 EFPD, and the peak
radiation damage has increased by 37.3 dpa. However, the inter
mediate 180-cm core design presents a well-balanced perfor
mance; the peak radiation damage is 367.9 dpa — only 2.3% increase
from the 210-cm core.
5.3. Design III core characteristics
In Design III core where fuel assemblies were constituted by
only 2 segments, any 3D SP can technically be considered as an
axially-constrained shuffling scheme as shown in Section 5.1 due to
the core symmetry in axial direction. Therefore, the same optimi
zation strategy was applied and the optimal 3D SP is shown in
Fig. 20. It can be seen that the radial movement of the fuel as
semblies follows that of the optimal 2D SP shown in Fig. 10, and the
axial locations of the sub-assemblies switch when necessary. In
fact, only 4 switches are required for each of the fuel assemblies (at

210
2340
1598
4.85
14.64
14.95
1.19E+24
1.72/0.89
359.8
2.18/1.85
12.19
1.055
41.45
13.82
13.13
6.63
24.96

180
2078
1628
4.44
14.91
15.31
1.19E+24
2.63/0.92
367.9
2.02/1.76
10.45
1.034
42.92
14.31
13.50
6.69
22.58

150
1794
1756
3.96
16.03
16.58
1.19E+24
4.17/0.98
397.1
1.85/1.63
9.27
1.017
44.52
14.84
13.94
6.77
19.93

the end of cycle 4, 5, 8, and 10). Provided the refueling machine can
handle complete assemblies, it means 2/3 of the shuffling opera
tions does not involve disassembling and reassembling of the fuel
assembly, which provides a significant reduction in refueling time
and effort, when compared with any of the designs investigated so
far.
A core thermal power of 2935 MW is required to maintain the
fuel specific power of 7.22 kW/kg. Each sub-assembly has been split
into 4 burnup zones so as to have comparable axial burnup reso
lution as of the previously considered core designs. It was expected
that the axial burnup flattening is more challenging in this core
design because its sub-assemblies are twice as long.
As a result of the limited axial shuffling, the performance of this
core, summarized in Table 7, is degraded as compared to the pre
vious two designs. The peak radiation damage is 402.6 dpa —
almost 15% higher than that of Design I. This is due primarily to the
large peak to average peak discharge dpa of 1.20 as compared to
~1.03 in Design I cores (for both unconstrained and axiallyconstrained shuffling cases), as can be seen in Fig. 21. Also
contributing to increase in minimum required dpa is the relatively
high radial power peaking that is forcing a decrease of the fuel
inventory resulting in a negative impact on the neutron economy.
A variation of Design III in which the length of the assembly
segment was reduced from 140 cm to 105 cm was then investi
gated. As can be seen in Table 7, the overall performance of the
shorter core is not much degraded relative to the original design,
where the peak radiation damage was only 2.3 dpa higher. This is
because the reduced pressure drop enables a higher fuel inventory
(or smaller P/D ratio) that can partially compensate for the neutron
leakage probability — primarily in the axial direction, which in
creases from 2.66% to 3.82%. This also results in a slightly larger

Fig. 20. Optimal 3D shuffling pattern for Design III B&B core.
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Table 7
Design III B&B core performance with 3D shuffling.
Core thermal power (MW)
Active fuel length (cm)
Burn cycle time (EFPD)
Burnup reactivity swing (% Dk/k)
Average discharge BU (% FIMA)
Peak discharge BU (% FIMA)
Peak radiation damage (dpa)
Peak fast fluence (n/cm2)
Axial/radial leakage probability (%)
Axial/radial power peaking factor
Peak batch power change (%)
Pitch-to-diameter ratio
Core volume fractions (%)

2935
280
1584
3.88
14.49
17.50
402.6
9.89E+23
2.66/3.26
1.31/1.86
16.61
1.083
38.97
12.99
12.61
6.55
28.89

Fuel
Gap
Cladding + wire
Duct
Coolant

2338
210
1650
3.90
15.09
17.39
404.9
1.02E+24
3.82/2.97
1.31/1.85
18.38
1.050
41.45
13.82
13.14
6.63
24.95

of overall fuel burnup when going to a higher power level results in
a decrease in the burnup reactivity swing. The impact of core power
level on some of the design parameters is illustrated in Fig. 22. It
can be seen that except for the peak dpa level, all other parameters
are slightly improved with power upgrade. Overall it appears
desirable to increase the core power level — a ~50% increase in the
power level will result in an additional 10% increase in fuel utili
zation and incur a penalty of only a ~6% increase in the dpa the
cladding will have to accommodate.

6. Conclusions

Fig. 21. HT-9 discharge dpa for Design III core in comparison with Design I.

average discharge burnup in the shorter core. In comparison with
the standard Design II core, which has the same active fuel length
(210 cm), the peak radiation damage has increased by 45.1 dpa in
the shorter core of Design III; however, it is still ~25% lower than
that of the reference 2D shuffled core while offering significantly
simpler shuffling strategy and less refueling effort, when compared
with the previously studies 3D shuffled cores.
5.4. Effect of power density on optimal core performance
The core designs developed so far are characterized by low
power density, which is typical to B&B cores. The sensitivity of the
core performance, especially the peak radiation damage, to the core
power density was investigated for Design II core. The results are
presented in Table 8 for 2500 MW, 3000 MW and 3500 MW Design
II-like cores as compared to the original 2340 MW core. All three
cores adopt the same core geometric configuration and optimal SP
depicted in Fig. 19.
As the core power increases from 2340 MW to 3500 MW, a
larger coolant flow area is required to meet the thermal hydraulic
constraints — in particular the pressure drop, leading to an increase
of P/D ratio and decrease of fuel inventory, which harms the
neutron economy. As a result of the impaired neutron economy
higher fuel burnup is required to sustain the B&B mode of opera
tion, and consequently, the minimum required peak radiation
damage increases with an increase in the core power level. Since in
the vicinity of the discharge burnup the reactivity increase with
burnup is much smaller than in the low burnup range, the increase

This paper presents the development and implementation of a
combinatorial optimization search methodology of 3D shuffling
pattern (SP) based on the Simulated Annealing (SA) algorithm for
self-sustaining B&B reactors. The automated search for the optimal
SP was performed using coupled neutronics and thermalhydraulics code system consisting of the deterministic neutronics
ARC code package developed by ANL coupled with the in-house
developed ADOPT code for the thermal-hydraulics and structural
design of fuel assemblies. The developed methodology was found
to be very effective in identifying optimal SP some of which were
counterintuitive — for example, featuring a relatively large neutron
leakage probability — a performance characteristics that we tried to
minimize when using a trial-and-error search (Hou et al., 2015).
Moreover, in addition to minimizing the peak dpa level the SAbased optimization search methodology was found capable of
improving a number of performance characteristics including
reducing the burnup reactivity swing, the radial power peaking
factor and the relative change in the assembly power over a cycle.
Compared with the optimal conventional 2D fuel shuffling, the
optimal 3D SP offers a 34% reduction of the peak radiation damage
level, down to ~350 dpa; a 45% increase in the average fuel
discharge burnup, and hence the uranium utilization, without
violating all major neutronics and thermal-hydraulics constraints.
For the same peak dpa level, the average discharge burnup of the
3D shuffled core is 2.23 times that of the 2D shuffled core; this
corresponds to a ~120% relative increase in the fuel utilization.
These significant improvements may enable an earlier commer
cialization of B&B reactors than otherwise. In the long term, the
successful deployment of the B&B core along with optimal 3D
shuffling of fuel could provide at least 25-fold increase in uranium
utilization over current once-through LWRs, and hence signifi
cantly improve the sustainability of the once-through nuclear fuel
cycle.
The introduction of the axially segmented fuel assembly design
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Table 8
Sensitivity of Design II B&B core performance to power density.
Core design
Burn cycle time (EFPD)
Burnup reactivity swing (% Dk/k)
Average discharge BU (% FIMA)
Peak discharge BU (% FIMA)
Peak radiation damage (dpa)
Peak fast fluence (n/cm2)
Axial/radial leakage probability (%)
Axial/radial power peaking factor
Peak batch power change (%)
Pitch-to-diameter ratio
Core volume fractions (%)

Fuel
Gap
Cladding + wire
Duct
Coolant

Peak radiation damage
Reactivity swing
Radial power peaking
Max change of batch power
140

2500

3000

3500

Core thermal power (MW)

Fig. 22. Optimal core performance of Design II as a function of core power.

will inevitably increase the complexity of refueling strategy, and
will increase refueling time. A number of variations of the standard
3D shuffled design approach to alleviate these drawbacks were
examined. The first approach was to restrict the shuffling of sub
assemblies to axial shuffling within the same fuel assembly. It
was found that this approach can flatten the radiation damage
distribution of the discharge fuel to the same level of the uncon
strained 3D shuffling, but it also increases the core leakage and
therefore causes an increase in the peak radiation damage from 351
to 376 dpa.
The second approach is to reduce the number of sub-assemblies
used to constitute a single fuel assembly. It was found that by
reducing the number of segments from 4 to 3, i.e., reducing the
active fuel length by 25%, the core performance was not signifi
cantly degraded except for the core power. The minimum required
peak radiation damage was increased by only 2.5%, while other
performance parameters were similar, when compared with the 4segments fuel assembly design with unconstrained 3D fuel shuf
fling. When the number of fuel segments in each fuel assembly was
reduced to 2, the core designs were challenged for the ability to
flatten the axial burnup distribution of the discharge fuel. As a
result, the peak radiation damage level was ~400 dpa, which is
nearly 15% higher than that of the 4 subassembly per assembly core
but still offers ~25% reduction compared with the optimal 2D
shuffling case. More importantly, a much simpler shuffling strategy
and significantly less refueling effort could be achieved using this
design approach.
The impact of power level increase on the minimum required

2500 MW
1488
4.66
14.87
15.23
362.84
1.18E+24
1.84/0.96
2.15/1.81
12.08
1.055
40.99
13.66
13.03
6.61
25.71

3000 MW
1236
4.30
15.41
15.87
370.93
1.19E+24
2.07/1.09
2.10/1.75
11.92
1.074
39.44
13.15
12.69
6.56
28.16

3500 MW
1062
3.97
16.02
16.57
381.35
1.20E+24
2.30/1.21
2.04/1.69
11.37
1.093
37.99
12.66
12.42
6.52
30.41

peak dpa level was investigated for Design II core. It was found that
a 50% increase in the power level (or power density) will require
only a ~6% increase in the peak dpa the cladding will have to
accommodate.
While offering significant improvements of the B&B core per
formance as discussed above, the 3D fuel shuffling also gives rise to
a number of mechanical feasibility issues. First, the segmented fuel
assembly design requires further evaluation and optimization. The
venting fixtures on top of the sub-assembly has to be carefully
designed and the gaseous fission products vented into the reactor
primary loop has to be properly handled. Dimensional changes to
the connecting pieces must be small enough to ensure adequate
attachment and detachment of assembly segments throughout the
lifetime of the core, without exceeding withdrawal-force limits of
the shuffling machine itself.
Second, a refueling machine and strategies have to be designed
for disconnecting sub-assemblies and reconnecting them to make
new assemblies. Even using only 2 segmented assemblies will
cause a considerable increase in the time and workspace required
for fuel handling. Thus, a cost/benefit analysis must be performed
in order to assess the tradeoff between the improved core perfor
mance versus the complexity in fuel handling devices and
increased reactor down time and a corresponding decrease in the
nuclear plant capacity factor. A refueling machine with the capa
bility of transferring more than one assembly segments at a time
can be a potential solution to reduce the down time associated with
fuel shuffling. (Meuschke and Malandra, 1997) Another possible
approach currently under study is to increase the lateral dimension
of the fuel segment while decreasing the number of segments
required to constitute a full-length assembly, as such the quantity
of fuel segments in the core can be significantly reduced.
Another important feasibility issue is to design a B&B core to be
passively safe; the large low-leakage core features a larger positive
coolant temperature reactivity coefficient and coolant voiding
reactivity feedback (Qvist and Greenspan, 2012) than conventional
fast reactor cores. Novel negative reactivity insertion systems
passively actuated by coolant temperature increase may be
required to compensate for the low-leakage reactivity effects.
(Qvist and Greenspan, 2014c).
The stochastic optimization method based on the SA algorithm
can be further improved: the cooling schedule used in the current
study is based on the exponential multiplicative schedule, which is
somewhat simplified and may not be the most effective one for this
type of problem. An optimal cooling schedule will be selected for
future studies from a problem dependent comparative study of
different schedules and used in future SP optimizations.
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The main motivation of the Breed-and-burn (B&B)
reactors proposed [1-3] is to achieve significant uranium
utilization without resorting to fuel reprocessing. After
establishing initial criticality, B&B reactors are only fed
with fertile fuel such as depleted uranium (DU).
Sustaining the B&B mode of operation requires a
minimum burnup of ~20% FIMA (fissions per initial met
al atoms) [3] in order to convert enough feed fuel to plu
tonium and make the fuel a net producer of neutrons. Un
like the conventional Fast Breeder Reactor (FBR), which
uses separate seed and blanket fuel assemblies, all the
B&B fuel assemblies are identical and will fill the func
tion of both blanket and seed during their residence in the
core.
In FBR neutronics analysis it is customary to use
burnup-independent pre-prepared multi-group cross sec
tions. [4] This paper investigates whether or not it is justi
fied to use this approach for the analysis of B&B cores.

Table II. Reference B&B Core Volume Fraction (%)
40.3
Fuel
13.4
Gap
20.1
Structural material
26.2
Coolant

Gas plenum

Reflector

INTRODUCTION

Core

METHODOLOGY
Reference Code Design
Inlet coolant cavity

The B&B core designed in [5] is used as the refer
ence for this study. The radial side-view of this core is
given in Fig. 1. It is a large low-leakage sodium-cooled
fast reactor that uses metallic fuel U-6Zr with 6% zirconi
um. The fuel nominal density is taken to be 15.85 g/cm3,
and a smear factor of 75% is assumed to accommodate
the fuel swelling with burnup. The main design parame
ters and volume fractions of the core are presented in Ta
ble I and II, respectively.
Table I. Main Parameters of Reference Core
2750
Thermal power (MWth)
Sodium
Coolant
DU-6%Zr
Feed fuel
HT-9
Cladding, duct & wire-wrap
350/500
Inter/outlet coolant temperature (°C)
197.2
Core radius (cm)
200
Active core height (cm)
100
Gas plenum height (cm)

Fig. 1. Radial side-view of B&B core design.

Discharge

Fig. 2. Schematic of shuffling scheme used for the B&B
core.

Neutronics Modeling
The active core is divided into 16 equal volume con
centric burnup zones, each representing a fuel batch. Each
batch is subdivided into 7 axial regions to account for the
axial variation of the neutron flux and therefore burnup
rate. It was estimated in previous studies that the relative
errors in batch multiplication factor keff introduced by the
cylindrical modeling of the B&B core is between -0.4%
and 0.4% Ak/k, when compared with assembly-level core
model [2]. This approximation is considered acceptable in
this preliminary study.
An optimized shuffling scheme, depicted in Fig. 2,
was chosen to minimize the discharge burnup, radial
power peaking, and burnup reactivity swing [6]. The fresh
DU batch is loaded at the outermost location (16) and
then shuffled inward and outward a couple of times, be
fore being discharged from location 5.
In this study, the whole core calculation was per
formed using Monte Carlo transport code Serpent [7] us
ing the ENDF/B-VII.0 nuclear data at 600 K. Except for
the feed fuel, which is DU with 0.2%w 235U, the material
composition of each burnup zone is obtained at the begin
ning of equilibrium cycle (BOEC) of the reference core.
[8] The unresolved resonance probability tables were not
used in Serpent calculation to shorten the computational
time.

RESULTS
The calculated core keff at BOEC is 1.0115±0.0001.
The neutron spectra of selected fuel batches are normal
ized using 1000 energy bins with equal lethargy and de
picted in Fig. 3. Relatively large statistical errors in flux
values were found for energy lower than 0.149 keV due to
the very low number of tally scores, that is, low flux. It is
observed that the spectrum becomes harder as burnup
increases; in particular in burnup range below 1% FIMA.
This spectrum hardening observed in Fig. 3 is space and
composition dependent. The outermost batches have very
low plutonium content and low k„. Most of the neutrons
observed in these batches are the fission neutrons origi
nating in the inner fuel region and leaking into the outer
regions. Those neutrons undergo many scattering reac
tions that slow them down, resulting in a slightly softer
spectrum. In addition, depletion of 238U and buildup of
transuranic (TRU) inventory with burnup results in
changes in the neutron spectrum in, primarily, the MeV
and resonance energy ranges.
In order to understand the impact of spectrum change
on cross section values within each energy group, cross
sections for selected nuclides are condensed into a 33group structure. The upper bound of each group is listed
in Table III. This energy structure is commonly used in
the lattice calculation module ECCO of ERANOS code

[9] for fast reactor simulation. Due to large statistical er
rors in the reaction rate and flux at low energy, group
cross sections below 0.149 keV are not considered in this
analysis.
— betchl6.FIMA-0.00X
— Mthl5.FIMA-0.14X
— batchl.FIMA-0.78X
— batch5.FIMA-l.56X
— betchll.FIMA-3.75X
batchlO.FIMA-9.96X
— batch7.FlMA-22.81X

Neutron energy (MeV)

Fig.3. Neutron spectra at BOEC for selected fuel batches.
Table III. ECCO 33-group energy structure
Group E(MeV) Group E(MeV) Group
1
1.96E+1
12
6.74E-2
23
2
1.00E+1
13
4.09E-2
24
3
6.07E+0
14
2.48E-2
25
4
3.68E+0
15
1.50E-2
26
5
2.23E+0
16
9.12E-3
27
6
1.35E+0
17
5.53E-3
28
7
8.21E-1
18
3.35E-3
29
8
4.98E-1
19
2.03E-3
30
9
3.02E-1
20
1.23E-3
31
10
1.83E-1
21
7.49E-4
32
11
1.11E-1
22
4.54E-4
33

E(MeV)
3.04E-4
1.49E-4
9.17E-5
6.79E-5
4.02E-5
2.26E-5
1.37E-5
8.32E-6
4.00E-6
5.40E-7
1.00E-7

The change in the cross section value with burnup for
Group 6 (0.821 to 1.353 MeV) is presented in Fig. 4 and 5
for 238U capture and 239Pu fission, respectively. It is ob
served that the 238U fission cross section decreases by
~1% at the early stage of burnup and reaches an asymp
totic value thereafter. In contrast, 239Pu fission cross sec
tion increases before it converges to an asymptotic value.
Similarly the change mostly takes place during the initial
0.78% FIMA. This phenomenon can be understood by
comparing the normalized point-wise neutron spectra at
different burnup within Group 6, as shown in Fig. 6. At
low burnup, the point-wise spectrum peaks at lower ener
gies, while it tends toward a more uniform distribution
beyond 0.78% FIMA. As 238U capture cross section de
creases and 239Pu fission cross section increases with en
ergy within this group, spectrum hardening leads to oppo
site trend of cross section evolution with burnup. The
similar asymptotic trend is found for energy range above
24.8 keV (Group 1 to 13), which does not contain signifi
cant resonances of cross section.

U238 capture (group 6)

the resonance range of 238U capture cross section and the
depletion of 238U reduces the self-shielding effect and
increases the effective group cross section. For 239Pu fis
sion shown in Fig. 8, on the other hand, the cross section
is reaching an asymptotic value with burnup, because it
has no resonances in this energy range.
U238 capture (group 19)

0.112
Bumup (% FIMA)

Fig. 4. 238U capture cross section vs. burnup in Group 6.
Pu239 fission (group 6)

io

v

Bumup (% FIMA)

Fig. 7. 238U capture cross section vs. burnup in Group 19.

11,45
§ i?,°
I1™
i 1.736

10
v
Bumup (% FIMA)

Fig. 5. 239Pu fission cross section vs. burnup in Group 6.

Fig. 8. 239Pu fission cross section vs. burnup in Group 19.

Fig. 6. Normalized point-wise spectrum in Group 6.
A slightly different trend is observed for energy
range below 24.8 keV. In Group 19 (1.23 to 2.03 keV),
for example, after the initial drop, the cross section rises
and continuously increases almost linearly with burnup
for 238U capture, as seen in Fig. 7. This is consistent with
the non-converging normalized flux distribution in the
group (Fig. 9). It is primarily because Group 19 is within

Fig. 9. Normalized point-wise spectrum in Group 14.

The relative difference of the group cross section
compared to the values at intermediate burnup (9.96%
FIMA) is plotted in Fig. 10 for 238U capture and in Fig. 11
for 239Pu fission. In general, good agreement is found for
both cases in the MeV energy range, but the deviation
becomes larger in the resonance energy range. As shown
in Table IV, the maximum absolute difference is always
below 2.5% for energy range above 24.8 keV (above
Group 14), where the cross section variation is the reflec
tion of the spectrum hardening. In the resonance energy
range, self-shielding effects dominate the evaluation of
the group cross section, leading to the opposite trend of
the cross section change with burnup. It is believed that
the adequate resonance treatment during the flux calcula
tion will reduce the degree of cross section change with
burnup, and the quantification study will be carried out in
the future work.

cores, it would be preferable to use burnup and location
dependent group constants. The degree of inaccuracy that
will be introduced by using a single pre-generated multi
group library will be quantified in a follow-up study.
Table IV. Maximum difference (%) of group cross section
to its value at burnup of 9.96% FIMA_________________
Group 238U Oc 239Pu Of Group 238U Oq 239Pu Of
1
0.9
0.2
12
0.6
0.0
2
0.5
0.3
13
0.5
0.0
3
1.8
0.1
14
0.4
0.2
4
0.8
0.1
15
1.7
0.1
5
2.1
0.1
16
2.4
0.0
6
1.5
0.5
17
3.2
0.6
7
0.5
0.4
18
5.4
0.9
8
0.2
0.1
19
11.6
4.9
9
0.1
0.1
20
12.7
4.2
10
0.6
0.1
21
16.5
35.6
11
1.0
0.0
22
25.2
13.6
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INTRODUCTION
To enable a high utilization of uranium while using a
once-through fuel cycle, a special class of fast nuclear
reactors collectively known as “breed-and-burn” (B&B)
reactors have been under theoretical development since
the late 1950s [1]. The unique feature of a B&B reactor is
that it can breed plutonium in fertile fuel such as depleted
uranium (DU) and then fission a significant fraction of the
bred plutonium without having to reprocess the fuel. In
order to initiate the chain reaction, the initial loading of
the B&B core has to have an adequate amount of fissile
fuel - either enriched uranium (EU) or plutonium with or
without minor actinides. Thereafter, the B&B core is
capable of continued operation while being fed with DU
only. Eventually, the uranium utilization will approach
the fraction of the loaded uranium that has been
fissioned.om conventional two-dimensional to three
dimensional shuffling strategies.
B&B reactors come in two basic flavors: Traveling
Wave Reactors (TWR) and Standing (or Stationary)
Wave Reactors (SWR). SWRs can use the neutrons more
effectively, and therefore require a lower amount of
neutron fluence to operate in B&B equilibrium. The limit
of neutron irradiation experience for current fast reactor
steels is a fast fluence of 3.9x1023 n/cm2 (E>0.1 MeV),
corresponding to an irradiation damage of ~200 DPA
(displacements per atom) [2]. The minimum peak fast
fluence required to sustain SWR B&B-type operation
with DU feed fuel is around 1.2x1024 n/cm2 (E>0.1 MeV),
or 550-600 DPA [3]. While this is significantly lower than
what is required for TWRs, it still requires a threefold
increase of the current irradiation damage limit.
In this paper, we study the potential to introduce
three-dimensional fuel shuffling in SWR cores in order to
minimize the peak DPA. The axial peaking-factor
(maximum value divided by the average value) for
fluence, burnup and DPA in a typical SWR is on the order
of 1.8-2.0. If the axial dpa-profile could be flattened down
to a peaking-factor of —1.1-1.2, peak DPA levels could
theoretically be brought down below 350 DPA.
The ambition of this paper is to define engineering
solutions to actualize 3D shuffling in SWR cores, as well

as to give indicative calculations of the attainable
reduction in peak DPA going from conventional two
dimensional to three-dimensional shuffling strategies.
ENGINEERING SOLUTIONS FOR THREE
DIMENSIONAL SHUFFLING
There is inherent difficulty designing for 3D
shuffling using solid cylindrical fuel rods, since high
burnup fuel elements require a large fission gas plenum to
contain the large production of gaseous fission products.
In a standard fuel assembly, this poses no problem to the
neutron economy since the fission gas plenum is above
(or below) the active core. If the fuel rod is subdivided
axially, individual fuel rod segments would need to have a
volume for fission gas within the active core, effectively
neutronically de-coupling fuel regions with a detrimental
impact on the neutron economy. Thus, the only identified
option to having high actinide-density axially segmented
solid fuel rods is to vent the gaseous fission product to the
coolant and in this way avoid in-core fission gas plena.
A very extensive study on the research and
development of fission gas venting devices was carried
out, which ended in the conclusion that any type of
hydrostatic venting device would take up too much space
axially inside of the core. The only applicable option for a
3D-shuffled system is to continuously vent the fission gas
directly to the coolant using small holes in the upper end
caps of the fuel rods.
Fuel rod design
To enable the use of axially segmented solid fuel rods
in B&B SWR, a number of unique design characteristics
are required:
■
■
■

Fission gas venting to the flowing coolant via a
minimum-length venting device
Minimized axial fuel swelling (and accommodation
within the pin for such swelling)
Maximized actinide density

The resulting fuel rod design concept is shown from
the top and side in Figure 1 respectively.

HT9
n
i

cladding

Metallic fuel
(U-2Zr, U-TRU-2Zr)
Bond
(Na, He)

Vanadium liner
(30 pm)

from the side is shown in. Each assembly segment has a
total length of 77 cm, made up of the following
components:
■
■
■
■
■
■

Fuel: 70 cm
Lower end cap: 3 mm
Upper end cap (including vent-holes): 5 mm
Upper connector grappler: 2 cm
Lower connector grappler: 2 cm
Fuel expansion volume: 2.2 cm (3% of fuel
length)

Figure 1, To-scale model of a 3D-shuffled B&B fuel rod
with 75% fuel smear density as seen from above
Upper end cap
Free volume
(3% of fuel length)

Upper connector grappler

Total assembly,
77 Cm

Direct venting
of fission gas
Free volume for expansion
and fission gas venting device

Fuel
Fuel region

Liner
Bond (Na or He)

Cladding

Bottom pin grid

Lower connector grappler

Lower end cap

Figure 2, 3D-shuffled SWR B&B fuel rod design with
direct fission gas venting seen from the side (not to scale)

The only realistic fuel option for a B&B system is
metallic fuel with a maximized actinide density and a
minimized fraction of alloying components (2 w.% Zr
rather than the conventional 10 w.%). Such fuel is known
to swell axially by up to 10%, and due to the low melting
temperature, require a liquid bond [4]. If axially
segmented, the space allotted to allow for axial swelling
and the displacement of liquid bond as the fuel swells
radially will axially de-couple the core segments to the
point detrimental to the neutron economy. Because of
this, an annular fuel rod design was worked out to avoid
both of these issues simultaneously. The annular fuel is
mechanically bonded to a 30-pm vanadium liner [5],
which acts as a diffusion barrier to avoid fuel/cladding
chemical interaction (FCCI). While the fuel is swelling
inwards as burnup progresses, the bonding restrains the
fuel from swelling axially.
Fuel assembly segment design
The assembly-segment design, assuming a 3-zone
axial split and a total fueled length of 210 cm, is shown

Figure 3, Axially segmented fuel assembly design
The axially segmented fuel assemblies are connected
with upper and lower connecting grapplers, the design of
which have not been worked out in any detail. The
concept of axially connecting pieces and the method of
shuffling is shown in Figure 4.
The bottom assembly piece connects to an inlet
orificing and shielding piece that ensures the correct
coolant flow distribution to the specific radial region of
the core. The single most challenging part of this design
concept is the operation of the shuffling machine
mechanism. A large computational study will have to be
undertaken to find the optimal set of operations to move
each fuel assembly segment. A large SWR B&B core may
have as many as 400-600 fuel assemblies, meaning a total
of 1200-1800 fuel assembly segments to be moved. In
order to finish a complete fuel shuffling (every assembly
segment relocated to a new position) within 1 month, the
average time spent moving each assembly to its new
location must be on the order of ~30 min.

An assembly spacer design based on triangle spoke
wall structures is shown from the top and side in Figure 6.

Disassembled
Assembled

Top view

Shuffling

Shuffling machine connector

Spacer geometry

Core-grid spacer walls
Core assembly spacer wall
Side view

1. Approach

1

uel assembly segment

Grid plate

Figure 6, Wall-type assembly spacer design
3. Axial + radial connection
(ready to lift assembly segment)

PRELIMINARY SIMULATION RESULTS
Shield
Inlet orifice

E3

Figure 4, Axial connection between segments and
shuffling method

Core structures
New concepts for core assembly “spacers” were
developed specifically for the axially segmented 3Dshuffled core, both relying on solid structures inside of the
core connected to the lower grid plate, that keep the
connected fuel assembly segments in a well-defined
shape. The spacers guide the shuffling machine to place
the assembly segmented in their predetermined precise
locations. The structural design of such a core is shown
from the side in Figure 5.

:
Fuel assembly ___ „
segments

r

Fuel assembly
segments in place

J

Tight radial restraint
by the core barrel

A core design using the fuel rods, assemblies and
core structures presented in the previous section was
developed using the ADOPT code [6]. The fuel assembly
segments used in the simulations were however
lengthened to 110 cm (compared to the 77 cm of Figure
3). The diameter of the simulated core is 492 cm, giving a
total active core volume of 57 m3, and a volumetric power
density for a 3000 MWt system of 52.5 MW/m3. The
volume fraction of fuel within the fuel assembly segments
is 40.7%. A shuffling scheme using 12 radial and 3 axial
zones (for a total of 36 batches) was defined, but no
optimization of the shuffling path has been made. The
radial shuffling path results in radial power peaking factor
of 2.1. The feed-fuel for the equilibrium cycle analysis is
depleted uranium with 0.25% 235U.
Neutron transport calculations were performed using
the Serpent neutron transport code with the ENDF/BVII.0 cross-section library [7] [8]. To speed up
calculations, the active core regions were modeled as 108
equi-volume cells with smeared homogenized materials 3 burnable zones per fuel assembly segment.
Preliminary simulation results indicate that, similar to
conventional 2D shuffled SWR B&B systems, the
average discharge burnup required for a critical
equilibrium system is 16-17% FIMA (Fission of Initial
Metal Atom). The axial movement and short length of
assembly segments eliminate most of the axial peaking.

Core assembly “spacers”

Inlet orificing

Lower grid plate

Figure 5, 3D-shuffled SWR B&B general core structural
design (not to scale)

The preliminary calculations indicate that an
optimized 3D shuffled SWR B&B system can operate at
equilibrium mode with a peak discharge burnup of ~350
DPA, a reduction of about 40% as compared to
conventional 2D-shuffled systems. The results of these
simulations are showed in Figure 7.

Peak eq. cycle discharge DPA

Figure 7, Minimum eq. cycle effective multiplication
factor vs. peak cycle dpa for 3D shuffled B&B system
Future studies will serve to refine and validate these
initial findings. With further optimization studies of the
shuffling strategy, it may be possible to further reduce the
peak equilibrium cycle discharge DPA.
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Abstract - This paper assesses the feasibility of improving the performance of a large breed-andburn (B&B) reactor by using the 3-dimensional (3-D) in-core fuel management strategy. A
preliminary conceptual design of a core made of segmented fuel assemblies is outlined. Each fuel
assembly is made of 4 subassemblies that are axially stacked in a way that enabled disconnecting
subassemblies and reconstituting new assemblies from any four subassemblies in any desirable
order. Each subassembly is made of short vented fuel pins. The REBUS-3 fuel cycle analysis code
was used to search for the 3-D shuffling strategy that will result in optimal equilibrium core
performance. Preliminary simulation results show that, compared with the optimal 2-D shuffling
scheme, the optimal 3-D shuffling scheme offers an approximately 30% reduction in the peak
radiation damage, from 539 to 378 displacement per atom (dpa); a 88% increase in the average
discharge burnup and, therefore, fuel utilization; and a 35% reduction in the radial power peaking
factor.

I. INTRODUCTION
Present day commercial nuclear power reactors,
mostly Light Water Reactors (LWRs), can extract only less
than 1% of the potential energy that is available in the
uranium fuel. The remainder of the potential energy is left
wasted in the used nuclear fuel (UNF) and in the depleted
uranium (DU) that remains from the enrichment process.
The primary motivation for the Breed-and-Burn (B&B)
reactors under development is to utilize feed fuel with low
uranium enrichment and achieve significant uranium
utilization without resorting to fuel reprocessing. The selfsustaining B&B reactors are designed in such a way that
once the initial criticality is established, it can be fed with
only fertile fuel such as DU, breed plutonium from DU
then fission a significant fraction of the bred plutonium.
There are two basic variants of B&B reactors: one is
the Travelling Wave Reactor (TWR) like CANDLE
concept1 and the one initially pursued by Terra-Power;2 the
other is the Stationary-Wave-Reactor (SWR) in which the
location of the fission reaction in the core is maintained
nearly stationary by adequate radial, or 2-dimensional (2
D) shuffling of fuel assemblies. This study focuses on the
SWR type of B&B reactor and its fuel shuffling strategy.

In order to sustain the B&B mode of operation, the
burnup the DU feed fuel needs to accumulate has to exceed
a certain threshold, which strongly depends on the core
neutron balance. In a high fuel volume fraction, hard
spectrum low-leakage sodium-cooled metallic-fueled B&B
core, the minimum required peak burnup is ~30% FIMA
(Fissions per Initial heavy Metal Atom).3 This corresponds
to a peak radiation damage of the fuel cladding in the
vicinity of 500 dpa (displacements per atom), which far
exceeds the presently demonstrated clad radiation damage
limit of 200 dpa. As the plutonium builds up near the axial
center of the fuel faster than closer to the bottom and top of
the fuel, the axial power and burnup distribution in B&B
cores is significantly more centrally peaked than in
conventional (uniform axial composition) SFR cores. In a
typical low-leakage B&B core the peak-to-axially average
discharge burnup can exceed 2.
The objective of this study is to investigate the
feasibility of reducing the axial variation of the discharge
burnup and, thereby, reducing the peak burnup and
corresponding radiation damage required for sustaining the
B&B mode of operation along with an increase in the
overall fuel utilization by introducing three-dimensional
(3-D) in-core fuel management strategy.
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Section II provides a detailed description of the
reference B&B core design and the modeling methodology
used in this work. The REBUS-3 results of equilibrium
cycle calculation are presented and compared with that of
the Monte Carlo code Serpent. In Section III, a conceptual
design of fuel rod and assembly is introduced to actualize
the 3-D fuel shuffling, followed by the basic strategy for
shuffling scheme optimization. The improvement of the
core performance using 3-D shuffling is then discussed.
The general conclusion of the study and future work are
provided in Section V.
II. B&B CORE MODELING METHODOLOGY
II.A. B&B Core Description

The B&B core concept considered in this study is a
large sodium-cooled fast reactor fed with DU with 0.25%
235U. The nominal fuel density is 18.66 g/cm3, and a smear
density of 75% is assumed to accommodate the fuel
swelling with burnup. The effective core height is 300 cm
and equivalent diameter of the simulated core is ~493 cm,
giving a total active core volume of 57.19 m3, and a
volumetric power density of 52.46 MW/m3 for a total core
power of 3000 MW (thermal). The general characteristics
and volume fraction of the active core are presented in
Table I and II, respectively.

assembly geometry owing to the average fast neutron track
length typically far exceeding the dimension of repeating
lattices. Consequently, it is common that the core is
modeled as homogenized; that is, compositions of fuel,
coolant, bonding and structural materials are mixed
together within the fuel assembly by volume weighting. In
order to further reduce the modeling effort, the assemblybased hexagonal B&B core is simplified into R-Z
geometry, which consists of 12 equal-volume concentric
fuel batches, each made of 4 axial sub-batches. The core is
divided into 12 equal volume radial and 8 axial for a total
of 96 burnup zones - each sub-batch is axially divided into
2 burnup zones. It was estimated in previous studies that
the relative errors in batch multiplication factor kes
introduced by the cylindrical modeling of the B&B core is
between -0.4% and 0.4% Sk/k, when compared with the
assembly-level core model.3 This approximation is
considered acceptable for scoping studies. A schematic side
view of the core is given in Fig. 1, where the center of the
core is at the left edge of the figure and fuel batches are
separated by vertical lines in the active core region.

Gas plenum

TABLE I
Main Parameters of Reference Core
Thermal power (MWth)
Coolant
Feed fuel
Cladding, duct & wire-wrap
Inlet/outlet coolant temperature (°C)
Equivalent core radius (cm)
Active fuel length (cm)
Gas plenum height (cm)

3000
Sodium
DU (0.25% 235U)
HT-9
355.0/506.8
246.34
300
100

Active core

TABLE II
Constituents Volume Fractions of the B&B Fuel Assembly
Constituents
Fuel
Gap
Cladding
Wire
Active coolant
Duct
Inter-assembly coolant

Volume Fraction (%)
40.70
13.57
12.73
0.31
22.75
6.28
3.66

II.B. Numerical Modeling ofB&B Core

In fast reactors, the large neutron mean free path
effectively masks details of the heterogeneous fuel

Fig. 1. Schematic layout of cylindrical B&B core.

An optimal radial shuffling scheme identified in a
previous study was adopted; it minimized the average
discharge burnup, radial power peaking, and burnup
reactivity swing.3 As depicted in Fig. 2, colors distinguish
the 4 sub-batch in one fuel batch, and numbers indicate
how many cycles the fuel has gone through before it is
relocated. The fresh DU batch is loaded at the outermost
location and then shuffled inward and outward a couple of
times, before being discharged from the 5th radial location
from the core center. Note that the schematic only
illustrates the relative location and shuffling sequence of
fuel batches, other than their thickness in the R-Z model.
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Fig. 2. Schematic of an optimal 2-D shuffling scheme for
reference B&B core.

The search for the equilibrium cycle was performed
using the DIF3D/REBUS-3 codes,4-5 which are part of the
Argonne Reactor Computation (ARC) system from the
Argonne National Laboratory (ANL). In this study, the
finite difference diffusion method was employed in the flux
and eigenvalue solver DIF3D, because it is the only
available option for R-Z geometry. The fuel shuffling was
modeled explicitly in REBUS-3 calculations. An external
module has been developed to post-process REBUS-3
simulation results and produce key characteristic
parameters for the equilibrium core, such as the zone-wise
fuel burnup, infinite multiplication factor, power, and
leakage. The calculation of the displacement per atom
(dpa) was also incorporated using the multi-group flux
obtained in REBUS-3 results and the microscopic dpa
cross section of each isotope contained in the structural
material.
Based on the ENDF/B-VIL0 data, region-dependent
33-group cross section sets were generated with the ETOE2/MC2-3/TWODANT approach.6,7 Specifically, the MC2-3
code first calculates 0-dimensional (0-D) neutron spectra
and condenses point-wise cross sections prepared by
ETOE-2 into a ultrafine group structure (~2000 groups).
For non-multiplying regions such as reflectors and shield,
leaking spectra from the fueled region is used for the
condensation. Then, a 2-D ultrafine group transport
calculation is conducted by TWODANT to take into
account realistic leakage and the calculated spectra are fed
back to MC2-3 for the final cross section condensation. It
was found in previous studies that in order to accurately
account for spectral variation in the B&B core, the best
approach is to use burnup and location dependent group
constants in the core simulation.8 However, it is impossible
to generate cross sections without knowing the zone-wise
equilibrium composition. It is also difficult to assign cross
sections to burnup zones while performing fuel shuffling in
REBUS-3. Therefore, the preliminary core calculation was
carried out using a cross section set generated for the fuel
composition pertaining to intermediate burnup (~10%
FIMA). This approximation is acceptable for the initial
exploration of the effects to be expected from the newly
proposed B&B core design and fuel management.

The adequacy of the simplified DIF3D/REBUS-3
model was checked by comparing against a continuous
energy Monte Carlo (MC) code Serpent.9 Both
deterministic and MC calculations the ENDF/B-VII.0 cross
section library and assume uniformity of temperature
distribution for fuel/clad (900 K) and coolant (600 K) in
the active core to keep the consistency between two
models. They differ, however, in the depletion calculations
- whereas Serpent uses a detailed burnup chain, the
REBUS-3 calculations use a pre-stored plutonium-uranium
burnup chain to simplify the input preparation in two ways.
First, it does not include all the heavy metal nuclides
prepared in the cross section library. Second, the effect of
fission products was accounted for using lumped fission
product (LFP) cross sections for 4 different fissionable
isotopes, that is, the lumps were created from cross
sections for 137 individual isotopes using fission yields for
235U, 238U, 239Pu, and 241Pu.
II. C. Verification Results

First, the 3 3-group cross sections were generated by
MC2-3 using the material composition pertaining to fuel
composition of burnup at 10% FIMA, which was extracted
from the Serpent full core calculation. They were then
utilized in the REBUS-3 burnup calculation of 0-D unit
cell made of the B&B fuel assembly average composition,
using the average power density derived from the full core
model. Fig. 3 shows the k„ evolution with burnup and the
comparison with that of Serpent results. It can be seen that
the REBUS-3 overestimates k„ initially and underestimates
it when burnup exceeds 8.8% FIMA. The relative error
constantly increases in magnitude with burnup, up to a
difference of -3.6% at burnup of 40% FIMA. It has been
reported that this trend is due to the use of LFPs in
REBUS-3, and the discrepancy of the model using LFPSs
is approximately -3% at burnup of 40% FIMA, when
compared with that using explicit fission products.10 Since
the fuel peak discharge burnup is below 30% FIMA (as
will be shown next) in the reference core design, the
relative error is judged acceptable for the scoping study.

—Serpent
* (lift. (K)

Burnup (% FIMA)

Fig. 3. hr, evolution of a B&B core unit cell. Initial fuel
composition is depleted uranium.
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The km evolution in a 0-D unit cell as a function of
burnup can be used to estimate the minimum burnup
required for sustaining the B&B mode of operation using
the neutron balance analysis, which counts the number of
neutrons that are absorbed and that are generated by
fissions in a unit volume of fuel as a function of burnup,
starting from the fresh feed fuel.11 The minimum required
burnup, is the lowest burnup for which Eq. (1) is satisfied.
Nhm

JT N x PNRC -

v(BU)

x dBU = 0 (1)

In the above, ^hm is the Heavy Metal (HM) atom density,
BU (burnup) is expressed in FIMA, n(BU) is the average
number of neutrons released per fission, Pnl (= 1 - PL) is
the non-leakage probability and Pnrc (= 1 - Prc) is the
probability that a fission-born neutron will escape capture
in the control elements used to compensate for the burnup
reactivity swing over the equilibrium cycle. In the 0-D
analysis, the values of PL and PRC are assumed to be 0. The
estimated minimum required burnup is 11.1% and 11.0%
FIMA for Serpent and REBUS-3, respectively. The slightly
smaller value calculated for REBUS-3 is primarily due to
the overestimation of k„ at lower burnup.
Next, the modeling capability of REBUS-3 for B&B
cores was checked against Serpent for key parameter of the
reference core under consideration. Each of the codes was
set to search for the minimum equilibrium cycle length that
will provide criticality at the beginning of equilibrium
cycle (BOEC). 500 active cycles with 10000 neutron
histories per cycle were used in Serpent calculation
resulting in ~36 pcm statistical uncertainty in kef. A
convergence criterion of 0.5% was applied to the material
concentration of each burnup zone in the Serpent
calculation. The computational time required by REBUS-3
and Serpent calculations on the UNIX cluster at the
University of California, Berkeley was ~12 min and ~23
hr, respectively.
TABLE III
Verification of REBUS-3 Calculation of B&B core
Core parameter
Cycle length (EFPD)
Reactivity swing (% Sk/k)
Average discharge burnup (% FIMA)
Peak discharge burnup (% FIMA)
Power peaking factor (EOEC)
Radial
Axial

Serpent
955
4.78
8.35
25.1

REBUS-3
955
4.83
8.08
22.4

3.05
2.66

3.03
2.69

As shown in Table III, a good agreement was found in
the comparison. The required equilibrium cycle length
predicted by the two codes is identical. The REBUS-3
overestimates the reactivity swing and axial power peaking

factors at the end of equilibrium cycle (EOEC), while it
underestimates the discharge burnup and radial power
peaking factor. Overall, the MC2-3/REBUS-3 approach is
found adequate for quantifying the relative difference in
the characteristics of B&B cores designed using 3-D versus
a 2-D shuffling.
The large peak-to-axially average discharge burnup
ratio reported in Table III is primarily due to the fact that
the fuel is shuffled only in the radial direction. The
probability for neutrons born at the high power density
region, or the core axial center, to reach the fuel at the core
periphery and build up its fissile content is small,
especially in a large size core. As a result, the fuel
discharged from the core edge never becomes a net neutron
producer and its low burnup significantly brings down the
average discharge burnup.
III. THE DESIGN OF A B&B CORE WITH 3-D FUEL
SHUFFLING
The radiation damage limit to HT-9 cladding proven
by the current technology is ~200 dpa, corresponding to an
average burnup of ~10% FIMA; further irradiation
experiments and/or development of new materials may
push these limits above 20% FIMA or 400 dpa. In the high
fuel volume fraction, large size and low leakage sodium
cooled metallic-fuelled B&B reference core examined
above, the minimum peak radiation damage accumulated
in the HT-9 fuel clad is 538 dpa, corresponding to the peak
discharge burnup of 22.4% FIMA. A large gap exists
between this peak radiation damage level and the present
constraint, which may delay the commercialization of
B&B reactors.
This study assesses the feasibility of reducing the peak
radiation damage in a B&B reactor core by axially
relocating the fuel, that is, by performing 3-dimensional (3
D) fuel shuffling. As the axial peak-to-average dpa ratio of
the fuel discharged from the reference core is 2.64, there is
significant potential for peak dpa reduction. The circulation
of pebble fuel in a pebble-bed or use of stationary pebbles
within fuel sub-assemblies to perform 3-D shuffling have
been examined previously.12,13 It was found difficult to get
high enough fuel volume fraction and reach high power
density without excessive coolant pressure drop.
Consequently, the current study adopted the segmented
rod-type fuel assembly design that is free of the above
limitations.14
III.A. Engineering Solution for 3-D Shuffling

Large volume of plena is required if the B&B fuel is
designed to store the gaseous fission products released the
fuel. The use of un-vented fuel makes the segmentation of
the fuel assemblies impractical because the gas plenum at
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the top of the fuel sub-assembly will have significant
negative impact on the neutron economy. The only
identified option to design high actinide-density axially
segmented solid fuel rods is to vent the gaseous fission
products directly to the coolant. Because of the relatively
large space required for accommodating any type of
hydrostatic venting devices, continuous release of fission
gas through small openings in the upper end cap is
assumed in this study.

Dissassembled

Assembled

Bottom connecting piece,

Space for shuffle-

Top connecting piece

Fuel expansion space

i-

Top of fuel rod

Fig. 5. Axial connection of segmented assemblies.

The depleted uranium metal fuel, which was selected
as the feed fuel for the purpose of maximizing the actinide
density, is known to swell axially in the range of 8-10% at
burnup of ~20% FIMA caused by the internal pressure of
fission gas bubbles, and requires a liquid bond due to low
melting temperature.15 In a segmented fuel rod design, the
free volume reserved for fuel swelling and the
displacement of the bonding liquid will also have
detrimental effects on the neutron economy. As a result, an
annular fuel rod design was adopted to avoid both of these
issues. The annular fuel is mechanically bonded to a 30-um
vanadium liner16, which acts as a diffusion barrier to avoid
fuel/cladding chemical interaction (FCCI). When the fuel
swells inwards with burnup, the bonding restrains the fuel
from swelling axially.
In the preliminary design of the axially segmented fuel
rod shown in Fig. 4, the height of the fuel region and the
additional volume for venting device and fuel expansion is
70 cm and 7 cm, respectively. For the reference B&B core
with the height of 300 cm, four sub-assemblies are axially
connected with upper and lower connecting grapplers to
form a single segmented assembly, as depicted in Fig. 5.
The length of fuel rods in the active core is 301 cm, and it
includes three internal free volume spaces taking a
combined length of 21 cm, leading to a lower effective fuel
volume fraction. The total power of the B&B core with
segmented fuel assemblies remains the nominal.

- Bubble former piece
Free volume
Bfif
(3-4% of fuel length)____ _ ™™

Vent plug

III.B. Optimization ofshuffling scheme

The primary objective of the 3-D fuel shuffling
scheme optimization is to reduce the fuel radiation damage
as close as possible to a level of recent technology
experience, which effectively requires minimizing the peak
fuel discharge burnup, owing to the strong correlation
between the two quantities.
The peak fuel discharge burnup can be minimized by:
1) flattening the power distribution across the core, as
burnup is time-integrated power, and 2) reducing of core
leakage, since the minimum required discharge burnup
demonstrates high sensitivity to the efficient use of
neutrons based on the neutron balance analysis from
previous studies. However, the two goals cannot be
achieved simultaneously because the tradeoff between the
decreased peak-to-average power ratio and decreased
neutron leakage would have a large impact on the
performance of a shuffling scheme. On one hand, a small
power peaking factor requires locating active fuel in the
core periphery, which results in stronger neutron leakage
effect. On the other hand, the reduced leakage rate
demands the outer region of the core maintains very low
power density, i.e., the fuel close to core boundary having
low fissile content, which in turn leads to higher rate of
burnup accumulation at the core center.
Aiming to maintain the low core leakage while
minimizing the power peaking, the search for an optimal 3
D shuffling scheme is guided by the following
considerations:
■

Fuel —-------(60-75% smear density)
Cladding

■

Lower end cap

Fig. 4. Axially segmented fuel rod design (not to scale).

Fresh depleted uranium fuel is loaded at the core
outermost radial zone so as to minimize neutron loss
via leakage in the radial direction. Considering the
small thickness of the outer radial zones, once or twice
burned fuel should also be loaded in the adjacent
regions.
A low burnup and, hence, a low fissile content fuel
should be loaded at top and bottom zones to avoid
strong axial leakage. Although the top and bottom
locations are interchangeable because of the core near
symmetry, it is desirable to keep axial burnup gradient
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■

■
■

outward (such that the more burned fuel is in the axial
center) in order to reduce the leakage.
A high burnup fuel batch with largest reactivity worth
should be loaded at the axially middle zones, but not
in radial innermost location to avoid large radial power
peaking, or outer locations to prevent high neutron
leakage.
Intermediate burnup fuel is loaded in the rest of the
locations in the axial core center.
The burnup zones should be shuffled between the
upper and lower halves of the core during their
residence time to minimize the axial burnup gradient
within subassemblies. This is particularly important
for high fissile content fuel, since its reactivity worth
is high and the burnup accumulates much faster within
the burnup zone.

Some of the considerations, such as reducing the
leakage and the burnup gradient of the fuel zones at axial
boundaries, cannot be satisfied at the same time. In this
case, decisions should be made based on the quantified
burnup distribution within each boundary zone, which
requires axial refinement of the fuel region in the
numerical model. In the current study, each subassembly is
divided into 2 axial sub-zones to account for the burnup
variation, i.e., there are totally 8 burnup sub-zones when
the fresh fuel is loaded, labeled as A, B, C.., H from the
bottom to the top of the core, as seen in Fig. 6. A fuel
management path is defined as the track of the specific
sequence of positions and motions of one sub-zone. The
accumulated burnup and radiation damage are calculated
for each path for the evaluation of the shuffling scheme.
The optimization of the shuffling scheme is an
iterative procedure. Starting from an initial fuel
management strategy, any modification made by
combining the low burnup fuel and high leakage locations,
as described in the second consideration above, will
inevitably lead to different profiles of burnup, power, and
fluence in the equilibrium cycle, which introduces the
demand for another modification. After the average
discharge burnup has been decreased to a certain level, it is
necessary to make fine adjustments to the shuffling scheme
further to eliminate the already minimized peaking of the
discharge fuel burnup. One of the approaches, for example,
is switching locations of fuel zones in the low reactivity
fuel batch. Fig. 7 shows one of the optimized 3-D shuffling
schemes for the reference core, which will be used in the
later analysis.

Fig. 6. Axial discretization of fuel zones.

Fig. 7. Schematic of the optimized 3-D shuffling scheme pattern
for reference B&B core.
III. C. Simulation Results

The equilibrium core results using the optimal 3-D
shuffling scheme given in Fig. 7 were obtained using
REBUS-3 and compared in Table IV with those using the
2- D shuffling scheme. It can be seen that the peak
radiation damage has been reduced by 29.8% -- from
538.63 to 378.40 dpa. Among all 8 fuel management paths,
as illustrated in Fig. 8, the dpa of discharge fuel in the 2-D
shuffling case was strongly peaked at the core axial center
(Paths D and E) with a peaking factor of 2.67; while with
3- D fuel shuffling, the peaking factor has been brought
down to 1.03, allowing the discharge burnup distributed
almost evenly over all the fuel. Although the radiation
damage level is still beyond the proven damage limit for
HT-9 cladding (~200 dpa), it is much more realistic to
expect that further experimental test or new material under
development will be able to reach this value than the one
required for the 2-D shuffling core.
It is worth noting that the vanadium liner between the
fuel and cladding has been taken into account in the 3-D
shuffling core model. The liner, taking up ~0.44% of the
active core volume under the current segmented rod
design, results in a lower fissile material breeding rate and
a smaller core leakage. Additional calculations suggest that
the negative impact of the liner on the neutron economy is
negligible: the current design requires an increase on both
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average and peak discharge burnup by ~1%, and the
resulting increase on peak radiation damage is within 2
DPA, when compared with the case without liner.

contributing somewhat to an increase in the minimum
required discharge burnup. Future studies will attempt to
reduce this leakage probability.

Fig. 9 compares the zone-wise burnup distribution at
EOEC of the two cores. A very large axial burnup gradient
is observed in Fig. 9 (a) for batch 5 fuel. In contrast, 3-D
fuel shuffling offers a significantly smaller gradient of
burnup as seen in Fig. 9 (b) and the peak discharge burnup
is 15.9% FIMA versus 22.4% for 2-D shuffling. The 3-D
discharge burnup peaking factor is only 1.05 versus 2.64
with 2-D shuffling.

In addition, a significant reduction of both the radial
and axial power peaking was observed - the radial power
peaking is only ~65% of the optimal 2-D shuffling core.
This may enable increasing the average power density and
specific power of the 3-D B&B core.

TABLE IV
B&B Core Parameters Using 2-D and 3-D Fuel Shuffling
Core parameter
Cycle length (EFPD)
Reactivity swing (% Sk/k)
Average discharge burnup (% FIMA)
Peak discharge burnup (% FIMA)
Peak radiation damage (DPA)
Leakage probability (%)
Radial
Axial
Total
Power peaking factor (EOEC)
Radial
Axial

HGF

2-D
955
4.83
8.08
22.44
538.63

3-D
1675
6.96
15.19
15.91
378.40

0.059
0.054
0.113

0.610
0.515
1.125

3.03
2.69

1.97
2.35

(a)

EDCBA
Fuel path

Fig. 8. Discharge radiation damage of 8 half-subassemblies. A
and B are two halves of one subassembly, etc.

Table IV also indicates that the axial fuel shuffling
increases the average discharge burnup from 8.08 to
15.19% FIMA; that is, the fuel utilization is increased by
88%. The resulting longer cycle length will also increase
the capacity factor because of less frequent shuffling.
However, the 3-D fuel shuffling also increases the core
leakage probability, especially in the axial direction. The
neutron loss due to leakage must be compensated by some
more source neutrons, from a neutron balance perspective,

Radial position (cm)

(b)
Fig. 9. Fuel sub-zone average burnup distribution at EOEC for
B&B core with 2-D (a) and 3-D (b) fuel shuffling.

A drawback of the 3-D versus the 2-D shuffled core is
a larger burnup reactivity swing: 6.96 versus 4.83 % 5k/k
(Table IV). However, the 3-D core cycle is significantly
longer and the burnup reactivity swing per unit time or
give amount of energy generated is actually smaller: 1.52%
versus 1.85% 5k/k per EFPY. It is possible to reduce the
cycle burnup reactivity swing by increasing the number of
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radial batches and, to some extent, optimizing the fuel
shuffling strategy.
IV. DISCUSSION
While providing significant improvements of the B&B
core performance as discussed above, 3-D fuel shuffling
also gives rise to some realistic design challenges. First,
reliable designs of segmented fuel assemblies need be
developed as well as of a refueling machine and strategies
for disconnecting subassemblies and reconnecting them to
make new assemblies. One of the challenges of the
subassembly design is the design of its venting fixtures.
Safe handling of the fission products vented into the
reactor primary loop is another challenge. The use of
segmented fuel assembly will also significantly increase
the refueling time.

algorithm for further improving the B&B core performance
will be explored.
A sound mechanical design needs to be developed of
segmented fuel assemblies made of axially stacked
subassemblies made of short vented fuel pins, as well as of
a refueling machine that can efficiently perform the 3-D
fuel shuffling. Effective means for handling the fission
products that will be vented into the primary loop need be
developed as well.
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V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
A three-dimensional in-core fuel management strategy
was identified for the large sodium cooled B&B reactor
that can greatly improve this core performance compared
with the reference 2-D fuel shuffling case -- a 30%
reduction of the minimum required peak burnup and,
hence, radiation damage along with an 88% increase in the
uranium utilization and a 35% reduction in the radial
power peaking factor. The latter is likely to enable an
increase in the core power. An increase in the core power
and in the uranium utilization may enable an improvement
in the B&B reactors economic viability. The reduction of
the minimum required peak radiation damage to below 400
dpa is likely to enable a sooner commercialization of B&B
reactors than otherwise.
There is a slight difference in the B&B core
performance predicted by the MC2-3/REBUS-3 analysis
approach versus Serpent. Although the inconsistency
between the two computational tools is not expected to
affect the above conclusions, effort will be expanded to
identify the source of discrepancies.
Future studies will apply the ADOPT code17 to
identify the maximum power level the B&B core with 3-D
shuffling could safely operate at. Design variables of the
thermal-hydraulic optimization will include the number of
fuel rods per assembly and fuel rod dimensions. Once the
assembly design is determined, the cylindrical geometry
model will be converted to a hexagonal assembly-by
assembly model for more realistic simulation of the B&B
core.
The optimization process used so far is based on a
trial-and-error approach. The use of an automated fuel
management optimization algorithm such as the genetic
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ABSTRACT
This paper describes the continuing effort to employ the 3-dimensional (3D) in-core fuel man
agement strategy in Breed-and-Burn (B&B) reactors to reduce the axial variation of the discharge
burnup and, thereby, reduce the peak burnup and corresponding minimum required peak radiation
damage. A more robust design of the segmented fuel assembly has been identified. A combi
natorial optimization search methodology of the 3D shuffling pattern (SP) based on the Simulated
Annealing (SA) algorithm has been developed and implemented; it aims to minimize the peak radia
tion damage while reducing the burnup reactivity swing, radial power peaking factor and maximum
change of assembly power over a cycle. It was found that compared with the optimal 2-dimensional
(2D) shuffled core, the optimal 3D shuffling pattern offers a 1/3 reduction of the peak radiation
damage level - from 534 down to 351 displacements per atom (dpa), along with a 45% increase
in the average fuel discharge burnup. Also studied are a number of potential approaches aiming
to minimize the complexity of the 3D shuffling strategy and the associated refueling time without
significantly penalizing the improvements of the core performance.

Key Words: breed-and-burn reactor, peak radiation damage, 3D fuel shuffling
optimization, simulated annealing, optimal core design

1. INTRODUCTION

Present day commercial nuclear power reactors, mostly Light Water Reactors (LWRs), can extract only
less than 1% of the potential energy of the natural uranium. The remainder of the potential energy is
left wasted in the used nuclear fuel (UNF) and in the depleted uranium (DU) that remains from the
enrichment process. The primary motivation for the Breed-and-Burn (B&B) reactors under study is to
utilize low grade fuel with low fissile uranium content, such as DU, and achieve significant uranium
utilization without resorting to fuel reprocessing. The self-sustaining B&B reactor is designed in such

a way that once the initial criticality is established, it can be fed with only fertile fuel such as DU, breed
plutonium from DU then fission a significant fraction of the bred plutonium.
There are two basic variants of B&B reactors: Traveling Wave Reactors (TWRs) and Stationary (or
Standing) Wave Reactors (SWRs). In TWRs, the breeding and burning wave travels axially through the
long core from one end to the other. [1, 2] In SWRs, like the one presently being pursued by TerraPower
[3, 4], the location of the fission reaction in the core is maintained nearly stationary by adequate radial,
i.e., 2-dimensional (2D) shuffling of fuel assemblies. This study focuses on the SWR type of B&B
reactor and its fuel shuffling strategy, because relative to TWR it features higher efficiency of neutron
utilization and lower level of radiation damage required to establish B&B equilibrium.
In order to sustain the B&B mode of operation by feeding the core with fertile fuel such as DU, the
burnup the fuel needs to accumulate must exceed a certain threshold, which strongly depends on the
core neutron balance. In a sodium-cooled metallic-fueled B&B core featuring high fuel volume fraction
and low-leakage, the minimum required peak burnup is about 20% fission per initial heavy metal atom
(FIMA) and the corresponding peak radiation damage of the fuel cladding is in the vicinity of 500
displacements per atom (dpa) [5], which far exceeds the presently demonstrated cladding radiation
damage limit of 200 dpa [6]. In the 2D shuffled system, as the plutonium builds up near the axial center
faster than at the top and bottom of the fuel assembly, the axial power and burnup distribution in B&B
cores is significantly more centrally peaked than in conventional (uniform axial composition) sodiumcooled fast reactor (SFR) cores. It is expected that the peak dpa level will be reduced significantly, if
the axial profile of the discharge burnup and dpa level could be flattened down to a peaking factor close
to 1.0.
Previous studies have been carried out to investigate the feasibility of achieving this objective by in
troducing 3-dimensional (3D) in-core fuel management strategy. [7, 8] An axially segmented fuel rod
and assembly design has been proposed to facilitate 3D fuel shuffling and preliminary results suggested
show that the optimal 3D shuffling pattern (SP) can offer an approximately 30% reduction in the peak
radiation damage while increasing the fuel utilization relative to a 2D shuffling. However, the optimal
SP search was based on a user intuitively specified trial-and-error approach. A practical limit exists
on its optimization capability, especially for the identification of the optimal core design that should
meet additional constraints such as the burnup reactivity swing, radial power peaking factor and rela
tive assembly power change over the cycle. Thus, an automated optimization capability that is able to
account for all the constraints is desirable.
The first objective of this study was to identify a mechanical design of the segmented assembly with
improved robustness and practicality. The second objective was to develop an automated methodol
ogy for the optimization of in-core fuel management for B&B reactors, for both 2D and 3D shuffling
strategies that is able to account for multiple design constraints. The third objective was to quantify
the improvements in B&B core performance made possible by 3D fuel shuffling and to investigate the
dependence of these improvements on the number of axially stacked sub-assemblies, core power level
and core dimensions.

2. BREED-AND-BURN CORE DESIGN WITH 3D FUEL SHUFFLING

2.1. Generic B&B Core Design
A generic B&B core concept OBB (Optimized B&B) has been developed and used as the reference
core, upon which the optimal 3D shuffling were searched in this study. It is a large SFR fed with
DU having an unirradiated nominal fuel density of 18.66 g/cm3 at 800 K. A smear density of 75% is
assumed to accommodate the fuel swelling with burnup. The cladding material, which is the ferriticmartensitic alloy HT-9, and the coolant have densities of 7.87 and 0.83 g/cm3, respectively, both at 800
K. The effective core height is 300 cm and its equivalent diameter is ~493 cm, giving a total active
core volume of 57.19 m3 and a volumetric power density of 52.45 MW/m3 for a total core thermal
power of 3000 MW. This reference design uses vented fuel rods that allow the release of the fission
gas, but prevent the reverse-flow of the coolant into the fuel pins. [9] The general characteristics and
assumed volume fraction of the active core constituents are presented in Table I.

Table I. Main characteristics of the reference B&B core.
Thermal power (MW)
3000
246.34
Core equivalent radius (cm)
Active fuel length (cm)
300
Gas plenum height (cm)
100
Feed fuel
DU (0.25% 235U)
Sodium
Coolant
Structual material
HT-9
Inlet/outlet coolant temperature (°C)
355.0/506.8
Fuel
40.70
Gap
13.57
Fuel assembly volume
Cladding+Wire 13.04
fraction (%)
Duct
6.28
26.41
Coolant

2.2. Engineering Solution for 3D Fuel Shuffling
In the original design concept, assembly segments are axially connected with connecting grapplers to
form a full-length assembly, while the segment at the bottom of the core is connected to a shielding
and flow orificing block that is designed to remain in a fixed location in the reactor for the lifetime
of the core. [8] A recent mechanical concept review identified a number of mechanical engineering
challenges associated with the original design including difficulties to provide core stability under all
operating conditions and to move fuel segments reliably in the sodium coolant. Both of these challenges
must be met in a manner that introduces as little as possible non-fuel volume to the assembly; therefore,
the original design has been modified and the upgraded design arrived at is described below.

Figure 1. Top and bottom cap of the newly proposed fuel assembly segment design for 3D fuel shuffling.

An important guiding principle is that assembly segments should be free stacking without axial joining
connections to avoid penalties on fuel-free volume and the introduction of a reliability weakness. As
a result, a nesting tapered conic interface is proposed for the segment-segment interface, as illustrated
in Figure 1. The top cap (blue) has a protruding hexagonal cone, while the bottom cap (red) has a
re-entrant hexagonal cone, which provides a self-centering zone that is larger than the resolution limits
of the refueling machine. Adequate passages for coolant flow are provided through aligned coolant
holes on the conic surface.
Upper and lower external edges of the assembly segments have bevels to provide additional self
centering and resistance to snagging on adjacent fuel assemblies. This contributes significantly to
eliminating difficulties with placing segments in the core, especially the last few segments placed in
the array, as neighboring ones that tend to lean toward the open space can be pushed back into proper
position as the new assembly segment is inserted. Centering buttons on the side of the top and bot
tom cap provide consistent rotational and lateral positioning of the assembly segment in the core and
maintain consistent gaps between segments. This arrangement minimizes the dragging of one seg
ment against its neighbors when being inserted or removed. These centering buttons can also provide
a measure of tolerance for bowing or twisting of fuel assemblies over their service life.
Figure 2 (left) depicts the design of the fuel handling gripper with 3 jaws, which is positioned at the
end of the refueling mast. A robust reinforcing ring (also shown in Figure 1) is placed in the top of
the assembly segment to distribute gripper forces and provide adequate wear surfaces for the life of
the segment. A central rod actuator can actuate 3 jaws equally. During the refueling process, the
refueling mast is positioned over the assembly segment and extended downwards to reach the segment.
The segment is then attached with the handling gripper and lifted up. The gripper is smaller than the
footprint of a segment, thus allowing it to reach an assembly segment on the lowest course without

Gripper actuator rod

Gripper jaw

Reinforcing ring

Figure 2. Section view of the assembly segment gripper mechanism (left); and stacked fuel segments,
representing a portion of a core (right).

removing neighboring segments. Figure 2 (right) shows the attachment of the gripper to one of the
sub-assemblies sitting on top of the stacked segments during the refueling process.
The assembly segments are constituted of rod-type fuel, which are designed to allow for continuous
release of gaseous fission products through a thin porous filter followed by small openings in the upper
end cap. The annular metal fuel is mechanically bonded to a 30 gm vanadium liner to avoid fuel
cladding chemical interaction. Both of these features are described in the original design paper [8].
The full-length fuel assembly of the first design of 3D shuffled core investigated in this study, referred
to as OBB-I, is made of four 77 cm long sub-assemblies (an alternative term for assembly segment)
making a 301 cm active core height. This core has three 7 cm thick fuel-free layers at the top of each
of the three lower sub-assemblies due to the design of the sub-assembly fuel rods. The total power of
the OBB-I core with segmented fuel assemblies is the same as of the 2D shuffled reference core.

2.3. Core Modeling Methodology
The core characteristics compared in this study pertain to the critical equilibrium cycle. The search
for the equilibrium cycle was performed using the DIF3D/REBUS-3 codes [10, 11] which are part
of the Argonne Reactor Computation (ARC) system developed at the Argonne National Laboratory
(ANL). The finite difference diffusion method was employed in the flux and eigenvalue solver DIF3D.
The batch-wise fuel shuffling was modeled explicitly with REBUS-3. For a given core geometry and
constituents volume fraction, the design variables are the shuffling pattern and cycle length. Burnup
independent 33-group cross section sets were generated for the fuel composition pertaining to inter
mediate burnup (~10% FIMA) based on the ENDF/B-VII.0 data library using the MC2-3 code of the

ARC package. [12] Thermal-hydraulics calculations are incorporated into the core optimization pro
cess through coupling with neutronics calculations using the ADOPT code [13]. ADOPT is designed
to search for the optimal number of fuel rods and lattice pitch in a fuel assembly that will maximize the
permissible power density while abiding by the thermal-hydraulic and structural design constraint most if not all based on first principles. The thermal-hydraulics constraints accounted for in this study
are:
• maximum core pressure drop: 0.9 MPa,
• maximum sodium velocity across the core: 12 m/s,
• maximum fuel-cladding interface temperature: 650 °C, and
• maximum peak fuel temperature: 1000 °C.

3. SHUFFLING PATTERN OPTIMIZATION

Simulated Annealing (SA) is a stochastic optimization technique inspired by an analogy to annealing
in metallurgy, which involves repeatedly heating and cooling of a material to increase the crystal size
and remove defects so as to alter its physical properties. It was first introduced as a tool of finding equi
librium configuration of a system of particles at a given temperature, and then applied to combinatorial
optimization problems, in which a family of candidate solutions to minimize the objective function is
generated following a Markov chain sampling. [14, 15] Its major advantage over other methods is the
ability to avoid being trapped at local minima, because the random search not only accepts changes
that improve the solution performance but also some changes that worsen it.
In this study, the primary objective of the SP optimization is to reduce the peak minimum required
radiation damage (R*) as much as possible while its second objective is to minimize other design
constraints, including the reactivity swing (Ap), change of batch power over the cycle (APB) and the
radial power peaking factor (FR). Optimization of the decision variable, the fuel shuffling pattern
can, therefore, be characterized as a combinatorial minimization problem expressed in the following
augmented objective function:

i
F = y R* + ^ XQ
i= 1

(1)

where the first term on the right side of Equation (1) is the main objective function corresponding
to the evaluation of peak radiation damage, and each penalty term in the summation represents the
contribution of one of the constraint related objectives to the augmented objective function. The vio
lation functions Q, taking the forms given in Table II, are the relative differences of current value of
the parameter from the pre-defined design constraints, of which the values in the 3rd column of the
same table were adopted in this study. The impact factor A are introduced to adjust the importance of
each objective; for example, in the case where reactivity swing minimization takes the priority in SP
optimization, all that must be done for the objective function transition is to increase the impact factor

Table II. Elements and constraints of augmented objective function.
Description
Burnup reactivity swing
Max change of batch power
Radial power peaking factor

Violation function
Qi = Ap/plim — 1
Q = apb/PBm — i
Qs = FR/FRr — i

Constraint
plim = 3.5
PBm = Pth/Bb a
FRm = 2.5

a Pth refers to the core thermal power; Nb denotes the number of radial fuel batches
in the core.

associated to Q^ y is a multiplication constant used to adjust R* to the same order of magnitude of the
penalty terms in Equation (1) ; a value of 0.01 is used in this study.
In the general implementation of the SA method [16], a control parameter T is introduced as system
temperature, and the energy difference between the two states of the material is replaced by the dif
ference between the current objective function value F(Xi) and the proposed objective function value
F(Xj>, with X denoting the solution to the optimization problem. The algorithm begins with an ini
tial guess at the optimal solution and then seeks successively improved solutions through a continuing
examination of randomly generated solutions in the neighborhood of the ever-changing optimum. For
a minimization problem, the probability of acceptance of a new solution F(Xj) is given by

p(AF.T> = min |l,exp AF(Xj>— F(Xi>U

(2)

Candidates that decrease F are, of course, accepted, while candidates that increase F by AF =
F(Xj> — F(Xi> are accepted as new solutions with the probability calculated in Equation (2). The
usually decreases in a series of discrete steps over time. In the current implementation, the decrease of
the control parameter T is achieved by the exponential multiplicative schedule, where the initial tem
perature is multiplied by a positive factor less than 1, so that the temperature decreases exponentially
with respect to the simulation cycle. The value of this multiplication factor, also known as the cooling
parameter, is chosen between 0.80 and 0.99 for various optimization problems shown in this study,
because the design space for this problem is highly nonlinear. [17]
The SA optimization proceeds by performing a perturbation to the initial guess of SP and calculating the
initial probability of acceptance. The SA algorithm then chooses whether or not to preserve or replace
the current SP. More perturbations are then performed, producing improved values of the objective
function at decreasing values of the control parameter T until the maximum number of simultaion
cycles specified by the user is reached. A strategy flowchart of the optimization process is displayed in
Figure 3, in which the term “evaluate SP” refers to the estimation of the augmented objective function
outcome for a specific SP using REBUS.
Since the SP optimization is expected to involve a large number of equilibrium core calculations, it
is desirable to further reduce the core modeling effort even using deterministic codes. Therefore, the
assembly-based hexagonal B&B core is represented in R-Z geometry, which consists of a number of

Evaluate initial

Generate
candidate SP

Lowest 77

Accepted?

Record current

T = schedule(T)

Calculate accept
probability

Evaluate SP

Better?

Figure 3. Flow diagram of shuffling pattern optimization using simulated annealing.

equal-volume concentric fuel batches. The discrepancy of using the simplified R-Z model, which pri
marily stems from depleting all the assemblies of a given batch with the same power level, is considered
acceptable for a study aimed at estimating the relative differences between 3D and 2D fuel shuffling
on B&B core characteristics as will be shown in the later sections. The R-Z model enables a 70-80%
reduction in the computational time of the neutronics calculations and thus expedite the optimization
process.

4. SIMULATION RESULTS

The performance of the SA algorithm was first examined by optimizing the SP for both 2D and 3D
shuffled OBB-I core; both consisting of 12-radial batches. In the 2D shuffling, each assembly was
subdivided into 8 equal volume axial burnup zones, while in the 3D shuffling each of the four sub
assemblies was subdivided into two burnup zones, so that a consistent comparison of the performance
of the two cores can be performed.
The SP optimization process was completed after 500 cycles and the optimum SPs found are depicted
in Figure 4. For the 2D SP (top), the fresh fuel is loaded at the core periphery, then shuffled to the center,
before starting to “bounce” between the outer and inner region of the core and finally discharged from
the 8th radial location. The optimum 3D SP, shown at the bottom of Figure 4, features 4 independent
“fuel paths”, each corresponding to one of the 4 segments used to constitute the full-length assembly.
The colors of the 3D SP distinguish those shuffling paths, while the numbers indicate the burnup cycle
of the relocation (1 where the fuel is loaded and 12 where the fuel is discharged). It can be seen that the

fuel is shuffled to the high reactivity worth regions after the first irradiation cycle and discharged from
the core axial center from the 10th and 11th radial positions. The axial discretization of each full-length
assembly in 3D shuffling is shown to the right of the optimal SP map.

Figure 4. Optimal 2D (top) and 3D (bottom) shuffling pattern for OBB-I core.

Columns 2 and 3 in Table III compare the equilibrium core performance using the optimal 2D and
3D SP in R-Z geometry. It can be seen that the 3D shuffling enables a 34% reduction of the peak
radiation damage - from 534.2 dpa in 2D shuffling case to 351.0 dpa for the 3D case. Even though
the peak burnup was reduced proportionally, the corresponding average discharge burnup increased
from 9.91% to 14.49% FIMA, which implies an approximately 45% increase in the fuel utilization.
This is despite of the higher neutron leakage probability from the 3D shuffled core. If normalized
to the same dpa level, the average discharge burnup of the 3D shuffled core is 2.23 times that of the
2D shuffled core; this corresponds to a relative increase in the fuel utilization of nearly 120%. As a
result of the higher average burnup, the equilibrium cycle length was increased from 1083 for 2D to
1566 effective full power days (EFPD) for 3D shuffled systems. Correspondingly, the burnup reactivity
swing increases from 2.81% of the 2D to 4.66% of the 3D shuffled system and therefore also of the
fraction of neutrons that are absorbed in the reactivity control system. However, per unit time or given
amount of energy generated, the burnup reactivity swing is comparable: 1.09% versus 0.95% Ak/k
per effective full power year (EFPY).
Although 351 dpa is still beyond the proven radiation damage limit for HT-9 cladding, it is expected
that ongoing and future irradiation experiments and new material development will enable to reach this

Table III. Comparison of performance of optimal 2D and 3D shuffled OBB-I core.
Equilibrium parameter
Burn cycle time (EFPD)
Burnup reactivity swing (% A k/k)
Peak/average discharge BU (% FIMA)
Peak radiation damage (dpa)
Axial/radial leakage probability (%)
Axial/radial power peaking factor
Peak batch power change (%)
Pitch-to-diameter ratio
Fuel
Gap
Core volume fractions (%) Cladding+Wire
Duct
Coolant

2D shuffled
(R-Z)
1083
2.81
23.62/9.91
534.2
1.00/2.67
2.35/1.64
17.07
1.065
40.16
13.39
12.85
6.59
27.03

3D shuffled
(R-Z)
1566
4.66
15.69/14.49
351.0
1.56/2.75
2.00/1.70
22.14
1.070
39.77
13.26
12.77
6.57
27.63

3D shuffled
(Hex-Z)
1647
4.41
15.94/14.88
357.7
1.72/3.15
1.93/1.67
20.73
1.068
40.31
13.44
12.92
6.46
26.88

dpa value much sooner and with higher certainty than the >500 dpa required for 2D shuffling cores.
The thermal-hydraulics corrected fuel volume fraction was 40.16% and 39.77%, corresponding to the
fuel pin pitch-to-diameter (P/D) ratio of 1.065 and 1.070, for 2D and 3D shuffled system, respectively,
due to the somewhat higher radial power peaking factor of the 3D shuffled core.
The neutron balance analysis described in [18] can be used to estimate the net number of excess neu
trons generated by a unit volume of fuel, Nex, as a function of burnup as follows:
BU

1

Nex = NHM
0

1

k(BU) x Pnl x Pnrc

u(BU )dBU

(3)

where k(BU) refers to the kro evolution with burnup in the control volume, NHM is the Heavy Metal
(HM) atom density, BU is the burnup expressed in FIMA, v(BU) is the average number of neutrons
released per fission, Pnl(= 1 — PL) is the non-leakage probability and Pnrc(= 1 — Prc) is the prob
ability that a fission-born neutron will escape capture in the control elements used to compensate for
the burnup reactivity swing over the equilibrium cycle. The minimum burnup required for sustaining a
B&B operation is that burnup for which Nex = 0. A neutron balance analysis is carried out for each of
the 8 axial equal burnup fuel batches as they traverse the core from loading to discharge. Figure 5 plot
the neutron balance curves of 4 out of the 8 these batches due to near axial symmetry for the optimal
2D (left) and 3D (right) shuffled cores. Fuel path A corresponds to the lowest 1/8, while fuel path H
corresponds to the highest 1/8 of the fuel assembly when first loaded. The turning point of the neutron
balance plots from a negative to a positive slope corresponds to kro of 1.0; at smaller burnups the fuel
is a net neutron consumer - i.e., it absorbs more neutrons than it generates, while at higher burnups the
rate of fission neutrons the fuel generates exceeds the rate of neutrons it absorbs. A negative sign in the
neutron balance implies that there is a net cumulative neutron loss, whereas a positive sign pertains to
burnup over which a net excess of neutrons has been generated by a unit fuel volume.

Figure 5. Fuel path neutron balance of optimal 2D (left) and 3D (right) shuffled OBB-I core.

In the 2D shuffled OBB-I core, The fuel of path A and B remained a net neutron absorber throughout
its residence in the core; the neutron balance of these burnup batches did not even reach the turning
point implying that their discharge
< 1.0. The fuel of path C, although becoming a net neutron
producer, did not manage to pay back the number of neutrons it absorbed. Only the axially central fuel
path D (and its counterpart E) exceeded the zero balance line and by a large extent as it has to make
up for the neutron deficiency of the other three fuel paths. In the 3D shuffled core on the other hand,
the fuel of each of the paths has paid back all or most of the neutrons it absorbed; it's neutron balance
at discharge is in the vicinity of zero. This is because the 3D fuel shuffling significantly flattens the
burnup distribution of the discharged fuel as can be deduced from the burnup corresponding to the end
point of the neutron balance curve of each of the fuel paths. When comparing the peak dpa of the fuel
discharged from each of the 8 fuel paths, as shown in Figure 6, it can be seen that in the 2D shuffled
core the dpa strongly peaks at the core axial center while with 3D fuel shuffling the peak discharge dpa
is within ±3% of the average.
The 3D shuffled core that was optimized using the R-Z geometry was simulated using hexagonal
assembly-based geometry. A comparison of the core characteristics obtained using the two simulations
is given in the two rightmost columns of Table III. The Hex-Z core has a slightly longer equilibrium
cycle length and average discharge fuel burnup, primarily due to larger core leakage in both radial and
axial direction. This is because the outmost batch filled with the fresh fuel does not have enough as
semblies to enclose the inner core in the Hex-Z model, and thus increases the probability of neutrons
leaking out of the core. However, the corresponding increase in the peak discharge burnup and peak
radiation damage is only 1.6% and 1.9%, respectively, and the peak radiation damage is 357.7 dpa. It
can be concluded that the B&B core performance predicted using both geometries is close enough, so
that it is adequate to optimize the shuffling pattern using R-Z geometry and later simulate the optimal
core using the hexagonal model and thereby improve the spatial resolution of the results.

Figure 6. HT-9 discharge dpa for OBB-I core.

5. CORE DESIGN SIMPLIFICATION

The implementation of the 3D fuel shuffling strategy considered in the previous section will require
significantly longer refueling time, more complicated refueling machine and, possibly, two separate
refueling machines to cut down the total refueling time. It will also require larger workspace above
the core to disassemble and reassemble the fuel assemblies relative to 2D fuel shuffling. Therefore, a
number of design approaches for 3D shuffling simplifications were examined and their effect on the
core performance improvements from 2D fuel shuffling was quantified.
The first approach was to restrict the shuffling of sub-assemblies to axial shuffling within the same
fuel assembly in OBB-I without changing the design parameters of the core, so that radial shuffling
will be performed for entire fuel assemblies as in a 2D shuffling strategy. More specifically, at the
refueling outage, a fuel assembly is lifted from the core segment by segment, then reassembled in a
different radial location using the same segments but in a different axial order. This shuffling strategy
will greatly reduce the workspace and time required for refueling, because the relocation of one fulllength assembly does not affect the rest of the core except for the assembly at the targeting location as is the case in 2D shuffling.
The second approach was to reduce the number of segmented assemblies used to constitute one fuel
assembly. This design, called OBB-II core, is loaded with fuel assemblies made of 3 axially stacked
segments, each having identical dimensions as of OBB-I. The active core height is 228 cm (consisting
of 3 segmented rods and 2 volumes of fuel-free space in the axial direction), giving a core volume of
42.70 m3. The core thermal power of OBB-II is adjusted to achieve the same fuel specific power as of
OBB-I, which is 7.22 kW/kg, and the resulting core power is 2340 MW.
The third approach attempts to reduce both the number of fuel batches and the number of segmented

Table IV. Design parameters of alternative B&B core designs with 3D fuel shuffling.
Design Parameter
Number of radial fuel batch
Number of sub-assemblies per assembly
Total fuel length in assembly (cm)
Active core height (cm)
Equivalent core radius (cm)
Active core volume (m3)
Core thermal power (MW)
Power density (MW/m3)

OBB-I
12
4
280
301
246.34
57.38
3000
56.20

OBB-II
12
3
210
224
246.34
42.70
2340
54.80

OBB-III
8
3
210
224
246.34
42.70
2335
54.68

assemblies used to constitute one fuel assembly. Based on the OBB-II core, the assembly pitch in this
OBB-III core is increased to 18.78 cm while maintaining the number of full-length assemblies within
each batch and total core cross-sectional area. As a result, the number of assembly segments contained
in OBB-III core is further reduced to only half of that in OBB-I core. Determined by matching the fuel
specific power as of OBB-I, the core power of OBB-III is 2335 MW with volumetric power of 54.68
MW/m3. The design parameters and the resulting performance characteristics of the alternative cores
are presented in Table IV and V, respectively.
As shown in Table V, the equilibrium cycle length and discharge burnup of the OBB-I core with axiallyconstrained shuffling (3rd column) are 1728 EFPD and 16.02% FIMA, respectively - both slightly larger
than those of the unconstrained case (2nd column). By placing segments with high burnup fuel at the
axial periphery of the core before the discharge, this shuffling strategy is able to flatten the axial power
peaking factor to 1.37, but inevitably causes a higher axial leakage probability of 3.84%. The radial
power peaking factor of 1.78 is slightly higher than the 1.70 of the unrestricted 3D shuffled core; it
is required to reduce the fuel volume fraction from 39.77% to 39.27% in order to meet the thermalhydraulic constraints. The increase of core leakage and the reduction of fuel volume fraction are the
major contributors to the 25 dpa increase in the minimum required peak radiation damage to the HT-9
cladding, when compared with the unconstrained core design.
The OBB-II core performance is summarized in the 4th column of Table V. The reduction of the number
of axially stacked sub-assemblies from 4 to 3 along with a 25% reduction in the total active fuel length
does not significantly penalize the core performance. The minimum required peak radiation damage
is 359.8 dpa - only 2.5% higher than of the optimal 3D shuffled OBB-I core. Due to the reduced core
height and therefore reduced pressure drop, the fuel volume fraction could be increased to 41.45%.
The peak radiation damage of the OBB-III core, shown in the rightmost column of Table V, is 376.3
dpa - only about 4.6% higher than of the optimal 3D shuffled OBB-II core while the average discharge
burnup and, hence, fuel utilization, is even slightly higher. When compared with OBB-I core with 2D
shuffling (Table III), the OBB-III core enables a ~30% reduction in peak radiation damage, from 534.2
to 376.3 dpa, while providing a ~ 131% increase in cycle length, primarily due to the increased DU
loading per batch. The number of shuffling operations this core requires is only approximately doubled,

assuming this number is directly proportional to the number of assembly segments in the core. With
the significantly extended cycle length, the number of shuffling operations required per year in OBB-III
core is even ~14% less than that in the 2D shuffled OBB-I core. However, the burnup reactivity swing
of this core is significantly higher and this may force an increase in the number of batches that will
enable to shorten the cycle. A search for alternative SP that features a smaller burnup reactivity swing
is worth trying as well.

Table V. Performance of optimal 3D shuffled B&B core of various designs.
Shuffling type
Core thermal power (MW)
Burn cycle time (EFPD)
Burnup reactivity swing (% 5k/k)
Peak/ave. discharge BU (% FIMA)
Peak radiation damage (dpa)
Axial/radial leakage probability (%)
Axial/radial power peaking factor
Peak batch power change (%)
Pitch-to-diameter ratio
Fuel volume fraction (%)

OBB-I
unconstrained
3000
1566
4.66
15.69/14.49
351.0
1.56/2.75
2.00/1.70
22.14
1.070
39.77

OBB-I axially
constrained
3000
1728
3.26
17.16/16.02
375.8
3.84/3.05
1.37/1.78
16.28
1.076
39.27

OBB-II

OBB-III

2340
1598
4.85
14.95/14.64
359.8
1.72/0.89
2.18/1.85
12.19
1.055
41.45

2335
2506
5.52
15.78/15.36
376.3
1.83/1.31
2.02/1.89
14.00
1.052
41.27

6. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents the development and implementation of a automated search methodology of the
optimal 3D shuffling pattern (SP) based on Simulated Annealing (SA) algorithm for self-sustaining
B&B reactors. The SP optimization was performed using a coupled neutronics and thermal-hydraulics
calculation scheme. In addition to minimizing the peak dpa level the SA-based optimization search
methodology was found capable of improving multiple performance characteristics.
Compared with the optimal conventional 2D fuel shuffling, the optimal 3D SP offers a 34% reduction
of the peak radiation damage level, down to ~350 dpa; a 45% increase in the average fuel discharge burnup, and hence the uranium utilization, without violating all major neutronics and thermal-hydraulics
constraints. For the same peak dpa level, the 3D shuffled core enables a ~120% increase in the fuel
utilization when compared to 2D shuffled core.
In order to minimize the increased demand for refueling effort and workspace introduced by the axially
segmented fuel assembly design, a number of variations of the standard 3D shuffled design approach
to alleviate these drawbacks were examined. It was found possible to reduce by 50% the number of
refueling operations in 3D shuffling while extending the cycle length and thereby reducing the number
of shuffling operations required per unit reactor operation time when compared with 2D shuffling.

Future studies should perform a cost/benefit analysis in order to assess the tradeoff between the im
proved core performance versus the complexity in the fuel assembly design, the fuel handling devices
and increased reactor downtime and a corresponding decrease in the nuclear plant capability factor. In
addition, detailed safety analysis need also be performed.
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Foreword
This mechanical concept review is based on documents developed by Staffan Qvist, Jason Hou, and Ehud
Greenspan of Uppsala University, Sweden, and UC Berkeley, USA.

Concept Outline
The 3D Shuffle Breed- and-Burn (3D B&B) reactor concept applies to a sodium cooled reactor. Fuel
elements are one quarter of the length of conventional fuel elements and are stacked four deep to
create a full height core. It is necessary to minimize non-fuel headspace at the top and bottom of the
fuel elements in order to conserve neutron flux between upper and lower fuel elements. Since there
are four layers of fuel elements, it is possible to reposition fuel elements in three dimensions in order to
attain uniform burn-up and DPA damage in the fuel elements. Fuel elements are composed of
conventional cladding tubes containing fuel.

Mechanical Engineering Challenges
Some of the mechanical engineering challenges in creating a 3D B&B reactor will include providing core
stability under all operating conditions and moving fuel elements reliably under the molten sodium
coolant. Both of these challenges must be met in a manner that does not introduce non-reactive
volume to the fuel elements or core.
Core stability must be maintained so that a fuel element (FE) can be removed from the core without the
neighboring elements collapsing into the void space left behind. Additionally, adequate gaps must be
engineered into the core to prevent binding and snagging of neighboring FE during fuel moves.
Consideration must be made for swelling and thermal expansion of the FE over their functional lifetime.
Fuel element movement challenges arise from the need to reliably place fuel elements with a fuel
handling machine that has limited resolution under liquid sodium. A robust means of gripping individual
fuel elements will be required.

Additional Boundary Conditions
The B&B fuel elements must allow adequate flow of sodium coolant.
Fuel elements must accommodate swelling of metallic fuel.
Fission gas production must be handled with an appropriate engineered solution.
A segmented hold-down mechanism will be provided on top of the core to prevent FE from drifting
upward in the coolant flow. The hold-down mechanism must be removed to provide fuel handling
access.
Fuel elements will be stacked within a core barrel frame which provides lateral support at the periphery
of the core assembly.

Fuel Element Stacking
The 3-D Shuffling concept presented appears to provide inadequate self-centering capability. Images
provided show very limited tapering of top / bottom interfaces. Additionally, there is no clear method
to prevent a moved fuel element from snagging on neighboring fuel elements when being inserted or
removed from the core assembly.

Inadequate taper

Disassembled

Assembled

Bottom of fuel rod
Bottom connecting piece

Top connecting piece

Space for shuffleconnection

Vent and bubble former
Fuel expansion space
Top of fuel rod

Some of this void volume
may be eliminated
Figure 1. Concept illustration of fuel element interface. Very small tapers will not provide
adequate centering for remote manipulation under sodium. Sharp square corners will snag
neighboring elements during insertion / removal operations and are damage-prone.

Figure 2. Illustration of concept for gripping fuel elelment. The shoulder provided is not
adequate for robust engagement of gripper with the fuel element.

Suggested Fuel Element Configuration
A nesting tapered hexagonal conic interface is proposed for the FE / FE interface.

The generous tapered

hexagonal cone provides a self-centering zone that is larger than the resolution limits of the fuel
handling machine, ensuring consistently robust fuel element movements. Figures 3 and 4 illustrate the
conic interface. The fuel clad tubes will follow the profiles of the top and bottom caps, minimizing non
reactive volume in the core. It may be necessary to provide various length clad tubes to accommodate
edge bevels and gripper features.
Upper and lower external edges of the fuel elements have generous bevels to provide additional self
centering and resistance to snagging on adjacent fuel elements. This contributes significantly to
eliminating difficulties with placing FE in the core, especially the last few elements placed in the array, as
neighboring elements that tend to lean toward the open space can be pushed back into proper position
as the new fuel element is placed. These bevels are robust against damage from minor handling
impacts.
The fuel element end caps are designed so that horizontal surfaces control the axial position of stacked
fuel elements. This requires that a small gap exist at the conic interface when nested. Horizontal
contact surfaces provide a straighter stack and are less likely to stick together.
Centering buttons at the top and bottom of the fuel elements provide consistent lateral positioning of
the FE in the core. Two buttons are provided at the bottom of the FE in order to maintain rotational

registry with the core grid. A single button at the top of the FE is adequate to maintain position of the
top of the FE. This arrangement minimizes the dragging of one FE against its neighbors when being
inserted or removed.

These centering buttons provide a measure of tolerance for bowing or twisting of

fuel elements over their service life. The centering buttons have bevels at their periphery. If the
centering buttons of a lower course FE snag the buttons of a higher neighboring FE, additional clearance
will be automatically created as the neighbor is lifted past its adjacent neighbors, allowing the snagged
FE to drop back into proper position.

Figure 3. Proposed fuel element configuration. The top cap (blue) has a protruding hexagonal
cone, and the bottom cap (green) has a re-entrant hexagonal cone.

Figure 4. Suggested fuel element interface includes generous tapered hexagonal cone,
providing generous self-centering range. Fuel clad tubes follow the taper of the interface,
minimizing the volume fraction loss.

Figure 5. Fuel elements have generous bevels at edges to maximize self-centering and
minimize snagging. Adequate passages are provided for coolant flow.

Figure 6. In order to maximize stack stability, fuel emenents touch at the broadest horizontal
surface, not on tapers. Contact at horizontal surfaces is less likely to wedge and inadvertenly
jam two elements together.

Figure 7. In order to consistently remove fuel elements from the core, it will be necessary to
have a finite gap between any two ajacent emements. Centering buttons maintain consistent
gaps between elements, and provide clearance after a very short lift distance.

Fuel Element Gripper
Suggest fuel handling gripper with three jaws. A reinforcing ring in the top of the fuel element provides
strength and robust performance over the life of the FE. A central rod actuates 3 jaws equally. The
actuator is placed above the sodium surface. The gripper is smaller than the footprint of a FE, thus
allowing it to reach past a course of FE to lift a FE from a lower course.

Gripper Actuator Rod

Gripper Jaw

Reinforcing Ring

Figure 8. Fuel gripper shown interfacing with fuel element. A robust reinforcing ring is placed
in the top of the fuel element to distribute gripper forces and provide adequate wear surfaces
for the life of the fuel element.

Figure 9. Gripper contacts element at horizontal surface, providing maximum control. Gripper
can reach a fuel element on the lowest course without removing neighboring elements.

Figure 10. Stacked fuel elements, representing a portion of a core. The gripper is shown
attached to one element.

Figure 11. Section view through a stack of fuel elements. Gripper is shown at upper right.

Additional Considerations
The 3D B&B concept dramatically increases the quantity of fuel elements in the core, and effectively
managing fuel burn / DPA will require a significant number of fuel moves. Reducing the quantity of fuel
elements in the core will reduce the down time associated with fuel shuffling, improving economic
viability.
Increasing the plan area of the fuel element will reduce the quantity of FEs. Doubling the width of the
FE reduces the quantity of FE by 75 %. Rotating the FE about a vertical axis in addition to 3-D shuffling
provides additional means to maintain uniform burn-up and DPA.
Increasing the height of the FE while maintaining core height will reduce the quantity of fuel elements
and associated shuffle time. A fuel element that is half of the core height might sustain consistent burnup after an equal amount of time in upper and lower positions.

Figure 12. Standard, double-wide ( twice as wide), and tall (twice as tall) fuel elements.

Conclusions
Preliminary review indicates that adequate mechanical engineering solutions exist to allow
implementation of the 3D Shuffle Breed-and-Burn strategy, including:
■

Structure of fuel element with high fuel volume fraction.

■

Stable stacking of FE within the core.

■

Tolerant placement of FE by fuel handling machine in liquid sodium environment.

■

Robust gripping / handling of FE.

Ideas for Consideration
■

Fuel elements should be free stacking, without axial joining connections. Any latching
mechanism is likely to create a significant volume penalty and introduce a reliability weakness.
An external guide tube or tube frame will introduces significant non-fuel volume and tolerance
issues. A machine to re-shuffle fuel super-assemblies is an additional complexity. Re-shuffling
fuel super-assembly complicates logistics of shuffle operations. Individual fuel elements appear
to offer a simpler overall implementation.

■

The fuel handling machine should be able to reach lowest course of fuel elements in core
without disturbing neighboring FE.

■

"Double-wide" fuel elements reduce the number of FE moves by 75%. May interfere with
placement of control rods.

■

"Half-height" fuel elements reduce the number of FE moves by 50%, provide uniform burn-up.

■

Finite gaps will be required between adjacent fuel elements to accommodate part variation and
component swelling. These gaps should be included in reactivity calculations.

■

Will need an operational strategy to know/guarantee that a second FE is not stuck to the
bottom of a FE that is being lifted from the core. Such a "hitch-hiker" could subsequently fall
and become a retrieval problem within the vessel. Perhaps a deliberate lateral move as the FE
has just cleared the top of the adjacent course could verify the absence of hitch-hikers.

**** End of File ****
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1. Introduction
This appendix details the technical issues behind the pebble-based ordered bed design with 3-D
shuffling. Section 2 details the issues pertaining to the materials performance, while Section 3
details the thermal hydraulic characteristics of the design. Section 4 concludes this study.
The pebbles were arranged into hexagonal assemblies using a hexagonal close-packed scheme.
The fresh fuel pebbles consisted of metallic depleted uranium (DU) with 6 wt% to inhibit
swelling, clad with HT-9 steel. Although typical rod-type fuel has a sodium bond which is
pushed out into the coolant, it was assumed that the fuel portion would be porous in order to
provide space for the fission gases and for swelling.

1.1. Reference core description
The core that was taken as a starting reference point is a 2750 MWth/1100 MWe SFR
B&B reactor, obtained from [1]. It uses metallic DU-6wt%Zr fuel in a pin configuration, with
HT9 as the cladding material. The design is summarized below.
Table 1.1. Summary of key parameters from the reference B&B core.

Parameter

Value

Thermal power
Fuel smear density
Core diameter
Active core height
Coolant inlet/outlet temperature
Radial fuel batches
Assembly type
# of active fuel assemblies
# of control assemblies
Assembly pitch
Duct wall thickness
Inter-assembly gap

2750 [MW]
75%
4.0 [m]
2.0 [m]
355/510 [°C]
16
Hexagonal
336
12
23.25 [cm]
4.00 [mm]
4.50 [mm]

During the project, it was noted that there was a bug within the ADOPT code [6] that
caused the intra-assembly geometry to be nonphysical. Since the focus on this project is to use
pebbles instead of rods, the intra-assembly geometry was discarded anyway. However, the
results for each of the cases were compared against analogous cases using the volume fractions
from the reference case, which are shown in Table 1.2.
Table 1.2. Volume fraction summary for the reference core.

Component

Assembly unit cell volume
fractions

Full-core volume
fractions

Fuel
Cladding (including wire)
Duct

44.95%
8.95%
6.63%

43.40%
8.29%
6.63%

Inter-assembly coolant
Active coolant
Bond
ARC expansion volume
(void)
Control assembly internals

3.83%
20.30%
14.98%
0.69%

3.83%
19.60%
14.47%
0.69%

0%

3.09%

1.2. Description of the Pebble Bed Core
Many features of the reference core were maintained for the pebble bed core, particularly
regarding the material specification for each component and the core-wide geometry. The
number of fuel assemblies and control assemblies was kept constant. Additionally, the
assemblies were hexagonal. The core size was variable, although the core diameter was kept
close to the reference diameter. As the pebble size was changed, the packing factor formed a
sawtooth function based off of the assembly pitch (and, therefore, the core diameter). Therefore,
the diameter was allowed to vary such that the packing factor was at (or nearly at) a local peak
for a given pebble size.
However, the geometry within the assemblies was completely different from the
reference design. The fuel was shaped into pebbles, with a metallic core wrapped in an HT9
shell. Pebbles were preferred over rods for this project due to the better ability of spheres to
distribute stresses. For conservatism, it was assumed that the metallic fuel kernel was “spongey”
(i.e. voids were distributed evenly among the fuel). The pebbles were organized into an ordered
lattice: either a close packed lattice (HCP) or a simple stacked lattice (SC). Any extra passive
safety systems (such as the ARC system [1]) were moved to the control assemblies.

2. Materials Analysis
2.1. Metal Fuel
It was desired to investigate how the fuel material properties changed under irradiation.
The main issues that are of concern due to irradiation are the swelling of the fuel and the
production of fission products especially the fission gas build up build up. The swelling and
buildup of fission gas products will induce a stress in the cladding of the fuel. In this core design
the cladding was chosen to be HT-9, a ferretic/martensitic material. Most metallic fuel is not
fully dense when loaded in a reactor to allow volume for the swelling of the fuel under
irradiation. This initial void space reduces the Fuel Clad Mechanical Interactions (FCMI) by
allowing the fuel to initially swell into the void space, reducing stress on the cladding material
[2, 3]. Figure 2.1 which shows the swelling of a Zr10% U alloy fuel vs. burnup, buildup of
internal pressure due to fission gases vs. burnup and FCMI vs. burnup for different smear
densities of fuel.
Figure 2.1 shows that the swelling of the fuel is from three main parts: solid fission
products, gas bubbles, and open pore. The solid fission products are from when fission occurs
and a uranium atom splits into two or three atoms and releases energy. Those product atoms take
more space than the single uranium atom, causing the fuel to swell. From Figure 2.1 it appears
that the solid fission product swelling rate is linear with burnup at 1.5% dv/v per 1% burnup. The

other two swelling mechanisms are gas bubbles and open pore. During fission, gas atoms can be
produced that initially start to form gas bubbles in the fuel. As additional burnup of the fuel
occurs, the gas bubbles start to connect with each other, forming pathways in the fuel. These
pathways allow the gas atoms to escape the fuel and, in modern pin assemblies, collect in a gas
plenum at the top of the fuel rod. The escaping gas leaves open pores in the fuel which initially
cause swelling but begin to reduce in size because of the swelling from solid fission products,
reducing this void volume. There are some gas bubbles that never get large enough or never
become part of the pathways that allow the gas to escape in the plenum. These remaining gas
bubbles cause the fuel to swell. Experiments conducted on a variety of U, Zr and U, Zr, Pu alloys
show that about 80% of the fission gas produced in the fuel escapes and is collected in the gas
plenum which is shown in Figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.1. Swelling of Zr10% U alloy fuel vs. burnup, buildup of internal pressure due to fission
gases vs. burnup and FCMI vs. burnup for different smear densities of fuel [3].
The bottom plots of Figure 2.2 show the FCMI and internal pressure buildup vs. burnup
of the cladding. It can be seen that initially, because of the void fraction of the fuel when the fuel
swells, it swells into the voids and does not produce a stress on the cladding. However, when that
void space is taken up by the swelling of the fuel, a stress on the cladding is produced. The stress
on the cladding stays relativity low because fission gas escapes into the plenum and forms voids
that allow the fuel to swell into them. It is seen in the lower right hand graph that once all of the
open pore voids have been reduced from the swelling of the fuel, the FCMI produce stress in the
clad starts to increase rapidly. These processes are significant for this design because a pebble
does not have a gas plenum for the fission gases to be collected which means that the gases will
have to stay inside the fuel.
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Figure 2.2. Fraction of fission gas release to the plenum vs. burnup for a variety of different fuel
alloys [3].

2.2. Fuel Geometry
Since it is believed that the peak burnup and the radial and axial peaking factors can be
reduced by having the ability to both axial and radial shuffle the fuel (3-D shuffling), the design
uses pebble shaped fuel instead of rod- or pin-type fuel. Having pebble fuel allows for 3-D
shuffling by putting the fuel in baskets or sectioned assemblies. The basic shapes and fuel
placement are shown on the following page in Figure 2.3. The fuel inside the spherical pebble
fuel shape is spread though out the entire inner volume of the pebble, whereas the cylindrical
fuel shape has the fuel in the bottom of the pin and has a large space above the fuel for the
collection of fission gas products. The spherical shape of the pebble however is stronger and has
a lower stress in the cladding material by a factor of two. This would allow the pebble to have
higher internal pressures, which would offset some of the challenges of not having a gas plenum
for the fission gases produced. Since there is no gas plenum in the pebble, the initial fuel will
have to have a lower smear density to provide a volume for the fission gases to collect in.

Figure 2.3. Geometry and placement of fuel in a pebble versus a pin.

2.3. Cladding Material
The material chosen for the cladding and in-core components of this reactor design is
HT-9. HT-9 is a high-Cr (~12%) ferritic/martensitic steel that has gained popularity as the
material of choice for Generation IV reactors [4,5]. The increased Cr content of the steel
provides superb resistance to corrosion. The crystal structure of this steel is BCC [5]. A nominal
composition of HT-9 is shown below in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1. Composition of HT-9 in w% [5].

Element Weight Percent
0.20
C
0.21
Si
Mn
0.50
P
0.008
0.003
S
11.800
Cr
Mo
1.030
0.510
Ni
0.330
V
0.240
W
0.006
N
Al
0.030
< 0.010
Ti
Fe
Bal.
Many B&B reactors require that the cladding and in-core components experience greater than
300 dpa, with most in the range of roughly 550 dpa [6,7]. This amount of damage has caused

many problems because the materials used lose their structural integrity and ductility and swell
under irradiation [8-12]. Due to the microstructure of HT-9, the material has a very low swelling
rate and appears to be stable up to hundreds of dpa [13-16]. These properties of HT-9 make it an
excellent material for use in fast reactors. Some additional properties of HT-9 are shown in Table
2.2.
Table 2.2. Physical and Thermal Properties of HT-9 [17].
Physical and Thermal Properties of HT-9
Thermal Conductivity
Modulus of Elasticity
Poisson’s Ratio
Coefficient of Thermal Expansion

Property Value
28 W/m*K
160 GPa
0.33
12.5 * 10-6 per °C

2.3.1. Cladding Stress
Since there is no gas plenum in the spherical geometry, all gaseous fission products
produced will have to be contained in the pebble unless the fuel pebbles are to be vented. Since
all gaseous fission products have to remain in the sphere, the smear density will have to be
reduced to allow room for the gaseous fission products. The thick sphere model, shown in
Equation 2.1, was used to calculate the stress in the cladding, while the Redlich-Kwong real gas
law was used to calculate the internal pressures of the pebble. The Redlich—Kwong real gas law
equation is shown below in Equation 2.2. Equations 2.3 and 2.4, which follow, are used to
calculate the constants a and b in the Redlich—Kwong real gas law.
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In Equation 2.1, P is the internal pressure of the sphere, Ro is the outer radius of the
hollow sphere, and Ri is the inner radius of the hollow sphere. In Equation 2.2, R is the gas
constant, T is the temperature, P is the pressure, Vm is the molar volume of the gas, and a and b
are constants. In Equations 2.3 and 2.4, R is the gas constant, Tc is the critical temperature of the

gas, and Pc is the critical pressure of the gas. Since xenon is the main component of the fission
gas that is produced, the values used for the critical pressure and temperature are those of xenon.
The other assumptions made in the analysis of the stress in the pebbles was 1.5% dv/v per
1% burnup from solid fission products, 80% of fission gas escapes to void, the other 20% of gas
forms bubbles causing the fuel to swell, and the pebble is a perfect hollow spherical shape [3].
These assumptions are consistent with Section 2.1. From References [2,3] it was assumed that
the other 20% of fission gas would form bubbles in the material and cause a 13% volume
increase in the fuel. The amount of fission gas that was produced was calculated using the
Equation 2.5, shown as function of fissions per metal atom (FIMA).

Ngas — VfuelP(%U)

6.022 * 1023X
■)(FIMA). 26'gasatoms/fission
238

Equation 2.5

In Equation 2.5, %U is the percentage of the fuel that is uranium, p is the overall density of the
fuel, and Vfuel is the volume of fuel which is the volume made available for fuel multiplied by the
smear density of the fuel.
2.3.2.Material Degradation
There are many possible ways to evaluate the degradation of the materials while in
service. In order to determine if the stresses on the cladding were acceptable, it was decided to
evaluate are the yield stress and tensile strength thermal creep, and irradiation-induced creep and
damage.
2.3.2.1. Yield Stress and Tensile Strength
The yield stress and tensile strength of a material are measured by performing a tensile
test of the material. In a tensile test, a material is pulled apart until failure of the material. The
yield stress of the material is the point at which plastic deformation begins to occur and the
tensile strength is when necking of the sample begins to occur. Stress/strain curves from tensile
tests performed by Los Alamos National Laboratory are shown on the following page in Figure
2.4.
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Figure 2.4. Stress/strain curves from tensile tests performed on HT-9 at 400°C [18].
From the tensile curves shown above, there is an elastic region at the beginning of the test that is
linear. The yield stress is found by taking the slope of this region and then offsetting 0.2% and
seeing at what stress that line intercepts the stress/strain curve. When this procedure was
completed with the data gathered from the tensile tests from [18], it produced the plot shown
below in Figure 2.5.
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Figure 2.5. Yield stress of HT-9 at variety of temperature and doses [18].
From Reference [19], the maximum allowable stress in the material for cladding or in-core
components of a reactor is 2/3 the specified minimum yield stress of the material at room
temperature. Taking 25°C to be room temperature and using the 0 dpa information gives a yield

stress of ~640 MPa. Thus, the allowable stress in the material evaluated from the yield stress
would be 426 MPa.
2.3.2.2.Cladding Strain
From Reference [19], the allowable strain in the material during operation is 1% over its
lifetime in the core. The two major contributors to strain are irradiation-enhanced creep and
thermal creep of the material. Irradiation creep will be examined first. There have been a few
studies of the irradiation creep of HT-9 [20,21]. There was a study done at the Fast Flux Test
Facility (FFTF) to study the irradiation creep of HT-9 to high dpa under stress. The study
manufactured tubes of HT-9 that were sealed and pressurized with helium gas to cause different
hoop stress in the material. The tubes were then placed in the FFTF and irradiated up to 208 dpa.
In Figure 2.6, the plots of diametral strain vs. hoop stress for a variety of different dpa are shown.
The diametral strain is the strain of the diameter of a circle.
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Figure 2.6. Plots of the diametral strain vs. hoop stress for cylinders that were irradiated to a
variety of dpa at FFTF on two different heats of HT-9 [2.20].
The irradiation temperature was between 380°C and 400°C, which is in the operation temperature
of the core. The study also produced Equation 2.6 to predict the strain of a material based on
stress in the material and dpa seen by the material.

Eeff

aeff[MPa\

%
BoiMPa-1 dpa-1] + D[MPa~1]S[
dpa,^

Equation 2.6

In Equation 2.6, seff is the effective strain per dpa of material, oeff is the effective stress in the
material, B0 is the creep compliance, D is the creep-swelling coupling coefficient, and S is the
instantaneous swelling rate per dpa. From Reference [20], B0 has a value of 0.9*10-6 [MPa-1dpa"
*], D has a value of 0.51*10-2 [MPa-1], and S has a value of 0.00595%/dpa. From early analyses,
the allowable strain of 0.01 and design constraints limit the material to 300 dpa, and so this was
used in the calculation of the allowable stress in cladding. If Equation 2.6 is rearranged to solve
for the stress level in the HT-9 and dpa, we arrive at Equation 2.9.

Eeff

BoiMPa-1 dpa-1] +D[MPa~1]S[

(dpa) = aeff[MPa]

Equation 2.9

When Equation 2.9 is evaluated with the values mentioned previously, the effective stress in the
material can be 106.68 MPa. A plot of the stress allowed in a material vs. dpa for the constraint
of 1% strain is shown below in Figure 2.7.
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Figure 2.7. Allowable stress vs. dpa for HT-9 limiting the strain in the material to 1%.
The points in plot in Figure 2.7 are from extrapolating the equation given in the report to
higher doses than actually studied in the report, so they should be used cautiously. Also, in the
study, the irradiation only happened in a small temperature range between 380°C and 400°C,
which means that data should only be used to evaluate systems in the temperature range and if a
system was not in this temperature range then values recorded here would not be representative
of the system. For our core since the operation window is 355°C to 510°C this evaluation is not
comprehensive and these values may not represent what would actually happen in the core;
however, due to lack of data on the strain of HT-9 irradiated to high dose under stress this is best
representation and prediction of the core possible.
2.3.2.3.Thermal Creep
Since the pebbles spend a lengthy time in the core at elevated temperatures, the thermal
creep of the pebbles was evaluated. There have been many studies of the thermal creep of HT-9
for the nuclear community [22-24]. The thermal creep strain was evaluated two different ways:
one was the time to rupture and the other examined the steady state creep rate and limiting the
creep to 1% [19].
The creep to rupture was a quick evaluation to see the stress limits that would be placed
on the clad. Since this is the creep to rupture time, it is the extreme upper limit of the stress
allowed in the material. A plot of the creep to rupture times for HT-9 vs. stress in the material is
shown below.
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Figure 2.8. Rupture time vs. stress for HT-9 for a variety of temperatures [24].
From the initial neutronics analysis, the core had a cycle length of 700 to 2000 days. Our
design had twelve batches in the core, meaning that a pebble would spend 8400 to 24000 days in
the core. These two time lengths were used as the time to rupture of the material. The
temperature that this analysis was performed at was 510°C (783 K). The time to rupture equation
[24] is stated below as Equation 2.10, where Ro(T) is given by Equation 2.11, R1(T) is given by
Equation 2.12, tr is time to rupture in hours, and or is rupture stress in MPa. In both Equations
2.11 and 2.12, T is the temperature in Kelvin.

Logio o> = Ro (T) + Ri (T)logio
tr

R0(T) = 32.65 -

49039 2004800
+
T2
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Equation 2.10

Equation 2.11

Equation 2.12

Evaluating for the two different cycle lengths at 783 K gave stress of 230MPa for the 700 day
cycle and 213 MPa for 2000 day cycle.
Next, the steady state creep rates were evaluated. Figure 2.9, below shows the steady
state creep rates vs. stress for variety of temperatures.
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Figure 2.9. Steady state creep rate vs. effective stress for HT-9 at an assortment of temperatures
[24].
The 1% limit is placed on the system which gives strain rates of 1.4*10-11 s-1 for the 700 day
cycle and 5*10-12 s-1 for the 2000 day cycle. Using Equation 2.13 given in Reference [24] can
provide the allowable stress in the material.

log10 e [S-1]= S(T) + 1.5 log10 c
[MPa]

S(T) =

-5.58-

Equation 2.13

5562.28

Equation 2.14

T

In Equation 2.13, e is the strain rate, S(T) is given by Equation 2.15 where T is in K, and
c is the stress in the material. The evaluation of the material was performed at an average
temperature of the core which is 432.5°C (705.5 K), resulting in stresses of 53.13 MPa for the
700 day cycle and 26.74 MPa for the 2000 day cycle length. These are unacceptably low values.
Since most of the fission products are produced in the last 1/3 of the pebble life in the core, it
was decided to calculate the strain for groups of similar conditions and add it together.
Approximate values for a typical pebble are shown in Table 2.4.
Table 2.4. Evaluation of the steady-state creep strain of the HT-9 pebbles.
FIMA
0.006

# of cycles (700 day cycle length)
6

Temperature °C
432.5

0.03
0.09
0.13
0.20

3
1
1
1

432.5
510
510
510

Table 2.4 shows the more in-depth and realistic of the life of the pebble. In Table 2.4 it is
seen that the first 6 cycles are evaluated at 432.5°C and 0.006 FIMA, the next 3 cycles are at
432.5°C but 0.03 FIMA, and then the last 3 cycles are all evaluated at 510°C at 0.09, 0.13, and
0.20 FIMA, respectively. To find the optimum smear density and clad thickness, a selection of
clad thicknesses and smear densities were evaluated. The results can be seen on the following
page in Figure 2.11. The % is the percentage of the radius of the pebble that is clad. This works
because it is the stress in the material, which is independent of the pebble radius. Thus, all
pebbles with 10% of radius being cladding and the fuel having a smear density of 30% have the
same stress in the material. From the plot, it can be seen that pebbles cannot have a very high
smear density; this will reduce the amount of fuel that can be loaded into the reactor and may
cause the reactor to not reach criticality.
The plot in Figure 2.10 was used to produce Table 2.5, which shows the largest smear
density of fuel for the different % of the radius that is clad.
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Figure 2.10. Strain vs. smear density of the fuel for a different % of radius of the pebble that is
clad. The red line is 1% strain.

Table 2.5. Largest smear density for different % of the radius that is clad and fraction of the
pebble that is fuel.

% of radius clad Largest smear density Fraction of pebble fuel
10
31 %
0.23
39%
0.24
15
20
45%
0.23
25
49%
0.21
51%
0.17
30
From Table 2.5 it appears that the best combination for pebble would be 15% of the
radius clad and smear density of 39%, which would give pebble with a fuel fraction of 0.24. The
analysis of the pebbles in the reactor have shown that due to the long cycle lengths and amount
of time spent in the reactor, the limiting factor for the pebbles is the thermal creep. With such
low fuel volumes, the reactor would not be able to attain breed and burn mode of operation with
depleted uranium being the fuel.
Additional analysis was done to determine the strain of the sphere or pebble from the
internal pressure build up. The equation for the strain from internal pressure for a hollow sphere
is shown below in Equation 2.15, where P is the internal pressure, r is the outer radius of the
sphere, v is Poisson’s ratio, t is the thickness of the sphere, and E is the modulus of elasticity. If
the equation is rearranged to solve for the maximum pressure for a given strain, Equation 2.16 is
produced.

^---- = £

2

2 tEe
r(1 — v)

=P

Equation 2.15

Equation 2.16

Solving this for a 1% strain gives an internal pressure of 60 MPa, which is not reached for
steady-state operation so the internal pressure buildup should not be a problem.

2.4. Fuel Clad Chemical Interactions (FCCI) and Diffusion
After the mechanical integrity of the pebbles analysis, the next major concern to be
addressed is the fuel clad chemical interactions and diffusion between the two metals. When two
metals or alloys are in contact at elevated temperature for extended periods of time, the materials
can diffuse into each other, causing the formation of intermetallics and wastage of the cladding
material [3,26]. These intermetallics are often brittle and may have different mechanical and
thermal properties. In Figures 2.11 and 2.12, the diffusion of the uranium metal into the HT-9
(mostly Fe and Cr) has caused wastages of clad and the formation of new phases in this diffusion
region.

Fuel —-

Rare earths —*

-i— Cladding

Ferrite -•—•- Martensite

Optical, Etched

Figure 2.11. Diffusion of Uranium Zr alloy into the HT-9 cladding [3].

Figure 2.12. Scanning electron microscopy image showing the different phases that form when a
U,Zr alloy (fuel) diffuses with HT-9 clad (Fe and Cr) [26].
Another concern is the FCCI during operation. FCCI in metallic fuel can be characterized
by two stages of interaction [3]. The first stage is prior to the accumulation of lanthanide fission
products at the fuel-cladding interface (from fission product immigration); FCCI is characterized
by a ferretic layer formation. This layer can be a result of Ni depletion in autenitic cladding or

decarburization of the martensitic cladding [3]. This type of interaction has solid-state diffusion
type time and temperature dependence. However, in the rare-earth fission products (lanthanides)
that ultimately controls the FCCI as they migrate to the fuel-cladding interface [2]. Reference [2]
gave us an equation to calculate the wastage rate of the cladding material due to FCCI; this is
shown in Equation 2.17.

dwx

1 Col

CgL

dt

2 C/?L

—CaL

Equation 2.17

Col is the concentration of lanthanides atom, CaL is the solubility limit of the lanthanides in the
fuel which, from the literature, is assumed to be 0 [2], CpL is the solubility limit of the
lanthanides in the clad which has a value of 0.1 [2], DL is the diffusion coefficient for the
lanthanides which is calculated from Equation 2.18, t is the time, and dwx/dt is the wastage rate.

zQ

Equation 2.18

Dl = D0Le Rt

In Equation 2.19, D0L is the initial diffusion coefficient, R is the gas constant, t is
temperature in K, and Q is the activation energy. In the calculation, D0L is 1350 m2/s, Q is 300
kJ/mol, R is 8.315 J/(mol*K), and t is 783 K (510°C). This gives a value of DL of 1.314*10-17
m2/s. Now the concentration of the lanthanides in the fuel needs to the calculated. The major
constituents of lanthanides accumulate in the fuel with yields of 0.18 for Nd, 0.17 for Ce, 0.06
for La, and 0.05 for Pr per fission. Adding all of those yields together gives a total yield per
fission for lanthanides of 0.46. Using Equation 2.19 gives an accumulation of 8.4*1020 atoms for
the lifetime of the pebble.

^lanthanides

(6.022 * 1023\
lanthanide atoms
238
)(FIMA)°A6-------- —n-------

= W(%") (

Eq. ZIO

In the pebble there are 4.1*1022 atoms of uranium which would give a concentration of
lanthanides atoms of 0.0204. Using equation 2.19 and plugging in all the numbers and taking the
integral of both sides to find the wastage, we arrive at Equation 2.20.

2.1*109
1

1314-17
0.102 I---------- dt
t

Equation 2.20

This calculation gives us a wastage amount over the lifetime of the pebble of 34 microns
of material. This is an extreme overestimation of the wastage because it was assumed that pebble
had that high of concentration of lanthanides and was at 783 K for the entire time; however, this
still small amount of wastage illustrates that FCCI should not be a major concern for cladding
material. If it is instead assumed that the pebble has that concentration of lanthanides for half the
time of its life in the core the wastage becomes 24 microns of material which again is a slight
overestimation of the wastage of the clad. The FCCI should not be a major concern but still
needs to be addressed in the analysis of the pebble especially since the core design requires long
cycle lengths.
Another issue that diffusion causes is the formation of ternary phases at the fuel clad
interface that have low melting points. The major one in this core is Pu, U, Fe phases that are
liquid at 590°C. This is illustrated in on the next page in Figure 2.14. These liquid phases limit
the peak clad temperature to below this temperature in order to prevent the formation of liquid
and clad degradation during operation. The steady-state operation temperature of the clad for this
design is 510°C which is below the melting temperature of the liquids region on the phase
diagrams.

Figure 2.14. Ternary phase diagram for Fe, Pu, U showing a liquid phase at 590°C which limits
clad temperature [27].
An additional consideration to evaluate and be aware of is the reconstitution of the
elements in the fuel during operation. During operation, the Zr in the fuel migrates towards the
center of the fuel, causing there to be a Zr-rich and U-depleted center zone and Zr-depleted and
U-rich middle zone. This is shown with energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) lines scans
on irradiated fuel alloys in Figure 2.15. This is not a major concern and actually helps because a

high Zr concentration actually increases the melting temperature, which is good for the center of
the pebble since that is the region will the highest temperature (see Figure 2.1). The EDS line
scans show that the Pu concentration in the fuel stays relatively constant, illustrating that Pu does
migrate to any region in the fuel. It was also stated that most of the other actinides were similar
to Pu and did not migrate to any region in the fuel [3]. It was also stated that the saturation of the
Zr and U migration happened within the first few percent burnup of the fuel [2,3].

Figure 2.15. Cross section EDS lines cans on irradiated metallic fuel alloys of Zr,U showing the
migration of the Zr to the center of the fuel [3].

2.5. Thermal Expansion of Pebbles and In-core Components
The thermal expansion of the pebbles was analyzed to discover how much they would
expand and to investigate the ability of the fuel assemblies to withstand this expansion and still
maintain structural and geometrical integrity. The fuel assemblies need to maintain geometrical
integrity to allow coolant flow through them. The largest number of pebbles in any one direction

was calculated to be 25. This direction was the first to be examined and since an HCP lattice is
being used, the close-packed direction is analyzed. It is assumed that the pebbles are 25 rings of
diameter 1.44 cm lined up. A representation of this can be seen in Figure 2.16.

00X00000
Figure 2.16. A representation of the pebbles as rings in the assembly.
The formula for the expansion of the diameter of a ring is shown below.

D\ =D0(AT * a + 1)

Equation 2.22

D1 is the new diameter, D0 is the initial diameter, AT is the change in temperature, and a
is the linear expansion coefficient. The linear expansion coefficient was found to 12.5*10-6 per
°C [17] and AT used was 485 °C which is room temperature to 510 °C. The expansion of one ring
is approximately 0.00873 cm; multiplied by 25 pebbles, this gives 0.21825 cm.
After the expansion of the longest row of pebbles was calculated, the expansion of the
hexagonal fuel assembly was calculated to evaluate whether there would be space for the
expansion of the pebbles. The expansion was calculated the same way as the rings were and the
apothem of the hexagonal assembly expanded 0.0625 cm which meant that half of the diagonal
of the hexagon expanded 0.0722 cm and the total expansion along the length of the 25 pebbles
for the assembly was 0.144 cm. This shows that the assembly will expand less than the pebbles
will which is an issue; this will put a stress on the pebble and would cause the pebbles to start to
neck. An illustration of necking is shown below in Figure 2.17.

00
Figure 2.17. A representation of two pebbles necking.
Necking is when instead of the pebbles touching a point it starts to become a circle of
contact. The necking of the pebble is a concern because this is a deformation of the shape of the
cladding and fuel. This necking would also start to block coolant path in the coolant, inhibiting
the ability to cool the pebbles. To prevent necking of the pebbles, it is advisable to leave space in
between the pebbles to allow space for the thermal expansion of the pebbles. The minimum
amount of space was calculated to be 28 microns. This value came from that there are 26 spaces
in between the 25 pebbles and the assembly will expand 0.144 cm and the pebble 0.218 cm. The
differences between the two expansions are 0.074 cm which divides by 26 spaces between the
pebbles leaving 28 microns per space.

2.6. Conclusions
The large stress that would be produced in the pebble cladding from the containment of
the fission gases greatly reduces the smear density fuel in the pebble. To load enough heavy
metal into core and reach equilibrium would cause large stress in the pebble and possible failure
during operation of the reactor. The major factor limiting the smear density of the fuel is the
thermal creep strain of the cladding. Since the cycle lengths are extremely long, the pebbles
spend a significant amount of time at elevated temperatures which means that pebbles have to
have a small steady state creep rate in order to only experience 1% strain during their lifetime in
the reactor. The venting of the pebbles will allow high smear density of fuel in the pebbles but a
mechanism needs to be developed to allow venting but prevent ingress of Na coolant. FCCI was
determined to not be an issue, but necking could be problematic.

3. Thermal Hydraulics
For the thermal hydraulics analysis, the goal was to find the largest core height that
would meet all of the constraints while still provide a reasonable power density. A larger height
reduces the core leakage and therefore the peak burnup, but it also increases the pressure drop.

3.1. Design Variables
The primary design variables are the pebble diameter and the core height. The coolant
flow rate is uniquely set by the core area, pebble packing fraction, and inlet and output
temperatures, so it is not an independent variable. To some degree, the lattice structure is a
design variable, but it was obvious from early in the design that a close packed lattice would be
required to achieve reasonable fuel volume fractions. The core power is also a design variable in
a sense, but it was always maximized for a given combination of pebble diameter and core height
so that the constraints were barely met.

3.2. Assumptions and Constraints
Several necessary assumptions were made in this analysis. No temperature drop is
assumed between the clad and the fuel; this is effectively saying that there is no gap. This is a
reasonable assumption, since the highest powered pebbles are the most burned, and the fuel
swells to eliminate the gap within a few percent FIMA. It is also assumed that the fuel is
completely smeared within the cladding (i.e. all voids are homogeneously distributed, and there
is no central void). This is conservative, because a central void would reduce the center
temperature. Lastly, it is assumed that the BOEC thermal conductivity for the highest power
subassembly applies for the whole cycle. The thermal conductivity starts off small, due to the
high porosity of the fuel, but recovers somewhat as solid fission products build up. For the
parametric studies, it was assumed that the power shape was sinusoidal, which was a reasonable
assumption for the 3-D fuel shuffling.
The thermal hydraulic constraints are summarized in Table 3.1. The melting temperature
of U-6%Zr is 1150°C, so the temperature constraint provides a 350°C margin. The cladding
temperature limit is set by the formation of a Pu-Zr-Fe eutectic at 590°C, which can cause the
cladding to melt. The 12 m/s sodium flow rate limit is due to vibration concerns. The pressure

drop is larger than in the reference B&B core using 2-D shuffling [1], but that is due to the fact
that the pressure drop correlations for the pebble bed include the core inlet and exit form loss
pressure drops, while the reference core does not.
Table 3.1. Thermal hydraulic constraints.
Constraint
Pressure Drop
Max Fuel Temperature
Sodium Velocity
Max Clad Temperature
Coolant Inlet/Outlet Temperature

Value [units]
< 1.3 [MPa]
< 800 [°C]
<12 [m/s]
< 590 [°C]
355/510 [°C]

Reason
Pump size
Melting
Vibration
Pu-Fe Eutectic Formation
Design point

3.3. Nomenclature
The following table was included due to the obscure nature of some of the variables used.
Additionally, there is a large overlap in typical nomenclature used for some things (for example,
“k” is typically used for thermal conductivity and permeability). Commonly used variables that
are not ambiguous (such as “Cp” for specific heat) are not included.
Table 3.2. Nomenclature.
Variable
£
u0
p0
p
P
Dp
U
Uin
Uout
L, H

Meaning
porosity (1- [packing factor])
superficial velocity (velocity before reaching the pebble bed)
mean sodium density
pressure
power
pebble diameter
mean sodium velocity (within bed)
inlet sodium velocity (within bed)
outlet sodium velocity (within bed)
core length, core height (used interchangeably)

SD
kperm
k
f
s
Dh
Fr
Pe

q
q
Ft

180 (1 -sf
permeability,
1
thermal conductivity
Fanning friction factor
Assembly unit cell pitch
Hydraulic diameter
Radial power peaking factor
Peclet number = ReDPr
Power density (average power per unit core volume)
Volumetric heat generation rate (power per unit fuel volume)
Overall power peaking factor

3.4. Models Used
3.4.1.Thermal Conductivity
As shown in Section 3.01.2.1.5 of Reference [35], the initial nominal density thermal
conductivity for metallic uranium-zirconium alloys. For our reactor, a value of 24 W/m-K was
determined to be a somewhat conservative yet reasonable estimate.

Figure 3.1. Thermal conductivity of U-Pu-Zr alloys [35].
In Section 3.01.4.6 of Reference [35], Equation 7 shows how the pores in the material
may be accounted for:

kf = k0

(1 - P)'

Equation 3.1

kf is the effective fuel thermal conductivity, k0 is the nominal density thermal conductivity, and
Pg is the pore volume fraction within the pebble. The equation in Reference [35] has an extra s in
the numerator, where s was 0.72; however, a comparison between the values listed in the text, as
well as comparing against Equation 8 (which described the thermal conductivity after sodium
infiltration), indicated that this was a mistake. The pebble pore volume fraction as a function of
smear density and burnup was obtained from the materials analysis and used to evaluate the
effective thermal conductivity.
The clad thermal conductivity is shown in Reference [36] as a function of temperature. It
varies nonlinearly with temperature, but at its lowest point in the range of interest (355 °C < Tclad
< 590 °F), the thermal conductivity is greater than 25 W/m-K, so this value was chosen for the
analysis. It was held constant, because the thermal resistance is small anyway and it does not
vary greatly.
3.4.2.Pressure Drop
The largest component of the pressure drop is the frictional losses through the ordered
bed. Several different correlations were considered for this portion. Ergun’s equation [28] is
generally considered the standard approach for systems with a random bed:
Apj
Ergun
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Equation 3.2

However, the Beaver correlation [29] better captures effects from the wall.
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Equation 3.3
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Equation 3.4

where Dh is the hydraulic diameter of the assembly without any pebbles present. Susskind et al.
present another correlation [30] which is valid for ordered beds with a rhomboidal lattice:
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Equation 3.5

Equation 3.6

A comparison between the Susskind correlation and the Beaver and Ergun correlations (as in
Figures 3.3 and 3.4) shows the large benefit in pressure drop for using an ordered bed.

Additionally, four extra analytic expressions were developed, considering the flow channels in
hexagonal close packed (HCP) and hexagonal simple (HSP) lattices as either a series of gradual
expansions and contractions or a series of sudden expansion and contractions. Since the analytic
expressions could not account for non-ideal packing fractions or for wall effects, they are not
expected to be as accurate as the Susskind correlation, but rather provide bounding values.
Additionally, the pressure drop from the hydrostatic forces was considered.

Apstatic =j"0 p(z)gdz ~p0gH

Equation 3.7

The hydrostatic term was less than 20 kPa for the tallest core considered, so this was nearly
negligible.
Furthermore, the acceleration due to the velocity change of the coolant was considered:
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Equation 3.8

This change in pressure due to acceleration was less than 1 kPa for most designs, so it was also
negligible.
Lastly, the form loss due to expansion of the assembly from the inlet temperature to the
outlet temperature was found. Using a value of 12.5 * 10-6 K-1 for the value of the thermal
expansion coefficient of HT9 [32], the value of the form loss coefficient can be calculated from
Reference [31]. For this analysis, it was approximated that the pitch of the unit cell was roughly
the flat-to-flat of the assembly.
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where a is the angle formed by the expansion.
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Equation 3.11

a can be calculated from the difference in the hydraulic radii and the height of the core.
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Equation 3.12

Equation 3.13

Even in a bounding case (with an inlet pitch of 23 cm), the resulting form loss coefficient is
7.7*10"9, which is dwarfed by the friction factor from the bed (which is usually between 0.5 and
1.0). Thus, this term was neglected.
3.4.3.Heat Transfer
Several submodels were used in the heat transfer model.
3.4.3.1.Coolant Velocity
The coolant velocity can be obtained by a core energy balance along the hottest channel.
Pi aUANa

1 CpdT = Q„av,Fr

Equation 3.14

Since Cp varies by less than 2.5% over the temperature range under consideration [1], the
average value of 1275.66 J/kg-K will be used. ANa is set by the core volume (which is set by the
unit cell pitch, so both are effectively design variables) and the porosity:
— Vcore
core r
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Equation 3.15

Therefore,
Vco
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Equation 3.16
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Equation 3.17

Everything remaining in this expression is either an independent variable, a design input, or a
physical parameter.
To find the superficial velocity, conservation of mass dictates that u0 =U*£, since the
flow area is decreased by a factor of s within the bed.
3.4.3.2.Heat Conduction Through the Pebble

The heat conduction equation in spherical geometry is as follows:

dT (r)
dr

1 d

r2 dr

Equation 3.18

Assuming constant thermal conductivity and heat generation rate, as well as no temperature
difference between the cladding and the fuel, integration leads to the following result for the
center temperature of a pebble.
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where thef subscript denotes a fuel parameter, and the c subscript denotes cladding. Since the
clad is the outer part of the pebble, Rc is the pebble radius. For the most limiting “channel” of
pebbles,
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Equation 3.20

where Z(z) is the shape function of the power. As mentioned in Section 2.2, it will be
assumed for the parametric studies that the axial power shape is sinusoidal:
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Similarly, the maximum clad temperature for a given pebble is
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Equation 3.23

Since the thermal resistance of the cladding is much lower than the thermal resistance of
the fuel, the cladding temperature may be more coupled to the bulk coolant temperature than the
heat generation rate. Instead of creating a more detailed model to describe the power generation
profile or the axial coolant temperature distribution, a very conservative upper bound for the
peak clad temperature was determined by using the peak heat generation rate with the exit bulk
fluid temperature. For every design, there was plenty of margin on the cladding temperature
constraint.
3.4.3.3.Heat Convection to the Coolant
Reference [33] used the following correlation for liquid metal flow through a randomly
packed bed:
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Equation 3.24

Since this correlation was developed for randomly packed beds in which the flow channel is
interrupted, the heat transfer is likely overestimated. Later in the project, it was discovered that
Reference [34] uses two correlations for Nusselt number in ordered beds, which were developed
analytically:
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Equation 3.24

Since this model was developed for a single layer of pebbles, it would not capture the differences
between an HSP, HCP, or FCC lattice. This is significant, since an HSP lattice has twice the
number of persistent flow channels as an HCP lattice, and FCC has no persistent flow channels.
The difference between the three correlations was small (~4.5 for uniform temp, ~5.6 for
uniform heat flux, ~6.4 for random bed). Since the correlations in Reference [34] were developed
for a single row of pebbles whereas the correlation in Reference [33] takes into account the
layers of pebbles, the correlation from [33] is used; however, since the temperature drop between
the cladding and the fuel was typically a few K, it is not expected to drastically impact the
results.

3.5. Parametric Study Results
For the following studies, the effects of changing a single design variable were studied. This is
not a truly physical approach: for instance, changing the pebble diameter would change the
achievable packing fraction, and changing the core height would change the achievable power.
Most of the results depend strongly on the peaking factor, which is sensitive to many
things, including the shuffling scheme, the material volume fractions, and the core height. For
most of the parametric studies, the power peaking factors that were used were from the reference
case [1], and are summarized in Table 3.3. The power was assumed to be sinusoidal axially. It
should be noted that an error in the ADOPT code was discovered in this analysis; in the
reference core design, the pitch was mistakenly used as diagonal distance in different instances.
The pitch was reported as 23.25 cm, but in order to approximately preserve the total core
volume, a hexagonal pitch of 20.135 cm was used instead. It should be noted that if a pitch of
20.135 cm were to be used in the reference core, the pressure drop and the power density would
both be increased. When preserving the same number of assemblies and the overall core area, a
square pitch of 18.738 cm should be used instead. In order to keep the results closer to the range
of interest, the power was reduced to 1000 MWth.
Table 3.3. Default values for the parameters in the T/H parametric studies.
Parameter

Value

Thermal power
Radial peaking factor
Active core height
Assembly pitch
Pebble diameter
Packing fraction
Smeared fuel volume fraction (within assembly unit cell)
Fuel smear density

1000 [MW]
2.04
2 [m]
18.738 [cm]
1.65 [cm]
66.04% [HCP lattice]
46.78%
70%

3.5.1.Changing Pebble Diameter and Packing Fraction
Using the analytic conduction equations in a spherical geometry, Figures 3.2 and 3.3
were obtained. Figure 3.4 shows the results of the empirical pressure drop correlations as well as
the analytic expressions from modeling the pebble bed as a serious of expansions and
contractions. The cladding thickness was changed proportionally with the pebble diameter. The
specifications in Table 3.3 were used, except that the cladding diameter varied from 0.5 cm to
3.7 cm.
Figure 3.2 shows that for very small pebbles, the maximum fuel temperature is strongly
dependent on the bulk sodium temperature at the exit, while for larger pebbles, the maximum
fuel temperature varies linearly with pebble diameter. Figure 3.3 supports this; since the axial
power shape was postulated to be sinusoidal, for infinitely small pebbles, the maximum
temperature would be equal to the sodium exit temperature and it would occur at the exit. For
infinitely large pebbles, the location of peak heat flux - the center - dictates the fuel temperature,
and as shown in Section 3.4.3.2, the fuel temperature varies with the square of the pebble radius
(since the ratio of the pebble radius to the fuel radius was held constant).
In Figure 3.4, a similar trend is observed in all correlations. It is clear that the Beaver
correlation fails when the pebble diameter is large; it predicts that the pressure drop will be
negative for pebble diameters larger than 3.2 cm with the chosen packing fraction in the
assembly. The analytic pressure drop plotted is only for the close packed lattice; for the simple
packed lattice, the pressure drop that was calculated was significantly below the limit for all
pebble sizes. It should also be noted that by the analytic calculations of the pressure drop could
only use the ideal close packed packing fraction (PF=0.7405). As expected, there was a
significant gain in pressure drop from using an ordered bed correlation.
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Figure 3.2. Maximum fuel temperature vs. pebble diameter.
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Figure 3.3. Axial position of peak fuel temperature vs. pebble diameter.
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Figure 3.4. Pressure drop vs. pebble diameter for several correlations.
3.5.2.Changing Packing Factor
The pebble packing factor was changed from the ideal HCP packing factor (0.7405) to
the ideal simple packing factor in hexagonal geometry (0.6046). Since the fuel volume fraction
is proportional to the packing factor, the fuel volume fraction was changed accordingly as well.
The other design parameters are those specified in Table 3.3.
Figure 3.5 shows the fuel temperature dependence on the packing fraction. While there is
some benefit to using larger packing fractions, the dependence is small compared to the
dependence on the pebble size.
Figure 3.6 shows the pressure drop variance with the packing factor. Since the analytic
expressions were formulated for an HCP lattice without considering any wall effects, the
pressure drop for both correlations is constant. Comparing the results for a packing factor of
0.7405 between the analytic correlations and the empirical Susskind correlation shows that the
analytic expressions greatly underpredict the pressure drop. This is to be expected, as the
expressions for the form losses assume that the flow fully develops before the next interruption,
which is not possible in an ordered bed lattice. The differences between the experimental
correlations show again the benefit of using an ordered bed.
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Figure 3.6. Pressure drop vs. packing factor.
3.5.3. Changing Smear Density
Changing the smear density did not affect the fluid flow at all, since the total power and
the total pebble volume remained constant. Therefore, no pressure drop figures were generated.

However, increasing the smear density did increase the thermal conductivity, which reduced the
peak fuel temperature, as shown in Figure 3.7. Since this affected the balance between
conduction and convection in the pebbles, the temperature profile was also affected, as shown in
Figure 3.8.

Figure 3.7. Maximum fuel temperature vs. smear density.
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Figure 3.8. Axial location of peak fuel temperature vs. smear density.
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3.5.4.Changing Core Height
Figure 3.9 shows the maximum fuel temperature dependence on the core height, and Figure 3.10
shows the pressure drop dependence. As the power density decreases, the maximum fuel
temperature tapers off, whereas the pressure drop increases linearly with the core height. This is
appropriate, since none of the pressure gradient terms in Section 3.4.2 depend on the core height.

Figure 3.9. Maximum fuel temperature vs. core height.

Figure 3.10. Pressure drop vs. core height.

3.5.5.Meeting all constraints
Since changing each of the independent variables would change the available design
space of the others, a final study was performed in which the pebble diameter, the core height,
and the power were all changed simultaneously so that a series of designs were created that just
barely met the temperature and pressure drop constraints listed in Table 3.1. The independent
variable for this study was the core height, since it is the one that most heavily influences the
peak discharge burnup. For each core height, the pebble diameter was changed in 0.01 cm
intervals and the power density was changed in 0.1 W/cc intervals until the maximum
combination that met the pressure and temperature constraints was found. The assembly packing
factor was maximized for each pebble diameter, and the assembly pitch was allowed to vary
slightly in order to accommodate this. The actual core height was also allowed to float within a
few pebble diameters from the target value. Only the Susskind pressure drop correlation was
considered for this study.
As shown in Figure 3.11, the smaller cores are more economical. The high pressure drop
in these cores limits the power much more than the temperature, restricting the pebble diameters
to the values shown in Figure 3.12. However, as shown at the end of Figure 3.12, for very tall
cores, the optimal pebble diameter decreases very slightly; in these cases, although a larger
pebble will still permit a higher core power, the volume increase from using larger pebbles
reduces the power density more. As shown in Figure 3.13, the pebble packing factor slightly
increases with core height, as more height is available for the pebbles to squeeze into, until a
sharp cutoff around 1.25 m. After this point, the packing factor remains nearly constant with
step-wise increases, which correspond to the changes in the number of pebbles per plane.
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3.6. Comparison against Reference Core
The reference core with 2-D fuel shuffling is shown in Table 3.4 and compared against a
2m tall core design. The power density of the reference core is 25% higher than in the pebble
bed core; additionally, it has a significantly higher fuel volume fraction due to the limited
achievable fuel packing fraction.

Table 3.4. Selected designs and associated metrics of thermal-hydraulic performance under the
specified constraints.
Parameter
Power (MW)
Core Volume (m3)
Power Density (W/cc)
Pebble/Rod Diameter (cm)
Bundle Pressure Drop (MPa)
Peak Fuel Temperature (°C)
Peak Clad Temperature (°C)
Exit Coolant Velocity at Hot Channel (m/s)
Fuel Volume Fraction at Smeared Density (%)

Reference
2750
32.58
84.4
1.563
0.874
798
551
11.76
59.93

3-D PB
1683
25.0
67.3
1.65
1.3
799
473
4.7
47.74

3.7. Conclusions and Future Work
The design could benefit greatly from axially dependent temperature models. It would be
most desirable to implement this into a design code, such as ADOPT [1]. Ascertaining
appropriate pressure drop and convective heat transfer models for an HCP lattice instead of a
rhomboidal lattice could add a little more space to improve the power density (and therefore the
economic attractiveness).
Unfortunately, with the specified pressure drop constraint, this reactor does not seem
economically attractive, and would require a core height of about 1.5m to attain the same power
density as the reference core design. At this core heights, leakage becomes an issue which
threatens the feasibility of the sustaining breed and burn operation.

4. Conclusions
Although an ordered lattice of pebbles reduce the pressure drop are relatively easy to shuffle in
three dimensions, the long fuel life combined with high pressures due to a lack of fission gas
plenum create a large amount of thermal creep. In order to design survivable fuel, the fuel must
either be vented (which does not seem feasible with pebbles), or the smear density must be
reduced significantly such that the B&B mode of operation is not achievable. Additionally, the
pebbles have a noticeably higher pressure drop than a rod-type design with the same fuel volume
fraction, which leads to the designs being significantly less economical.
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